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spaces are a modern invention in the mid 1980's, but they 
classical in They allow one to define a notion of smoothness of 
all of smoothness to a III 
the calculus of real-valued functions of a real variable. 
The notion of a Frolicher space is based on work by A. Frolicher and A. 
[47], and L. Lawvere, S. Schanuel and W. R. Zame [81]. Frolicher and 
Kriegl showed in that spaces form a which we denote 
with useful properties; the most useful one from our of view being 
Cartesian closedness. 
Cherenack theory in the of Frolicher 
spaces in [22]. In this paper he showed that some of the basic 
homotopy theory existed in FRL in a natural way. In 
to construct the groups of a Frolicher space, and then in 
nack gave an indication of how one might construct the left sequence in 
the FRL. 
In his masters' thesis [36] this author showed that under the assumption 
that a certain of modified structure could be placed on certain 
m the right sequence exists in FRL and is exact. 
In their book [78] Michor elaborated on the uses of Frolicher 
spaces in the context of functional and began the 
spaces 'Frolicher . Up until this point they had generally been referred 
to as 'smooth spaces' which was a somewhat unsatisfactory name due to the 
fact that any subset of IBln can be a 'smooth structure' in a natural way, 
but the structure need not be smooth in terms of our intuitive idea of 
smoothness. 
At about the same time Cherenack began calling these spaces 
Frolicher spaces in his series of papers H:;lo,.,'H"- Frolicher spaces to cosmology and 
differential spaces. See [23], [27] and [25]. 
This thesis divides naturally into two The aim of the first is to 
lay a solid for the study of theory in FRL. We do this 





















CHAPTER 1. 4 
that Baues' cofibration and fibration axioms are satisfied FRL with these 
definitions. 
Of the two dual sets of axioms, it is the cofibration axioms that are the 
more difficult to deal with, due to problems with smooth extensions of smooth 
functions. We the cofibration axioms in 6, tools 
in the earlier part of 
The fibration axioms can be shown to be satisfied in FRL in a way that is 
close to the verification of the axioms for spaces. We do this 
in Appendix A. 
In addition to this we show in Appendix B that the 'cube axiom' of Doeraene 
[32] is largely satisfied by FRL. The 'cube axiom' with the fibration 
and cofibration axioms implies that all of Doeraene's work on 
holds in see 
The second part of the thesis is a short look at differential in 
of the basic notions of differential geometry, such as tangent spaces, have 
been defined for spaces by in [23]. Because Frolicher spaces 
are much more than smooth manifolds (they may have uu •. "'~.~. 
one cannot expect usually that the correpsonding results hold. In we 
give an to show that the inverse function theorem does not hold for 
general Frolicher spaces. 
For this reason we will restrict our attention to of smoothmani-
folds where the quotient is taken by a submanifold. These are not in 
<LWLLUJ.U.O, but have a natural Frolicher structure. We use this Frolicher 
structure to show that one has an inverse function theorem for Frolicher spaces 
arising from quotients by a finite set on a smooth manifold. For quotients 
a submanifold of a smooth manifold we obtain an explicit of the 
cone' at the identified point. The 'tangent cone' is a notion to 
Frolicher spaces that is similar to the notion of space'. For a smooth 
manifold the two notions coincide. 
1.1 How Frolicher lIJ .... ,_ ...... '" arise in functional analy-. 
SIS 
The book by Frolicher and [47] uses FrOlicher spaces in their of the 
calculus of convenient vector spaces. Their idea is to observe that for a classical 
smooth manifold or a Banach space, the family of smooth curves and the 
of smooth real-valued functions determine each other in the sense that a map 
is a smooth curve if and only if its composite with every smooth real-valued 
function is a smooth real and a map is a smooth real-valued function 
if and if its composite with every smooth curve is a smooth real -----.-.----0 
FraUcher and show that one can the of Banach spaces 
to a of 'convenient vector spaces'. Manifolds modelled on convenient 
vector spaces are shown by FraUcher and Kriegl to be a class of spaces in which 






























CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5 
1.2 Frolicher and their to smooth 
One can look at Frolicher spaces from the point of view of differential geome-
try. can be thought of as a of the concept of smooth 
manifold. In particular, a space abstracts only the notion of 'smooth 
UIG.jJjJUIJ<,. , and so all the other structure of a smooth manifold, such 
as the local Euclidean nature a smooth UH>UIIVl'U.. 
The structure curves and structure functions of a smooth 
the curves c : lR -+ M and smooth real-valued 
respectively. One can define the notions of vector', 'tangent 
and 'tangent bundle' a Frolicher space in such a way that these notions 
agree with the usual definitions in the case that the Frolicher space is a smooth 
manifold. course a Frolicher space does not have nearly as a structure 
as a smooth manifold, and so these constructs of differential geometry can take 
an unexpected form when the Frolicher space is not a smooth manifold. 
Cherenack , [27]. 
1.3 Homotopy in the category FRL 
This thesis is concerned with homoto y in the. of 
1: U .. IU'-.U"'L spaces. The structure of a Frolicher space determines a natur!11 topol-
ogy on the space, and so one can the of spaces 
from a and in-
structive to work within the category when the various homotopy 
constructs. A point is to look at which maps between two Fr6licher 
spaces may be deformed into one another in a way. The papers by 
Cherenack [22], [24] with this idea, and make adjustments to the 
,...~,~"','v~. methods, at the 'left . This approach is 
somewhat problematical when one tries to construct a Puppe __ 'j, __ .'. __ 
see [36J. In this thesis we with the notions 'smooth homotopy equiva-
lence' and 'smooth co fibration , , and then show that Baues' cofibration axioms 
are satisfied by the of spaces with these two classes of 
mappings. 
This approach puts much of the homotopy theory of Frolicher spaces on a 
secure foundation, allowing all the results that are derived from the axioms to 
be utilised. 
1.4 Breakdown chapters 
VU"'IJ_<a one is this introduction; the second chapter consists of the preliminary 
results that are used the thesis. These results are concerned 
with the definition of a Frolicher space, and the categorical constructions asso-
ciated with the spaces, such as product spaces, coproduct spaces and subspaces. 
au"a.,'Vll 
LV!"""'''L 



















1. INTRODUCTION 6 
Quotient spaces are also 
tion is Some useful results ~Vlll~C;J.!1:Hi'" 
functions are proved. 
Chapter 3 introduces the new notion of a space. 
The notion of a space is similar to the notion of a metrizable 
to~)Ol~Jf.ucal space. The topological procedure of embedding a topological space 
into a 'Hilbert cube' is imitated in a smooth setting, us to show 
certain Frolicher spaces are Stone-Weierstrass theorem is 
~jJIJU"~ to Frolicher spaces enabling us to determine the under-
lying topology of certain Frolicher spaces. This also smooth 
variants of the Lemma' and a weak 'Tietze Extension 
The purpose of 4 is to introduce the basic homotopy constructs in a 
smooth Some constructs are variants of work by Cherenack [22], others 
In particular we define the of smooth cofibration which is 
for our later work in the theory of spaces. We 
also use the work of the to investigate the underlying topologies 
of certain homotopy objects in the of Frolicher spaces. 
a solution to the problem of how to define a reasonable 
notion of deformation retract' (NDR) for a Frolicher space. For 
topological spaces NDR's are to closed cofibrations. We 
prove a similar for Frolicher spaces. We then show how a exact 
'Puppe may be constructed in the of Frolicher spaces. 
The sixth chapter provides a general for homotopy theory in the 
of Frolicher spaces by Baues' cofibration axioms are 
satisfied by this The process these axioms a 
indication where homotopy in the category Frolicher spaces differs from that 
of spaces. Our work on smooth NDR pairs is used in the verification 
of one of the axioms. 
7 the basic definitions needed for the of differen-
tial geometry of Frolicher spaces. These definitions are from similar 
definitions for smooth manifolds, and some are due to Cherenack 
~"'-r'-"- 8 and 9 are concerned with on manifolds. We 
identify a submanifold of a manifold to a point, and the resulting space the 
quotient Frolicher structure. Our aim is to show that for such spaces one has 
an inverse function theorem similar to the usual inverse function theorem for 
smooth manifolds. Chapter 8 introduces the ideas concentrating on manifolds 
where a finite set of points is identified to a point, and derives an inverse function 
theorem for such Frolicher spaces, while 9 is concerned with the more 
situation where the quotient is taken by a and concludes 
with an of the cone' of such a Frolicher space at 
the identified that an inverse function theorem will hold for 
these Frolicher spaces, and our of the 'tangent cone' could serve as 
a starting for further 
....... ·P'"'Uy" ..... A is a verification of Baues' fibration axioms These axioms 
are dual to the cofibration axioms. As with the cofibration axioms, certain def-
initions and constructions are more elaborate than in the situation. 
c;~u:nl! . VL'~",'."", 
"""''''',","vL 
.V~JV1'JK1,",a,1 "L'J~,.U.~'L"























1. INTRODUCTION 7 
'~,",''''''"U'''''A B is a partial verification of the J-axioms for the category of 
Frolicher spaces. These axioms a framework in which Lusternick-Schnirelmann 
theory can be studied in a and are due to Doeraene [32]. For a com-
verification of Doeraene's axioms one still needs to show that the pullback 
of a cofibration by fibrations is a cofibration. 












In this we describe the of Frolicher spaces, and define the basic 
ideas that are used throughout this thesis. We also prove some technical results 
that are needed later. 
2.1 
We begin some basic notions Frolicher spaces. For more 
detail, see Frolicher and Cherenack [24], [22] or Dugmore[36]. 
The of Frolicher spaces is defined as follows. 
2.1.1. An object in the FRL is a triple (X, , Fx) 
called the underlying set, Cx is a collection maps of 
the form c: IR -+ X, called the structure curves, and is a collection 
maps of the form f: X -+ IR, called the structure functions, which satisfy the 
following conditions: 
1. <PCx {f: X -+ IRlf 0 c smooth for all c E = 
2. {c:IR-+ o c smooth for all f E Fx} = Cx . 
A 9 : {X, C x, -+ (Y, , Fy) in FRL is a map g: X -+ Y, such 
that 9 0 Cx C Cy or equivalently Fy 0 9 C . The of FRL are called 
Frolicher spaces, and the , Fx) is called the smooth structure on 
or the Frolicher structure on X. We will usually write X for a Frolicher 
space ,Fx). 
The result is of fundamental 
2.1.2. Proposition. The category FRL has initial and final structures with 
to the forgetful to Sets. 
1.1.4 in Frolicher 
8 























the initial and final structures are defined as follows. Let Xj be 
a spaces, and let 9j: A -+ be a of maps from a 
set A to the Frolicher space The structure on A generated by the 
of maps 9j is by 
o c E GXj' for all 
Given a collection 9j: -+ A of maps from the Frolicher space 
A, the final structure on A generated the family of maps 9j is 
GA r{J: A -+ JRlf 0 9j E FXj> for all 
to a set 
by 
As we shall see, many Frolicher structures such as coproducts, quo-
tients and are defined as initial or final structures by a 
given collection of maps. 
An important case of a final structure is the If we start with 
an collection F of functions f: X -+ JR, we can define 
. We call this smooth structure the smooth structure IU~lnelrln; 
the set of functions F. 
Let X and Y be Frolicher spaces with the s me set. We say that 
the Frolicher structure on X is coarser than the Frolicher structure on Y if 
C . Conversely, if ~ Fx, then we say that the structure on 
X is finer than the Frolicher structure on Y. 
2.2 Subspaces of a Frolicher space 
Let A C and let i: A -+ X denote the inclusion map. Then (A, ,FA) 
is called a (Frolicher) subspace of the Frolicher space (X, provided 
CA and FA are defined by the initial smooth structure by the set of 
functions {J 0 i: A -+ JRlf E Fx} Frolicher and Kriegl [47]). Thus, one can 
show that 
1. the structure curves on A are the elements of the set 
JR -+ Ali 0 c E and 
2. the structure functions on A are elements of the set = 
In the of differential spaces Sikorski [lone defines structure 
functions on a A of a differential space X to be locally the restrictions 
of structure functions on X. 
For a Frolicher space observe that the structure functions on a subspace A 




















CHAPTER 2. 10 
2 Products and coproducts 
"""',..""",, we are a collection of Frolicher spaces 
{(Xi, ,Fx,}},(l:$i:$ ,nEW. 
Then the Cartesian product Xi (in IS the initial structure 
by the set of 
n 
Pj· II Xi -+ Xj, for j 1, . . n . 
• ::1 
The coproduct (in is the final structure generated by the 
inclusions ii:-+ . We shall often have occasion to deal with maps of 
the form h: X U Y -+ Z, for Frolicher spaces X, Y and Z. If h has COlnpnelots 
f and g, we shall often write h = [J, gJ. 
extends these definitions to infinite products and 
2 The underlying topology of a Frolicher space 
There is a functor 
FRL -+ TOP, 
which .",,"G'"'''' the Frolicher structure on a set X with a topology given by the 
called the topology, defined as follows. 
2.4.1. Definition. The 
topology with subbasis 
Frolicher and 
u = {J-l(O, 1) 
define the 
but for us there is another basis that is also useful: 
2.4.2. Lemma. The collection of subsets of 
a basis the underlying topology. CU'''HH,., 
a Frolicher space X is the 
as in Definition 2.4.1, 
U is a basis. 
Proof. 
the 
We show that B is a basis. The B gelleraLt:S 
topology is left to the reader. For a subbasic open set 
U (O,l),compose lwithq,(t)=e-tfort>Oto U=f-1oq,(O, .) 
To show that B is a basis we need to show that B is closed under finite 
intersections. 
Let a; 1R -+ 1R be the smooth function with the properties that 
1. a(t) 0 for t :$ 0, 
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CHAPTER 2. 11 
See Section 2.8. 
To see that B is closed under finite intersections, let Ul, E B. 
that U1 00) and (0,00), where E. Then let 
:::::: . Let x E U1 n E (0,00), and so U1 n U2 ~ 
1(0, 
On the other hand, suppose that Js(x) E (0, 
and o(h(x)) E (0,00). From the definition of 0, we 




The functor T leaves on the level of sets. The open 
intervals in JR form a basis for the Euclidean topology, and each open interval 
is diffeomorphic to (0,1). Thus for any smooth map I: X -4 Y, the map 
is continuous in the underlying and so is a morphism in the category 
TOP. 
We shall usually suppress the functor notation, and talk about X as a 
Frolicher space and a topological space interchangeably, when we really mean 
that X is the Frolicher space, and that T(X) is the associated topological space. 
For spaces one has the useful that a continuous 
tive mapping on a compact space is a homeomorphism onto its It is 
-'''-'~'J not true that a smooth mapping on a compact Frolicher 
space has to be a There is the 
2.4.3. Example. Let I denote the unit interval with the Fralicher structure it 
inherits as a subspace of JR. Then a curve c: R -4 I is a structure curve if and 
if when composed with the inclusion of I into R it is a structure curve on 
JR. Let 10 be the Fr6licher space having the unit interval as its underlying set 
with the FraUcher structure on 10 the structure generated the two functions 
10, : 10 -4 given 
lo(t) 
{
I 'f 1 2' tlt~2 




I 'f 1 - tlt<-2 - 2 
4t - 2 if t > 1 
One can show without much difficulty that any c E 
to E is a structure curve on I with the property that 
at left and 
:::: ~, for some 
:::::: 0. (Hint: Look 
Now define g: 10 -4 I g(t) t. This is It is smooth 
since any curve on 10 is a curve on I, and so the of 9 with any element 
of CIa is an element of CI- One now observes that the mapping : 1-410 is 
not since not every curve on I is a curve on 10 , 
dllteo,m()rp,hl!;m. 
 






















CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES 12 
one can show that 7(10) and 7(1) in the above are home-
at the level, (one follows the same that is used 
in Section 4.3 to show that the 'flattened unit interval' is homeomorphic to the 
usual unit , and then g is an of a map which is not a dif-
but is a in the underlying This is an 
indication that the underlying topology of a Frolicher space does not carryall 




worth noticing away is contained in the following 
2.4.4. Lemma. If a subset A of a Frolicher space X is given the Frolicher 
iHHI::iPII.£{;t; structure, then the topology the Frolicher Su{)SpIlCe 
on A is finer than the subspace topology that the set A inherits as a t01)'Oloqzcat 
subspace X. 
Let i : A -i- X denote the inclusion map, let 
the Frolicher structure on and let be the topology that 
A inherits as a topological of X. We wish to show that C Let 
U E T-. Then there is an open set V C X in the 
such that U (V), 
From Lemma we may write the open set V as 
V = U r;1(0,00), 
>.eA 
where each f>. is a structure function on X, and A is some BH. .. ,,,,,,u!'> set. Then 
U = i-l(V) 
= i- 1 ( U f;l{O,OO)) 
>.eA 
U (f>. 0 i)-1(O, 
>.eA 
and since each J>. 0 i is a structure function on A, the last line an 
open set in the topology on A. This shows that U E T. D 
In other words the Frolicher structure can induce a finer 
ogy than the underlying topology. An interesting example of this is the inclu-
siou of the Koch snowflake Ii into . (See Dugmore [36]). In this case K 
to the unit circle in the topology, but the topology 
the Frolicher structure is discrete. See Falconer [40J for the 
construction of the and a discussion of other of this 
fractal curve. 
We now prove a result the countable product of Frolicher spaces. 
We show that the topology on a countable Frolicher product is finer 
than the usual product topology, In fact, it is not difficult to prove that this is 
T.nT.nlt",.v I
UV'ul\..JlUl'.
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2. PRELIMINARIES 13 
the case, even for an of Frolicher spaces Cherenack [22]), 
but we shall be concerned with countable products, and so we prove 
the result in this case. 
2.4.5. Lemma. Let {Xnln E be a countable collection of Frolicher spaces. 
Then the underlying topology on 
X Xn 
n::::1 
is finer than the usual n"'rl.n","t t''''l,,01,..~,., 
Let denote the usual topology on and Tx denote the 
topology induced on the by the Frolicher structure. We wish to show 




is an open set in if each of the is open set in Xn , and all but a finite 
number of the = X n . We show that U E 
Suppose that each Un is a basic open set in , unless There 
are smooth functions such that Uni (0,00) for each fl. E ~ for which 
1= X ni · Define gn • . X -t lR by gni(X) 0Pn.(X), where . X -t X ni is 
the map. Then each gn, is clearly and each (0, E 
But 
" 
U = n g;;.1 00) E 
i::::1 
o 
In the result holds for finite 
2.5 
It has been shown Frolicher and [47] that the FRL of 
Frolicher spaces is Cartesian (See also and Michor [78]). This 
useful fact that function spaces of smooth have a natural 
Frolicher structure. This structure is generated in the following way. 
Let X and Y be Frolicher spaces. Let FRL(X, denote the set of smooth 
maps from X to Y. Define a set of curves on FRL(X, Y) by 
C={e:lR-t Y)le: lR x X -t Y is OUL~'V"" 
where e is the evaluation map given by 
























We then define the structure functions on FRL(X, Y) to be 
FFRL(X,y) == 
and the structure curves can then be shown to be 
CFRL(X,Y) f<)C = C. 
We always the function space FRL(X, Y) the structure defined above. It 
is shown by Frolicher and that this function space structure behaves 
and that with the structure on FRL(X, ,the cat,eg()ry 
FRL is Cartesian closed. 
Since the category FRL is closed we have the exponential law 
FRL(X x Z) ~ FRL(Y,Z)) 
for any spaces X, Y and Z. 
2 Quotient Frolicher spaces 
2.6.1. Definition. Let", be an equivalence relation on a Frolicher space X. 
Let q: X ~ be the set map. We define the structure curves CX /_ 
and the structure on XI"" as follows. 
• = {f: ~ JRlf 0 q: X ~ JR is smooth on X}. 
• = f(Fxl_)' 
It is not difficult to see that <)f(Fxl_) FXI_' We.will be dealing mostly 
with a special case of the above namely the identification of a 
closed subset of a Frolicher space to a point. If A is a Frolicher subspace of the 
Frolicher space X, and q: X ~ is the identification map, then we consider 
the sequence of maps, 
A~X XIA JR. 
The map f : ~ JR is a structure function if and if the "I"\''''''n,''''''' 
f 0 q: X ~ JR is a structure function on X. Thus every structure function on 
XI A rise to a structure function on X which is constant over A. 
let j: X ~ JR be a structure function on X which is constant 
over A. Then the map f: XIA ~ by 
== j(x), for [xl E XI A 
is a structure function on XI A. So there is a one-to-one between 
structure functions on and structure functions on X which are constant 
over A. This is a to which we shaH refer in later work. 

























CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES 15 
2.6.2. Lemma. the commutative rl"."''''n~ solid arrows below, 
A XIA 
where Yo E Y arid q is the map, we can fill in an arrow 9 such that the 
IHn,.,r,., ..... commutes. q is the map in FRL. 
Proof. Define g: X I A -1- Y by 
g([x]) g(q(x)) 
g(x). 
The fact that 9 0 = Yo for all a E A ensures that 9 is well-defined. 
To see that 9 is smooth, let f: Y -1- R be a structure function on Y. Then 
we have 
f 0 = f 0 g(q(x)) 
= fo 
The map fog is smooth since 9 and the result is o 
Notice that the structure curves into can be described in the following 
way. We have the 
Obviously, if c is a structure curve on then q 0 c is a structure curve on 
In addition to curves on XIA arising in this way, if the composite 9 0 c is a 
smooth real mapping, where c is not a structure curve on X, for all 
structure functions, g, on X that are constant over then q 0 c is a structure 
curve on XI A. 
2.7 Wedge products 
2.7.1. Definition. The """"rio'", product RmVRn, (m, n EN), 
zs to be 
(Rm URn)/{om, on}, 
the in FRL with the om I on in ]Rffl and]R", rp.~fJP~tn"pl1t iden-





/ II<  
/0 
/ 0 9 IS
x 
... _."'''' ... ,... 
IS
" rlo'.o  











The above construction is a special case of a more construction. 
end of Section 2.9). We extend the above definition to a finite 
using the notation 
k 
x=V , mi EN. 
i:::1 
In given a collection of k .V~'VHJ"'L'C.GL (or Frolicher ) spaces with 
,x.)},l:5 i :5 k, 





in FRL or TOP. We shall use the same definition in a ~"!~''''.J different context. 
Let VI, V2, ... , be a collection of k vector spaces over ~. Let 0, denote 
zero of the vector space Vi, for 1 :5 i :5 k. Define 
k 
VVi '" ,Ok}, 
;=1 ;=1 
, where the zero element OJ' forms the of the 
set of Vi, for each 1 < i < k. 
Of course Vf:::1 Vi is not a v;;to;':- space itself, but each subset Vi ~ Vi 
has the structure of a vector space for each 1 :5 j :5 k. 
2.8 Smooth braking functions 
In this section we will show how to construct smooth 
the method of Hirsch [58]. functions are 
this thesis. These functions are useful because they allow us to convert 
smooth functions to smooth by across the joins of the 
smooth 
At the end of this section we introduce some notation for a class 
of smooth and we prove a technical result that is of use in 
Chapter 6. 
It is well known that the function </>: ~ -+ ~, by 
</>(x) { 
0 if x < 0 
e- ifx>O. 
is smooth for Binmore [10)). 
Now let us construct a smooth function a: ~ -+ IR with the following prop-
erties. 
Let ° :5 a < b. We want a(t) to satisfy: 
A\J"'L'v ' LVL.' ...... '''L  
,1 ::: :::: , 
x 
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• £¥(t) 0 for t ~ a, 
• 0 < £¥(t) < 1 for a < t < b, 
• £¥ strictly U',"'L'-<m>H.11'o for a < t < b, 
• £¥(t) = 1 for t ~ b. 
To define £¥, start with the smooth function </;: ~ ----t defined above. Next 
define a new function "/: ~ ----t ~ 
,,/(x) </;(x - a)</;(b x). 
Then £¥: ~ ----t I is given 
course the above construction need not be the only way of 
a smooth braking function. We shall call a smooth braking function defined 
in the above way a standard smooth braking function, or a standard 
.. n, ....... " function, it understood that all braking functions considered 
in this thesis are assumed to be smooth. 
Furthermore, the lowercase Greek letter £¥ always refers to some smooth 
UHI,AH.ll!) function, although not a standard one. 
More for 0 < f < ~, the notation £¥e always refers to a smooth 
function with the following ""1'1 .. "",,.10, 
• £¥,(t) = 0 for t ~ f, 
• 0 < £¥€(t) < 1 for f < t < 1 - f, 
• £¥ for f < t < 1 - f, 
• 1 for 1 - f < t. 
We now prove a series of lemmas that us the following useful n,.r,n"rr.V 
For a standard function £¥(, and 0 < f < ~ there is a constant 0 < k€ < 
such that 0 ~ t - £¥€(t) < for 0 ~ t ~ ~. 
2.8.1. Lemma. Let 0 < f < !. Then £¥€( = t if £¥€ is a standard braking 
function. 
Proof. We have 
O rt:S;










 :s;  l 
• 0:' 
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rjJ(x f)rjJ(l f-x)dx 
~~~~~----~--+ 
rjJ(x-f)rjJ(l f x)dx 
.!. 
2 J/ rjJ(x - f)rjJ(l - f - x)dx 




rjJ(x f)rjJ(1 f - x)dx 
rjJ(x - f)rjJ(1 f - x)dx 
o 
2.8.2. Lemma. Let 0 < f < ~. Then the function f(t) t O:'€(t) is concave 
down on the interval t) I if O:'e is a standard braking Tun,ctwn. 
We have 
/,(t) = 1- O:'~(t) 
= 1 - Ae1'e(t), the fundamental theorem of calculus, 
where 1'€(t) = ¢i(t f)¢i(l - f t), and 
(11- e 1'€(x)dx) -1 ~ O. 
From this we 
d 
- dt Ae1'€(t) 
= d (¢i(t - f)¢i(l - f - t)) 
:::::: -Ae¢i'(t f)¢i(l - f t) + Ae¢i(t f)rjJ'(l- f t) 
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o 
2.8.3. Lemma. Let 0 < f < ~ then there exists 0 < ke < & such that 0 < 
t - Qe(t) < ke for 0 :s t < ~, if Qe is a standard bmking 
Proof. Define == t - Qe(t). We have f(t) == t for 0 :s t :s f and f(O) == 0 == 
f(&). From Lemma 2.8.2 we know that f is concave down on the interval (f, t). 
Thus we may use calculus to that f(t) 2:: 0 for f < t < !. 
us the 0 :s f(t) < ! for 0 :s t :s !. there is some 
number 0 < k < ~ such that O:S f(t) :s k < t for 0 :s t :s t. Let ke 
Then we have 0 :s f(t) :s k < ke < ! for 0 :s t :s t· 0 
2.9 The category of pointed Frolicher 
We denote the "aV'''l'.VLJ of ,",VAnv" .... 
maps by 
spaces and basepoint n""'·"P1'm 
2.9.1. Definition. The m are Frolicher spaces with a distin-
guished basepoint. The morphisms are vasepo'znt preserving maps in FRL. We 
will the basepoint Frolicher space X by * X or * if there 
is no chance of um:tlL.'U) 
The basepcHnt 
(*x" *X2 !"" 
maps. 
Xi of Frolicher spaces is the 
The or wedge of two pointed Frolicher spaces and X 2 
is Xl U.. (Xl UX2)/~ where ~ identifies the of Xl and X:a. 
The unit interval I is given the O. 
Note that the product defined in 2.7 is just the categc,nc;al 
sum of the two pointed Frolicher spaces, ]Rn and ]Rm. 
2.10 Notation 
2.10.1. Definition. Let (A, d) be a metric space. Let f > O. We define 
Be(a) == E Ald(x, a) < 
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We by defining the notion of for a Frolicher space, and 
show that if a Frolicher space X is pre-metrizable and compact in the ~"'~~k'J 
topology, an application of the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem allows us to deduce 
that X is metrizable (by a metric whose square is a smooth 
As an aside we the theorem to show that Frolicher 
spaces that are compact in the topology have useful such 
as a "Urysohn lemma" , a weak form of the "Tietze extension theorem" , existence 
of smooth partitions of subordinate to an open cover, etc. 
It has been shown by [25] also and Michor [78]) that 
any Frolicher space X can be embedded in a function space ofthe form JRF where 
F C is a generating set of functions, provided F has a sufficiently "rich" 
structure. We prove a similar and use it to derive of certain 
Frolicher spaces that admit a countable set of smooth functions. 
In we show that a Frolicher space X is pre-metrizable if the 
Frolicher structure on X is generated a countable collection of functions 
which in X". If the Frolicher structure on X is CfP."",,.,,t.,·r1 
a finite set of functions F, with this "point , then this fact 
is to the fact that X can be embedded in some JRI'I. 
3.1 Pre-metrizable Frolicher spaces 
We define a new notion for Frolicher spaces called 
will turn out to be very useful in later work. 
3.1.1. Definition. Let X be a Friilicher space. 
, which 
1. A structure function . X --+ IR. is said to IZe:nelrat;e the underlying topol-
ogy on X if the set 
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forms a basis for the underlying topology on X. 
2. A Frolicher space X is called pre~metrizable if there exists a smooth 
d:XxX~lR.+, 
where lR. + = {t E ?:: O} with the Frolicher subspace structure, where 
satisfies the usual metric space axioms. That for each x, y, z EX 
the must hold. 
< 00, 
o if and only if x :::: y, 
(c) Vd(x, y) = ~, 
(d) Vd(x, y) + > 
We call the function d a on X. If there exists a 
d that the underlying topology on X, then we say that X is 
metrizable, and call v'd a metric. 
It is important to notice that the definition of a Fri:ilicher 
space X the existence of a smooth "1"'_"'''''1'11' 
not specify any particular one. 
3.1.2. Lemma. Let d: X x X ~ JR+ be a on X. Then d and 
nPflP:T',ntp the same topology on X. 
Proof The result follows from the fact that an open ball Be(xo) of radius f 
(c > 0) and centred at Xo can be written in either of the following ways: 
E < f} 
E Xld(x, xo) < c2}. 
o 
3.1.3. Let d: lR. x JR ~ be the function d(x,y) = (x y)2, 
Then d generates the Euclidean topology on which is also the -"'-~"J 
to~~~ of lR. when treated as a Frolicher space. Thus d is a """,_",pt1'1r 
Ix - yl defines a metric on JR. 
If a Frolicher space X is then the topology on X is 
finer than the induced on X by any pre-m,etrl d. To see 
notice that for every x EX, the map 
IS ",Ujevu.l1, and so each open ball is 
_): X ~ JR 
by 
U""~r./~"17. . lo(7Y
...... '00_ .... ".0 .. 
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Since d(x, _) is smooth on X (and hence continuous), the ball defined above 
must be an open set in the underlying "~"~"J"'J 
Sometimes we will need to ",,,,,, ... ,,.,, 
Frolicher space X is open or closed in a given d. To simplify our 
notation, we shall often say simply that A is or d-closed. Of course a 
set is always open in the topology on X, for any n,.",_YYl,"~ 
d. A subset of X that is d will be called 
etc. If we wish to refer to a r>"""n"".t,, 
shall always refer to the d-P nrclnelrtv. 
The underlying topology on X is by definition the coarsest in which 
every structure function is continuous. Since any d-topology is even coarser, 
III for a d, there can be structure functions which are not 
continuous in a given if there is a for which all 
structure functions are then the space is and 
this pre-metric is a metric. 
To show that a Frolicher space is all we need to do is 
the space in another Frolicher space, as the following lemma 
indicates. 
3.1.4. Lemma. Let A be a Frolicher subspace of the Frolicher space and 
let i be the inclusion map. X is with TlH-'-Hl'"'''' 
d: X x X-+ 
then A is .~.",,",,' c with 
d 0 (i x i): A x A -+ 
Proof. The map d 0 (i x i) is obviously 
the metric space axioms for V d 0 (i x i). 
and it is a to verify 
D 
3 The Stone-Weierstrass theorem applied to 
underlying topology and d-topologies of 
a pre-metrizable Frolicher space 
the Stone-Weierstrass theorem to a Frolicher space 
that is compact in the underlying topology, we arrive at the main result of this 
section, which states that a Frolicher space that is compact in 
the topology is metrizable any defines 
a metric the 
Before we prove this result we introduce some notation, For the rest of this 
we shall be concerned mainly with Frolicher spaces that are ("nrnr""rt. 
in the underlying topology. For the sake we make the following 
definition. 
3.2. L Definition. A Frolicher space whose underlying topology is 1S 
called a Frolicher space. 
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3.2.2. Definition. Let X be a Frolicher space. Let C(X) denote the 
m.""fJ'I"(l of all real-valued functions on X that are continuous in the 
topology on X. We C(X) the norm 
Ilfll = sup {If(x)1 : x EX}. 
If X is 
subalgebra 
d-topology. 
,",u£zu,,,.,,,_ then for a d, we let Cd(X) denote the 
C(X) all real-valued functions on X that are continuous in the 
We give Cd(X) the norm that it from 
3.2.3. Definition. A generating set F of functions a Frolicher space X is 
said to points in X if for every x, y E X there exists an f E F such 
that f(x) f. f(y)· 
We now state the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem 
[75]. See for an outline of the proof, or [38] for a full proof. 
Naber a of the theorem for Euclidean spaces, and the book by 
discusses the space C(X) in detaiL See also "un.~"'H~5"" 
3.2.4. Theorem. Let X be a compact space. Then a subalgebra R 
C(X) is dense in if it has the property that distinct points x and 
y E X and real numbers a and b, there is a function f in R such that f(x) = a 
and f(y) = b. This is called the two-point 
Equivalently, R is dense in C(X) if it (for x, y E X there 
exists an fER with f(x) f. f(y)). 
This result will enable us to approximate continuous maps (in the underlying 
by smooth maps, and also to use d-continuous maps 
"VA.U""'"'" smooth or continuous (in the topology) maps as 
3.2.5. Lemma. a compact Frolicher space X admits a generating set that 
separates then Fx is dense in C(X). 
The constant functions are always smooth, so 
that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.2.4. 
is a subalgebra of C(X) 
o 
3.2.6. Lemma. X is a compact pre-metrizable Frolicher space with pre-
metric d, then Cd(X) is dense in 
The constant maps are always and since the a-t,oPOIC)g 
is Hausdorff (it is there is a d-continu6us function that 
in X. Given distinct x, y E one can choose the d-continuous function 
d(x, to x and y. Apply Theorem 3.2.4. 0 
3.2.7. Let X be a compact Frolicher space that is 
with a d. Consider a structure function f E Then for any 
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Another application of Lemma 3.2.6 is that for a compact P"O-U'C;" Ll"'.CL UJ:C; 
space any d-continuous real-valued function can be approximated 
closely by a d'-continuous real-valued function, where d and d' are different 
pre-metrics on X. 
We now use these results to compare the 
m€:tnzaIDle FraUcher space with the a 
d. 
3.2.8. Lemma. Let U a open set in the underlying of a 
compact Frolicher space X. Then there exists a sequence of d-




U is a basic open set in the 
function f E such that 
1- 1 
n 
there is a smooth 
For each n E choose a d-continuous function gn: X -+ lR? such that 
Notice that for' each x EX, 
1 1 
9n(X) - - < f(x) < 9n(X) + 
n n 
Choose x E (1 1 - Then ~ < 9n(X) < 1 - -nl , and so the previous n' n .. 
inequality becomes 
o 











1(~,1_ 1 U ~ , 
n n 
We now prove the reverse inclusion. Let x E U. Then f(x) E (0,1). Let 
Let mEN be 
& min{f(x), 1 f(x)}. 
enough that rk < !. Then we have 
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Notice that 
and 




2 ::; f(x) - 2 
a S 
f(x) + 2::; 1- 2' 
a 15.5 1 - - < 9m(X) < f(x) + - < 1- - < 1 - -. 2 2 - 2 m 
Thus x E 1 m' giving us the inclusion 
00 
u~ U (0,1). 
n=l 
We have the following corollary. 
25 
o 
COlrtOIClCl nN'i-ffl.p.tT·1."I1!hlp. Frolicher space is metrizable and 
all equivalent metrics. 
3.3 Smooth variants the Urysohn lemma and 
Extension Theorem 
This section is a short diversion where we use the Stone-Weierstrass theorem to 
prove a smooth version of the classical lemma" , and a weakened form 
of the classical "Tietze extension theorem" for compact, Hausdorff Frolicher 
spaces. 
Smooth extensions of functions are problematic, due partly to 
the additional difficulties of but also due in a large 
to the fact that a Frolicher subspace does not induce the subspace topology as 
the underlying Hence the "extension theorem" below is weaker than 
Tietze's Theorem for topological spaces, but is 
This section does not on the notion of pf(~-rrletJnZ,~Olllt:v 
Let X be a Frolicher space that 
admits a set that separate in X. Let A C X and 
B C X be closed sets in the underlying topology. Then there is a smooth 
function f: X -+ [0,1] with the property that f(A) 0 and f(B) L 
It is known that there is a continuous function 9 : X -+ [0,1] with g(A) == 
o and g(B) == 1. This is the classical Urysohn Lemma for 
Janich for Choose half-open intervals [0, 
.5 
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£2 > 0, with the that ([0, (1)) n ((£2,1]) 0. Lemma 
3.2.5 to find a smooth function g: X -t JR with the property that 
Ilg-iill < 
Now choose a smooth 
ties. 
function 0': JR -t [0,1] with the following proper-
1. O'(t) 0 for 0 :::; t < £1. 
2. O'(t) = 1 for 1 £2 < t :::; L 
3. 0:::; O'(t) :::; 1 for t E JR. 
The smooth function is then f = 0' 0 • X -t [0,1]. o 
For our purposes the following weaker form of Tietze's extension theorem will 
be sufficient. 
3.3.2. Lemma. Let X be a compact Frolicher space 
which admits a generating set of functions that points in X. Suppose 
we are a smooth junction 
A -t [0,1] 
on a closed subset A ~ X. Then for any closed set B C int(A), the 
smooth map can be extended to smooth function 
f: X -t 1]. 
Proof. Consider the dosed set B C int(A). Now choose a smooth function 
g: X -t [0, 1J such that g(B) == 1 and g(XA) == O. Then define 
i(x) =: { 
O',(g(x))f(x) if x E A 
o if x 1:. A, 
where 0', is a smooth braking function as described in Section 2.8, with 0 < f < 
~. 0 
3.4 Smooth partitions of unity subordinate to 
an cover 
In this section we take another diversion to show that if X is a FraUcher 
space whose underlying topology admits a set of functions that sep-
arate points in X, then one can always find a smooth partition of unity subor-
dinate to an open cover of X. 
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3.4.1. Let X be a Frolicher space. 
1. A collection of smooth 
{fAhEA, where : X -? [0, I], 
is called a smooth of if the following hold. 
(a) Each x E X has a neighbourhood in which but a finite number 
the vanish. 
(b) For each x E 
f>..(x) == 1. 
AEA 
2. The support of each is defined as 
supp == 
3. A smooth partition of unity is called subordinate to an open cover U 
of X if for each A, 
supp fA S; U 
for some U E U. 
3.4.2. Lemma. Let U {U} AEA be an open cover of a compact Frolicher space 
X that admits a set that X. Then 
Proof We may assume that U is a finite open cover of X, since the 
underlying is paracompact. Now find an open cover of called V 
{V ... hEA with the property that V ... C U)... Again, the paracompactness of the 
topology allows this. (73]). 
We now apply the smooth Lemma (Lemma to smooth 







It is smooth, since given a structure curve c: lPI. -? X, 
¢ 0 c(t) o c(t) 
)..EA 
is a finite sum of smooth real functions in a neighbourhood of every t E JR. 
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3.5 The smooth Hilbert cube pre-metrizable 
We now show that there is a 'cube' which is and later we shall 
show that certain Frolicher spaces can be embedded into this cube, allowing us 
to deduce that these Frolicher spaces are We are 
a certain topological spaces 
are embedded into a metrizable 'Hilbert cube', one to deduce that the 
spaces themselves are metrizable. 




is known as the Hilbert cube. See van Mill [127] for a discussion of the Hilbert 
cube and other infinite dimensional topological spaces, or Kelley for a more 
aprl"".".' discussion of cubes. 
The metric d' is not due to the presence of the absolute-value func-
but we shall show that there is a smooth prc~-nletrl 
d: l]N x [0, l]N ---+ 
on the Frolicher space IJIIl, (which we shall call the smooth Hilbert cube), 
and that IS to the usual metric d' above. This that 
the smooth Hilbert cube is pre-metrizable, and thus any Frolicher subspace of 
the smooth Hilbert cube is also 
We proceed as follows: For each n E 
with the following 
1. ° for t < n - !! - 4' 
2. an (t) 1 for t > n - 1. - 4' 




q,: [0, I]N ---+ [0, 1]1ll 
{ 
Xn-l for t < n - 1 
Xn-l + (xn - Xn-l)an(t), for n 
Xn for t > n 
1 ~ t ~ n, , say. 
It is easy to see that is since it is constant in a of 
each n, and smooth on each (n - 1, for n E N. We wish to verify that 
q,. [0, IF" ---+ is smooth. the Cartesian closedness of we need 
only show that the evaluation map 










o f r t   - l! 
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is smooth. 
To this let 
be a structure curve, by 
c(s) = (±(s), t(s)) 
= ((Xl(S), X2(S), ... ),t(S)). 
Then 
is 
a n (t{s)),forn-l$ $n, 
which is smooth. 
We may now define 
by 
= 100 2- 2t (Jdt ) - flJ.{t)) 
The function d is smooth since the improper integral converges the compar-
ison and the is smooth. 
3.5.1. Lemma. The map ..j(i satisfies the metric space axioms. 
Proof. The axiom of symmetry is immediate. For the other """-'VB«' let 
!. E [0, 
To see that 
the definition of 
one needs only observe that, by 
'-''''"1101V'11 of is zero if and only 
if ± y. 
To see that the triangle inequality holds, define an inner 
±''!L= 1M 
for 0 < M < 00, and 1Ii!!11 = Vi!!' ±. We then have the usual triangle inequality 
for a norm. Allowing M -7 00, we have IIi!! - '!LII, and the 
result follows. 0 
We shall now show that the underlying tO~)OlcJJucal space on the smooth 
Hilbert cube is the usual (topological) Hilbert cube. 
I
c: lR ~ 
,for n ::; n,
d: x 
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3.5.2. Lemma. Let ([0, 1V~, be the topological Hilbert cube. Suppose that 
d*: [0, l]N x [0, l]N -+ lR is another metric defined on [0, . If there exists a 
constant [{ > 0 such that 
d* < 1/), for all ",-, 1!. E [0, 
then the map 
-+ ([0, ,d*), 
Notice that [{ is a ,uA~''''''AUU'' constant for ,uA~"''''AU • .u AU'"'PIc"AUi'," are 
continuous. Hence if> is a continuous on a space, and is thus 
a homeomorphism. o 
We now prove the main result. 
3.5.S. Theorem. The metric spaces ([0, l]N, d' ) and ([0, IP~J 01) are homeo-
morphic. 
Notice that for n :::; t :::; n + 1, we either have the 
or the inequality 
Thus we certainly have the 
z
 . 1]l'i - .
(
 ir 'V.
= ir is a 



















L Yn 1+ L 2-n lxn+l Yn+ll 
n=! n=l 
::;dl(.~.,lV+~ 00 2-n lxn -Ynl 
n=2 
1 
::; d' (~, Il) + 
~dl(X 2 -, 
31 
Hence Jd(~, lV ::; lV, and Lemma 3.5.2 now shows that the metrics Vd 
and d' define the same Tr.-r' ..... I£'"." so we are done. D 
3.6 Countably generated Frolicher 
In this section we define what is meant by a and "finitely 
Frolicher space. We then derive some ClllLLJC"UUlllll<. results for these 
spaces. 
3.6.1. Definition. A Frolicher space (X, 
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structure on X. In other words, Cx = rF. We call F the upnp .. ",,,, 
tions for X. In particular, il F is we say that X is AU''''''':'' 
The result allows us to ''''''UVA'.1 many vv,.U""""",,, gen-
erated Frolicher spaces. 
3.6.2. Lemma. Suppose the set X has been tI'rr,/u',rlP'r structure 
by a countable (respectively finite) collection 
{gr X -t Yjlj 1,. '" m}, 
where each is countably (finitely) generated. Then X is cotmtably (finitely) 
We prove the finitely generated case. The 
tion is almost identicaL Let 
for the countable situa-
be the O'p".,,.,,,tlna functions for . Then 
m 
U 11:::; i:::; nj} 
j=1 
IS a O'p".,,.,,,t,,nO' set of functions for X, for any map c: rn! -t X, we have 
c E if and only if gj 0 c E CYj for each j 
if and only if I] 0 gj 0 c E (R, for each i and j. 
o 
This lemma has a number of immediate consequences. 
3.6.3. A countable (finite) 
{'(n"nUll"" (finitely) generated. 
countably (finitely) generated 
Products are given the initial structure defined by the projection maps. 
D 
3.6.4. A su/),spa,ce Frolicher space 
is countably (finitely) (WT, .... n[l,Pfl 
A is given the initial structure defined the inclusion map. D 
Recall that the structure functions on a union Xu Y of Frolicher spaces 
are mappings I: X U Y -t R which restrict to structure functions on each of 
the components of the disjoint union. Thus if each of X and Y are 
(finitely) generated, so is the disjoint union Xu Y. To see this, suppose that 
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VUVVi,<e Xo E X and Yo E Y. For each : X --+ lR define : X U Y --+ lR as 
follows 
f~ (z) { 
exp (J",(z)) if z E X 
-1 if z E Y. 
For each g", : Y --+ lR define g~: X U Y 4 lR as follows 
= {-lifZEX 
exp (gn{z)) if z E Y. 
It is not difficult to see that the countable collection {!~} U {g~} is a generating 
set of functions for X U Y. 
In fact one observes that a disjoint union of countably 
Fr61icher spaces is count ably 
3.7 Examples of countably generated 
3.7.1. Example. 1. The real line R is finitely J;v!!<OL""""U since 1m: R --+ lR 
is a ''''''''.11'1< function. 
2. Euclidean n-space is finitely CTpn,PT''''T.pn since it is the n-fold product of 
which is finitely ""'f,.,r;~.',"'1 
3. ---r-"- of Euclidean space is finitely Il'pnipTll,,t,Prl if it is the 
smooth structure. 
3.7.2. A finite-dimensional smooth manifold is finitely gen-
erated since it can be embedded in R'" for some n E ~, by the well-known Whit-
ney theorem. It can be shown that the Frolicher structure 
in this case coincides with the usual manifold structure. 
3.7.3. Example. We have seen in Example 3.7.1 that any Frolicher space 
that can be embedded in Euclidean space is finitely J;vJ!C;L"'"",", The converse is 
not true. Take X=u 
>'fA 
where the of A is IAI > c, c = I.!'RI. The space X is finitely O'pniPTll'.tprl 
the single function 
[1~, ... ]:X --+lR, 
but X can not be embedded in any .!'Rn , since IXI > l.!'Rnl, for any n E~. 
3.8 Embedding a countably generated 
. 
In 
the smooth cube 
It is a well-known topological fact that a Tychonoff space is characterized 
the fact that it is homeomorphic to a subspace of a cube. "cube" we mean 
t
e
n t : 
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a space [0, , where A is a set. The is the topology 
of convergence. for example Kelley 
Cherenack [25] has shown that every Frolicher space X which admits a gen-
set F of functions that points in X can be embedded in the 
space IRF. His method is analogous to that in [75] for topolog-
ical spaces. We shall use method to embed X in a cube [O,I]F, and then 
derive some consequences of this result. 




et + 1 
"''' ...... '''l'nl1l<11m of Frolicher spaces. In fact it is not to that F is 
5"',HO."".'1<5 set for a Frolicher space X if, and if X has the initial structure 
ITPrl@",''''''''' by the set /I 0 F. Moreover F in X if, and only if for 
(x, y) E X x X, there exists an 1 E F such that /I 0 I(x) i- /I 0 I(y). 
3.8.1. Lemma. Let be a Frolicher space with a generating set F that sepa-
rates points in X. Then X can be embedded in the cube [0, I]F. 
Define a: X -t [0, as follows. Let 
: F-tX 
be by 
a(x)(J) = /I 0 I(x). 
Now a is injective, since if 
a(x) = a(y): F -t X, 
then x = y, because otherwise there would be a function 1 E F for which 
/I 0 i- I/O I(y), the assertion that a(x) = a(y). 
To see that a: X -t is smooth, let c: IR -t X be a structure curve. 
Then 
a 0 c: IR-t 
is smooth if, and if 
iiOC: IR x F -t [0,1] 
where this map is by 
J) = a(c(t)) (I) 
= I(c(t)). 
But 1 0 c is smooth the hypothesis that c is a structure curve on X. 
Finally, to see that a is an isomorphism onto its image, we need to show 
that if c: IR -t a(X) ~ is a structure curve, where a(X) has the 
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CHAPTER 3. 35 
To see this, assume that c is such a structure curve. Recall that by the 
Cartesian closed ness of c: lR. -+ lR.Fis smooth if and only if 
c:lR.xF-+lR., 
c(t, J) :.::: is smooth. But 
c(t)(I) «(a 0 0'- (I) 
a(a- 1 (c(t))) (I) 
/I 0 f(a- 1 (c(t))) 
= /1(10 a-1(c(t))). 
/I is a smooth '<lr1nllYrn,n f 0 0'-1 0 C and hence o c is smooth. 0 
A Frolicher space X that is finitely tTP"p,."t.,>r! a finite set of n functions F 
that points in X is characterized the fact that it can be embedded 
in lR. n . 
3.8.2. Corollary. A Frolicher space X is generated by a set F n 
that separate points in X if and onl1/ if X can be embedded in lR. n . 
Lemma 3.8.1, if X has a finite set F of n functions, then 
X can be embedded in the finite [0, 
if X can be embedded in lR.n , then as we have seen, X is 
O'P"pY<,a .• >rI by the n maps 
pj: X -+ lR., 
which obviously "..,r''''.r:''.I.''' in X. o 
3.8.3. Example. The function f(t) :.::: t is a function that the Frolicher 
structure on lR!. The function f separates points in and so we may embed lR! 
In 1]. 
3.8.4. Example. Let A be a set with IAI > c, where c :.::: is the 
of the real line. Then the function A -+ lR. given by 0 for 
each x E A generates the indiscrete topology on A. We cannot embed A in 
since IAI > 1lR.1. This shows that the separating property of the set 
of functions is necessary. 
We end off with another of the cube 
3.8.5. Lemma. Let X be a Frolicher space with a structure 
real-valued which """'" ... ntp 
There is a smooth 
a: X -+ [0, 
and is pre-metrizable if F is countable. o 
~ t ~Fis
; ~ x F -t~,
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he basic constructions of 
homotopy theory in L 
In this \..<>«..,"'L;L we define the fundamental notions of nrl1cnnJ:nTW in the 
category FRL, such as the homotopy relation and the ... _."" ... '" 
with an overview of our approach to homotopy in and then discuss 
alternate Frolicher structures on the unit interval which are used in this and 
later .... u< • ..,"'<OL 







"'t'"~,-,,U& continuous functions with 
One can define the notion of a homotopy H' I x X -+ Y between 
the smooth maps and in this way we do). One can 
even get as far as the left Puppe sequence Cherenack [24]), but eventually 
difficulties begin to arise. 
L<AOvUUU"l'. functions defined on a subspace of a Frolicher space tends to be 
and so the definition of a cofibration in FRL is one that needs 
careful consideration. A fairly direct to the construction of the 
sequence in FRL was attempted in [36], but a full of the existence 
of this sequence was not obtained. 
We shall construct the Puppe sequence in Chapter 6. To do this we 
weaker notion of cofibration than the notion obtained from 
In addition we define the cylinder of a smooth 
not the unit but a modified version the 
weakly flattened interval, denoted H, which we show is topologically 





















4. HOMOTOPY IN FRL 37 
This modified structure on the unit interval allows us to show that the 
LU""U",'vu of a space X into the mapping of f: X ---+ Y is a cofibration 
(in our weaker 
The weakly flattened unit interval is but it also has its drawbacks. 
It would be ideal to have a single structure on the unit interval that can be 
used throughout our homotopy theory, but the flattened unit interval 
is not because it has the rather restrictive that a smooth 
map f: I ---+ I on the usual unit interval often does not define a smooth map 
f: II ---+ II unless the endpoints of the interval are mapped to the endpoints. This 
restrictive property means that we only use the flattened unit intervals where 
are absolutely necessary. 
We later show with our modified notions of cofibration and mapping 
cylinder, Baues' cofibration axioms are satisfied. 
In A we define the notion a fibration in which is v .. ~,""'J 
different to the topological notion. We also define the notion of 
mapping fibre of a smooth map f: X ---+ Y in terms of the weakly flattened 
unit interval. With these modified notions we show that Baues' fibration axioms 
are satisfied. 
4.2 Flattened structures on the unit interval 
As mentioned earlier it is convenient to define various modified Frolicher struc-
tures on the unit I. We shall define two main Frolicher structures which 
we call the flattened unit interval and the flattened 
Using some of our results on pre-metrizable Frolicher spaces we 
each of these alternate structures generates the usual topology on the 
underlying set. 
flattened unit I is structure functions which are 
constant at 0 and at 1. The weakly flattened unit 
structure functions having zero n-th derivatives at the O",'~''' .... "" 
interval, for all n. 
4.2.1. The Frolicher space, FI), with the structure 
below is called the flattened unit interval. The underlying set of the 1IU1>U::ln:u 
unit interval is the set {t E lR 10 :::; t :::; I}. Let F denote the following collection 
on the underlying set. 
F E FII there exists 0 < I':: < ~ with f(t) f(O) for t E [0,1'::) and 
f(t) = f(l) t E. (1 1'::, I]}. 
We define the structure on I, 
the set of functions F. 
to be the structure generated by 
Thus I = I in Sets. The functions in F 
smooth structure on I are all constant near each 
are used to the 
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4.2.2. Note. It is easy to see that any continuous map c: lR. -t I which is 
smooth at every point s E lR., where c(s) E 1), defines a structure curve on 
I, since any f E F, f 0 c: III -t lR. is smooth on {s E lR.lc(s) E (0, I)} and 
constant on a of each point in lR. \ {s E lR.lc(s) E (0, I)}. In 
one can show that the converse is also true. 
We define the left flattened unit denoted by 
to be the Frolicher structure on the set {t E lR. : 0 ::; t ::; I} 
geIler,a~eu by the structure functions on I which are constant near ° (respectively 
1). 
4.2.3. Note. can see that a continuous map c: lR. -t I that is smooth on 
'''~''''P'''M into (0,1] [0,1)) defines a structure curve on 1-
We define the weakly flattened unit as follows. 
4.2.4. Definition. The Frolicher space, (TI, with the structure defined 
below is called the weakly flattened unit interval. The underlying set of the 
weakly flattened unit interval is the unit interval. In other words II I in the 
('(11'1"",11"" Sets. Let a set of functions F on the unit interval be given by 
dn dn 
-d f(t) = 0, lim -d f(t) == 0, n ;:::: 
t n t--+l- t n 
F= {fE 
We define the structure on II, to be the structure generated the set 




0, lim -d f(t) == 0, 
t--+l- t n 
the zero derivative nr,onert of f. 
In other err = ~ F and = r~ F. We shall prove that all structure 
functions on TI have the zero derivative property, in other words, that F, 
where F is the collection of functions described in Definition 4.2.4. We prove 
the result via the lemma. 
4.2.5. Lemma. Let c: III -t III be a smooth real function at t = to, and let 
f· III -t III be a smooth real function at t = c(to). Then 
dn 
dtn(foc)(to) f<n)(c(to))(c'(to)f 
+ terms the form af(k) (c(to)) (cl(to))ml (cll (to))m2 ... (c(n-l)(to))m n - 1 , 
where k < n and a E lR.. In addition, if a i 0 then at least one m2, m3, ... , 
mn-l is also non-zero. 
Proo/. We nrrIrP"rl by induction. For the sake of brevity, we call the term 
f(n) (c(to)) the primary and the terms of the form 
 
I 1  lR. +
.
0 1,.. .... ,.u.(' ..vP 
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the lower order terms for each n. The statement is true for n 1 and for 
n === 2, since 
and 
d 
-d (J 0 c)(to) === J'(c(to)) 
t . 
dt2 (J 0 c)(to) J"(c(to)).(c
l (tO))2 + J'(c(to)).c"(to). 
""H'~"'~" the result is true for n k. Then 
Now 
dtk+l (J 0 c)(to) = d (J'k)(C(tO))(cl(tO))k) 
+ terms of the form 
:t (a/(j) (c(to)) (cl(to))ml (C"(tO))ffl2 ... (c(k-l)(to))mk-l), 
which satisfy the reqUIr(~m~mts of the lemma. 
~ (/(k) (c(to))( cl (to))k ) (c(to))( c' (to)) k+l 
+ (c(to))(cl(to))k-1CIl(tO). 
The first term after the is the term for n = k + 1, and the 
second term after the eq ual is of the form of a lower order term for n k + 1. 
Thus we need show that 
rise to lower order terms for n === k + 1. 
d (a/(j) (c(to)) (cl(to))ml (cll (to))m2 ... (c{k-l)(to))m k _ , ) 
= a/(j+l) (c(to))( cl(to)) ffl, +1 (ell (to)) m, ... (c(k-l)(tO)) mk-l 
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= aJU+l) (e(to)) (el(tO))ml+l (ell (tO))m2 ... (e(k-l)(tO))mk - 1 
+ (aJU) (e(to)) ((el(to))m1 ... ~[(e(i)(to))mi] ... (e(k 1)(tO))mk - 1 
+ (e(i)(tO))mi d (CI(tO))ml ... (C(i-l)(tO))m i - 1 (e(£+l) (to))m'+l 
) 
where i > 1 and mi =1= 0 
= aJ(j+l) (e(to)) (el(to))ffll+l (cll (tO))ffl2 ... (e(k-l)(to))mk - 1 
+ (am;f(j) (e(to))(cl(to))ml ... (c(i)(to»)m1-l (to))mi+l+1 ... (e(k-l»)mk - 1 
+ (e(i)(to))m i d ((cl(to))m1 ... (e(i-l)(to))m.-1 (e(£+l) (to))mi+l 
... (c(k-l)(tO))ffl k - 1 ) 
We observe, that each of the three terms the last 
is of the form of a lower order term for n k + 1. This ,,-unA,.W;;. the proof, 
D since j < k that j + 1 < k + 1. 
4.2.6. Theorem. FH {f E Fliliffit-+o+ f.rJ(t) = 0 d" - FJ(t)} = F. 
Proof. We know that F We must show the reverse inequality. Let 0 < 
f ~ !, and MEl). VUII"IUC," the function CM: lR -t by 
where o£: lR -t lR is a smooth ...,HUHU!'. function as defined in Section 2.8 and 
:lR-tlRis 
{ 
- Mt ift ~ 0 
t if t > O. 
Since of(lt!) = 0 for t E (-f,f), we observe that of(lt!) is smooth on lR. It is 
clear that CM is continuous on lR, and smooth on the subset lR\{O} of lR. Also 
note that CM(lR) ~ [0,1]' and that for 0 ~ t < f, CM(t) (t), since Of(t) :::: 0 
here. Thus CM (0) = O. 
(t) = for t E 0), 
and 
d 
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(t) :::::: 0, for t E 
41 
0) U (0, f). 
We now show that for M -t CM E . To this let I E F. To show 
that I 0 CM : lR -+ lR is smooth, we need concentrate on the t :::::: 0, 
since 10 CM is the of smooth functions for t -t 0, and is hence smooth 
there. 
For t -t 0, and n EN, Lemma 4.2.5 tells us that 
dn 
dtn (f 0 CM )(t) I(n) (CM(t)) (c~(t)) n 
+ terms of the form aj<k) (CM(t)) 
where k < n, a E lR and if a -t 0, then at least one of m2, m3, ... , mn-l is also 
non-zero. 
But, as t -+ 0, CM(t) -+ 0+, and so, letting s:;:;:: CM(t), we have 
for all j EN, by the zero derivative property of I. 
Thus as t approaches the value 0, the primary term and all the lower order 
terms of (f 0 eM )(t) fall away, and we have shown that 10 eM is smooth at 
t = O. that 10 eM E (lR,lR) for all I E F. We deduce that 
eM E <bF. 
We are now to show that Fn <;:; F. To this end, suppose now that we 
are a structure function I E FR. We shall show that this I has the zero 
derivative property, and is thus an element of F. 
I E FH, we know that I 0 C is a smooth real function for every C E 4> F. 
In 10 CM is smooth for all ME (-1,1). for any n E N, 
Lemma 4.2.5 tells us that, for t -t 0, 
dn 
dtn (f 0 CM)(t) j<n)(CM(t)) (C~(t)r 
+ terms of the form al(k) (CM(t)) (c~(t))ml (c~(t))m2 ... (c~-l)(t))m"-l , 
where k < n, a E lR and if a -t ° then at least one of m2, m3, .. , mn-l is also 
non-zero. 
As t -+ 0-, CM(t) -+ . Let us consider the lower order terms for n first. 
Each term of the form 
dt eM 
# e  f
f  e   J .,lU.UU"U,
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has some term (c~(t))mi, for some i> 1, with mi -:j::. O. But lim c~(t) ::: 0, if 
t-+O-
i> I, and so 
lim 
t-+O-
So all the lower order terms faU away, leaving us with 
lim 0 CM )(t) lim I(n) (CM(t))[C~(t)r 
t-+O- t-+O-
where s :::: CM(t). In a 
lim 
t-+O+ 




way, we can calculate that 
o CM)(t):::: 
:::: lim (s) 
8-+0+ 
But 10 CM is a smooth real function, so all its derivatives are continuous. Thus 
lim 
t-+O+ 
::: lim I(n)(s) 
,-+0+ 
This that I(n)(s) ::: O. 
We have shown that the zero derivative property of I holds for the left 
of the unit intervaL To show that the zero derivative of I 
holds for the endpoint of I, notice that dM(t) = 1 - CM(t): IPl -t III is a 
smooth real function with d(O) I, and dM(Ill) ~ (0, One can follow a similar 
,...,.,v·",rl11'r", to the using dM instead of CM to show that lim I(n)(s) ::: 
.-41-
0. 0 
4.3 topology the flattened unit 
We shall now show that the underlying topology on the flattened unit interval, 
flattened unit interval and their variants is the usual Euclidean topology 
on the unit interval. we shall answer the following two questions: 
1. Are there structure functions on I that are not locally constant near the 
of I? 
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2. Are I, IT and their variants homeomorphic to the usual unit interval I at 
the topological level? 
We as follows. note that the underlying topology on I is coarser 
than the usual topology on I, since there are fewer functions on I. 
for each integer n ;::: 2, define a function 
an: [0, IJ -+ lR with the 





1 if1- ~ < t. 
4n 
3 
We have the following lemma: 
4.3.1. Lemma. The collection of functions is a generating set 
for the Frolicher structure on I which QPf1I'lrl'lt",,, points in I. 
note that the set of functions obviously separates 
in I. 
As we have seen, a continuous map c : lR -+ I is a structure curve if and 
if c is smooth as a real function at each s E lR for which E (0,1). 
that for some map c: lR -+ I we have an 0 c: -+ lR is smooth for 
each n E N. Let s E lR be a for which c(s) E (0,1). Choose n 
that an is given by on(t) t near c(s). Then On 0 c(s) :::: c(s) is smooth at s. 
It is also clear that if c(a) 0 or c(a) = 1, then c is continuous at a. 
as III c is a structure curve on I. 0 
This lemma implies that I is 
that and is thus 
d. This is induced by the 
Now note that the smooth the Euclidean 
as the d-topology on I since we have shown that the smooth d is 
to the metric d' on the Hilbert cube which generates the Euclidean 
on the unit interval [75]). Section 3.5. For of 
~,~""'V'~' Hilbert see Van Mill [127] or Kelley [75]. 
because the topology on any Fralicher 
space is finer than than we combine this fact with our first 
observation (that the topology is coarser than the usual tOJ:)Oi()gy 
to conclude that the topology and usual coincide. This 
conclusion obviously answers our second in the affirmative. The answer 
to the first question must also be , since at every to of I, the metric 
defines a smooth function d(to, -) on I that is not locally constant at 
to. to = 0 or to = 1, we see that the functions d(O, -)and d(I, 
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To observe that n has fewer structure functions than I, but more 
structure functions than I. Thus the topology on is coarser than 
the underlying topology on I, but finer than underlying topology on I. But 
the on I and I are both the Euclidean topology, and so 
the on n is also the Euclidean vV",'V'"'''' 
4 Some properties of smooth functions between 
the flattened intervals 
One has to be careful when '-',"(UUllS with the various flattened unit intervals. A 
smooth function g: I -+ I from the usual unit interval to itself need not define 
a smooth function g: I -+ I, for example. 
Conversely, not every smooth function h: I -+ I defines a smooth function 
h: I -+ I. 
In we need to be aware of the fact that the addition and multi-
plication of functions when defined between the various flattened unit intervals 
does not preserve as is the case with the usual unit interval. 
4.4.1. The function g: I -+ 1. given by = !t is smooth, 
but the COITe~lpondmll: function g: I -+ I by the same formula is not 
smooth. To see let a: lR -+ lR be a smooth function with the 
...... r." .. t·.,.,'" that 
" a(t) -1 for t < 3 4' 
" a(t) = t for -* < t < t and 
" =lfort>~. 
Define c: lR -+ 1 by c(i) 
at t = 0, where c(O) = 1. 
near 1, and so the COlnp'OSl 
structure curve on I. 
Now 9 0 c: lR -+ I is 
I. The curve c is smooth ",,,,,,.,,m 
every function f on 1 is constant 
f 0 c{t) is a smooth real function. Thus c is a 
t(1- la{t)l). Let 11: 1 -+ lR be a 
structure function with the 1''\)'"'''''''''''' 
,,11 = ° for 5 < k, 
\II 11 (5) S for t < 5 < ~ and 
\II 11 ( 5 ) 1 for s > ~. 
Then 11 0 go c is by 11 0 go c(t) = t la(t)1) for t near 0, and this 
is not a smooth real function at t 0, 
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4.4.2. The function 9 : 141 by get} ::::: is but the 
corresponding function g: I 4 I given by the same formula is not smooth. 
To see this, notice that 9 is a smooth real function on the interval (0,1), and 
any generating function f on I is constant near ° and 1. Thus fog is a smooth 
function on I. 
It is clear that 9 is not a smooth function from I to I, because if c: lR 4 I is 
a structure curve with c(t} t 2 near t ::::: 0, then go c(t) ::::: It I near t ::::: ° which 
is not smooth on I at t ::::: O. 
4.4.3. Example. The functions gl, g2: 1- 4 1-
::::: ~ are both but the sum g1 (t) + g2(t) 
by gl (t) ~v't and 
tv't + ~ is not smooth. 
The following result follows from the definition of the Frolicher structures 
on the various flattened unit intervals. 
4.4.4. Lemma. Let g: I 4 I be a smooth function with the properties that 
g(O) ::::: ° and g(l) 1. Then the maps 
1. g: 14 I±, 
2. g: I41I, 
3. g: 41, 
4. g: 1I4 I, 
5. g: 141 
are all smooth. 
Proof. The proof is immediate from the definitions of the various flattened unit 
intervals. D 
The function defined in the following example is for the work in 
,""",co.",",,. 5. 
4.4.5. Let H: IxI- 41- be H(t,s) -a(t))s, where 
0': lR 4 lR is a smooth function with the properties 
• ::::: 0 for t < ~, 
• 0 ~ a(t) ~ 1 for all t and 
• aCt) 1 for t > ~. 
We show that H is smooth. To see this, let f: 1- 4lR be a function 
on 1-. Then f is constant near O. 
Now let c: lR 4 I x 1- be a structure curve, by c(v) (t(v),s(v)). 
The curve t is a structure curve on I, and so is a smooth real function for all v, 
possibly when t(v) ::::: ° or t(v) ::::: 1. 
The curve s is a structure curve on 1- and so is a smooth real function for 
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Now consider the cornplosil~e 
smooth real function for all v, since the only on nOlfl-Sm()Ot 
occur when t ( v) ;::: ° or t ( v) I, and a (t ( v)) is locally constant near these 
points. 
Thus Hoc is a smooth except possibly when s(v) = 0. In this 
case Hoc(v) 0. 
When we now take the f 0 Hoc: JR -t JR, the potential 
of non-smoothness is when s{v) ;::: 0, giving us H 0 c(v) = 0. But f is a 
function on 1- j and so is locally constant near 0. This shows that 
f 0 Hoc is a smooth real function for all v E and we 
that H is smooth. 
4 Homotopy in FRL and objects in FRL re-
lating to homotopy 
This section is devoted to the definition of smooth homotopy, and the definitions 
of some basic homotopy objects in FRL. 
We define the notion of smooth homotopy (that within 
FRL) as follows. 
4.5.1. Definition. 1. X is a Frolicher space; and xo, Xl E then we 
say that Xo is smoothly path-connected to Xl if there is a smooth path 
c: I -t X such that c(o) ;::: Xo c(I) Xl. We write Xo ~ Xl. 
relation ~ is called smooth homotopy when it is applied to hom-sets. 
2. we have a smooth map f: X -t Y. If there exists a smooth map 
9: Y -t X such that f9 ~ and ~ Ix, then we call f a smooth 
homotopy equivalence .. 
9. We denote the class of smooth cofibrations (defined in the following sec-
tion) cof and the class of smooth by we. We 
also call the elements of these classes the cofibrations and weak 
alences in keeping with Baues' [7} terminology. 
One can show that smooth homotopy is a congruence on FRL. 
In we usually say that smooth maps f, g: X -t Yare ,,,,,vv,au.! 
homotopic if there exists a smooth map H: I x X -t Y with H(O, -) = f and 
g. If A ~ X is a Frolicher subspace of X then we say that H is a 
smooth homotopy (reI A) if the map H has the property that H(t, a) a 
for each tEl and a E A. See Cherenack and Dugmore [36] for more detail 
'"",<>LULl!", smooth homotopy. 
The notion of deformation retract is fundamental to tOJ)OJcoglCaJ nOltllotO[IV 
theory. The following definitions are adapted for smooth 
needed at a later stage. 
4.5.2. Definition. Let A C X be a Froiicher Stl!~spl"ce of a Frolicher space 
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1. We say that A is a retract of X if there exists a smooth map r: X -+ A 
such that ri = lA. We call r a retraction. 
2. We call A a weak deformation retract of X if the inclusion i is a 
smooth homotopy equivalence. 
3. The I>tHJl>pU.Ct! A is called a U~:IUJ['Ulli:1 retract of X if there exists a 
4. The A is called a strong deformation retract of X if there 
exists a retraction r: X -+ A such that ir ~ (reI A). 






where il: X -+ I x X is given by il(x) = (1, x), any x EX. We denote the 
elements of I, by [t,x] or [y], where (t,x) E I x X or y E Y. 
I x X in the above pushout by I x X or II x X, we obtain the 
Ij and flattened cylinder 
of f We use the same notation for elements these flattened 
mapping cylinders as described above the mapping cylinder. 
There is also a map io : X -+ I x X defined by (0, x) for x EX. This 
induces an inclusion map i6: X -+ I" which identifies X with the Frolicher 
of I,. 
An inclusion is induced in a similar way for the flattened 1110'1-'1-'.111); 
If one identifies ° x X to a point in the 
f: X -+ Y, then one obtains the -----r"----.,., 
defined by x I-t x] is an inclusion. 
Ij of a map 
of the map f. The map 
In a similar we define the flattened cone T j and weakly 
Hattened mapping cone of a smooth map f: X -+ Y. As above we have 
inclusions by x I-t 
When in the FRL* of ",'''.AAU'''' Frolicher spaces and base-
maps we the set {(i, I all t} to a point in each of 
the various cylinders and mapping cones above. The identified 
set is taken to be the basepoint in each case. 
We shall need the Hattened double mapping cylinder I/,g later: 
4.5.4. Definition. Given two smooth maps f: X -+ Y and g: X -+ Z, we 
define the Hattened double mapping Ij,g off and 9 by the 11H.'''''J1'LI. 
IS
~tI(J~TJi : (j  IL
SU11Sf)lilce 
fll.II~l' f
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where i is the inclusion into the flattened mapping cylinder. 
Of course one can similarly define a double mapping cylinder and 
flattened double mapping but we shall not need these 
this thesis. 
4.6 Cofibrations in FRL 
The notion of a cofibration, and the dual notion of a fibration are central to 
homotopy theory. In this thesis we concentrate on the role of cofibrations in the 
theory of FRL. For some the role that fibrations play in 
FRL, see Appendix A. 
A cofibration is a map i: A -7 B for which the problem of eXl,en,amlg 
functions from to B is a homotopy problem. In other if a map 
f' i(A) -7 Z can be extended to a map : B -7 then so can any map 
homotopic to f. . 
In for spaces, the usual definition is pnrru:.ea 
more restrictive way. The extension of a map g '::::H f. for some 
H: I x i(A) -7 is to exist at every level of the homotopy simultane-
ously. In other words. one each -) to be extendable in a way 
that the H* : I x B -7 Z is continuous. 
We weaken this definition to enable smooth extensions 
to be more easily constructed a flattening at the endpoints of the homo-
topy. This enables us to characterise smooth cofibrations in terms of a flattened 
unit interval Lemma 4.6.3), and then later to relate smooth cofibrations to 
smooth deformation which is the of 5. 
This the following definition. 
4.6.1. Definition. A smooth map 
A~B 
is called a smooth cofibration if, corresponding to every commutative diagram 
the form 
Z, 
I x A 
there exists a commutative """' ... n ..... in FRL of the 
B---Z 
(0,18) 1 I G' 
IxB IxA 
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where : I x A -t Z is given by a) = G(o£(t), a) some 0 < {' < ~, and 
each t E I, a EA. 
The of a map of a Frolicher 
space to the entire space is a more difficult extending a 
map continuously. It is mainly for this reason that the definition of smooth 
cofibration differs somewhat from the corresponding definition of a 
cofibration. 
All and this result is true for smooth 
cofibrations too. 
the 
is in some sense dual to ours, 
and the adjoint versions of our 
4.6.2. Lemma. A cofibration 
is a smooth inclusion. 
the same as 
A 
Proof. Let lIi be the mapping of i and let j: A -t lIi be the standard 
inclusion map. See Definition 4.5.3, where j(a) = raJ. 
We have the following commutative 
where G(t, b) 
function on the 
[1 - t, b]. Notice that the map G is since a structure 
flattened unit intervaill also defines a structure function 
on the usual unit interval I. Since i is a cofibration we have the commutative 
diagram 
A lIi 





b) = G(of(t),b) for some 0 < {' < ~. 
U:A-tlIi U(a) = F(I, WehaveUoi ,-).Themap 
,-) is by G'(l,b) = [O,b]. Thus the asslgnnlent b o-t G'(I,b) 
the usual inclusion of B into the mapping cylinder. From this we deduce that 
U 0 i is an inclusion and hence i is an inclusion. 0 
There is an 
lemma. 
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4.6.3. Lemma. A smooth map 
B 
is a cofibration if and only if every smooth map 
h: (0 x B) U x i(A)) -t Z 
the following exists in FRL, 
(0 x Z 
where j is the evident inclusion . 
. Suppose that the inclusion 
A~B 
is a smooth cofibration. We use the notation A ~ B or i(A) ~ B if we wish to 
emphasise the inclusion map. 
that 
h: (0 x B) U (1- x i(A)) -t Z 
is a smooth map. We have the 
(0 x B) U x i(A)) Z 
j1 
We need to fill in a smooth map G: 1- x X -t Y which makes the L'-OU,""'F. 
diagram commute. 
To do notice that hh- xi(A) is smooth and thus the corresponding map 
hIIXi(A) the usual unit interval is also smooth. We have the following 
Z 
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where (hh-XA)'(t, a) = hh-XA(a£(t), a), for some 0 < f < ~. 
Now choose a smooth function a: lR -+ lR with the following prop-
erties . 
• a(t) = 0 for t < ~, 
• a(t) = t for f < t. 
One can that F is a map which makes the 
F may not be smooth on 1- x A due to the 
flattened unit interval. To correct set G(t, a) = ,a). Notice that the 
function does not affect the commutativity conditions 
!ull1",trn,<",t« to F occur in the first coordinate where the 
is constant. 
:rmvP".,plu suppose that corresponding to every smooth map 
h: (0 x u (r x i(A)) -+ Z 
there exists a commutative 
1- x B. 
We wish to show that the inclusion i: A -+ B is a 
have the following diagram 
A --'--.;.-
(a,lA) 1 
I x A. 
There exists the diagram 
A--~ 
(O,lA) 1 




so assume we 
where allows us to construct the 
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Note that f U is smooth since Cl'e(t) is constant near t O. 
Since H is smooth on 1- x B it defines a smooth map on I x B. One can 
then that the diagram 













This is concerned with the formulation of a suitable notion of smooth 
neighbourhood deformation retract. 
For topological spaces the statement that a closed A of X is a 
nellghbourtlOC)O deformation retract of X is to the statement that the 
inclusion i: A c....t X is a closed cofibration. 
We show that in the of Frolicher spaces there is a notion of 'smooth 
neighbourhood deformation retract' that gives rise to an analogous result that a 
closed Frolicher A of the Frolicher space X is a smooth HCJ.~l1UVllH 
deformation retract of X if and only if the inclusion i: A c....t X comes from a 
certain subclass of cofibrations. 
As an we construct the sequence. 
5.1 SNDR pairs SDR 
In this section we shall define the notion of 'smooth neighbourhood deformation 
retract . The definition is similar to the definition of 'R-SNDR sug-
in [36], but we have modified the definition in order to retain only the 
essential of 'first coordinate defined in [36]. 
We begin the 'first coordinate of a func-
tion on a product of a Frolicher space with I (or 1- , 1+). 
5.1.1. Definition. Let i: A ---t X be a smooth map. Let c: II!. ---t X be a 
structure curve on X. 
A(c, i) = E c- 1 (i(A))13 a sequence {tn } real numbers 
with lim t. and each Ec-1(X\i(A))}. 
n-+oo 
The in A(c, i) are those values in II!. where the curve c 'enters' i(A) 




6 6 1.ji;.H U'CU
'-+
lllclep,endellce ",,"""'''''1 
n l,r!·"rt.  
' +
  13
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Now we are ready to define the 'first coordinate independence property' for 
a structure function on a 
5.1.2. Definition. Let i: A -+ X be a smooth map and suppose I: I x X -+ IR 
is a structure lunction on I x X. Let c: Jl( -+ I x given by c(s) (t(s), x(s)) 
have the lollowing nmifJl'll'tll'l.'l. 
1. The map x (s) is a structure curve on X. 
2. For all c > 0, t(s) is a real on Jl( \ 
If, every such map c, the 10 c is a smooth real 
say that I: I x X -+ Jl( has the first coordinate 
with to i. 
Extending the definition, we say that a map g: I x X -+ Y has the FCIP 
with to i il the log: I x X -+ Jl( has the FCIP with 
to i lor every IE Fy. 
In the previous definition we are considering curves into the product I x X 
whose first coordinate may become as the second co rdinate enters the 
subspace from X \ i(A). A function . I x X -+ IR has the FCIP if it can 
be with such curves to yield a smooth real function. 
Notice that we can formulate a similar definition of the FCIP if we 
I throughout 1- or 1+, the rest of the definition We will 
have occasion to use this type of coordinate in the later 
of this work. 
5.1.3. Note. Let i : A -+ X and suppose that we are a map g: I x X -+ Y. 
Let I: Y -+ Jl( be a structure function on and suppose 0 g: I x X -+ IPl. 
has the FCIP with to i for any such I. Then, a smooth map 
h: Y -+ Z, the composite p 0 hog: I x X -+ Jl( has the FCIP with respect 
to i for any structure function P on Z. This is since the 
P 0 h: Y -+ IR is a structure function on Y. 
Again, observe that the above note 
g: 1+ X X -+ Y has the FCIP with 
equally well if 9 : 1- x X -+ Y or 
to i when with a smooth 
function h on Y. 
5.1.4. 1. For any A X, the projection onto the second coor-
dinate P2: I x X -+ X has the FCIP. 
2. Let a: IR -+ IR be a smooth function with the nrr'T\prt.,.,!> that 
• 0 if t < t, 
• 0 < a(t) < 1 if ~ :s t s ~, 
• a(t) = 1 if ~ < t. 
Consider 0 y 1-. Let H: I x 1- -+ 1- be 
Then I 0 H: I x 1- -+ Jl( has the FCIP with reS[lecr. to 
o y 1-, for any IE. See Lemma 5.1.7 for a 
a(t))s. 
inclusion 
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5.1.5. Definition. Consider a smooth inclusion i: A y X. Suppose that there 
exists a smooth map u: X -7 I, with u- 1(0) i(A). If there exists a smooth 
map 
H:IxX-7X. 
properties, then we call 
orSNDR 
A) a smooth 
for short. 
1. H has the PCIP with to i. 
2. H(O,x) xforallxEX. 
3. ,x)=xforall(t,x)EIx 
4. H(l, x) E i(A) for all x E X with u(x) < 1. 
If, m we may choose H so that X X) <; i(A), then we call the 
(X, A) a smooth deformation retract or an SDR pair for short. 
We say that A is a smooth neighbourhood deformation retract or 
smooth deformation retract X if (X, A) is an SNDR pair or pair, 
We call (u, H) a re}:)relsen:tat SNDR pair. 
5.1.6. 0) is an SNDR pair. A IS 
u(x) = 1, tEl and x E X. 
2. The pair (X, A representation is u(X) = 0, x) = 
x, for each tEl and x E X. 
In the next lemma we our first of a non-trivial SNDR 
We give a detailed proof of the fact that 0 y 1- is an SNDR 
forms the basis of many important constructions, such as the cylinder. 
5.1.7. Lemma. The pair (1-,0) is an SDR pair. 
Proo/. Let a : lR -7 lR be a smooth such as the one in .1.:1""''''111.1-''<:; 
5.1.4. A for 10) as an SDR pair is (u, ,where u: 1- -7 I 
and H: I x 1- -71- are u(s) = s, and H(t, s) = (1 a(t»)s. 
Since the structure on 1- is finer than the structure on I, the identity u: 
1- -7 I is smooth. 
The map His 
FelP with respect 
as shown in Example and H has the 
since whenever v approaches a value for 
which 0, the ~~'.Up·V"L 
for v in a 'Jl""IlI'UU'U of this value. o 
5.1.8. Exan:lpl;B. The (I, {O, I}) is an SNDR pair. 
,
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A representation (u , for the SNDR pair can be given as follows. Define 
u: I -+ I to be a function with the following nl"r.n"l"t"~Q 
.. u(t) == 0 for t == 0 or t == I, 
.. u(t) == 1 for t E 
.. 0 < u(t) < 1 
~] and 
Let . I -+ I be a braking function with the n,.r"""T'h,~", 
.. 0 t (s) == 0 for 0 :5 s :5 ~, 
.. 0 t (s) == 1 for ~ :5 s :5 1. 
Let 0 < f < t, and define H: I x I -+ I s) (1- s + o€(t)Ol.(s). 
4 
Notice that == s, H(t, 0) = 0 and H(t, 1) == 1. Suppose that u(s) < 1. 
Then s E [0, U This that 01.(8) == 0 or (s) == 1. We then have 
• H(1, s) (s) == 0 or 8) == (s) == 1, which means that H(I, 8) E {O, I} 
if < 1. 
To see that H is smooth, let I: I -+ 19: be a function for the 
flattened unit interval. Then I is constant at 0 and 1. Since each of 
the t and 8 comes from a flattened unit a structure curve 
into either the t or the 8 component will have of non-smoothness 
when t = 0, 1 and s = 0, 1. The braking function OE ensures that H is locally 
constant in the t variable t is near 0 or 1, so no problems arise from 
the t When s is near s 0, we have H(t, s) near 0, and so the 
function I is constant. when s is near s == 1, we 
s) near I, and the generating function I is constant. 0 
We now show that the 'product' of SNDR IS an SNDR 
5.1.9. Theorem. Let i: A y X and j: B y Y be inclusion malJlJ1m 
and (Y, are SNDR pairs, then so is 
(X x Y, (X x B) U (A x Y)). 
one A) or is an then so is the 
(X x (X x U(AXY)). 
Proof. Let 0: 19: -+ 19: be a smooth braking function with 
.. o(t) ° for t :5 ~, 
.. o(t) 1 for t ;::: ~, 
properties 
and let p: rn; -+ rn; be a smooth 111<-lC"",Ujt"'- braking function with the nrr" .. .,,,t 
II 
•    t   t 1, 
• 
0 1
t u,,,,,,,,,,1'. l'r,npT'h, ,,,,,












 u x 
JR JR
• 0 
•  f r t 2:: ~, 
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• (J(t) = t for t ::; !, 
• (J(t) = 1 for t ~ ~. 
and , 
Let u : X -t I and v : Y -t I be 
respectively. 
re}:lre!lentatlolls for the (X,A) 
u(x) = (J(u(x)) and v(y) = (J(v(y)) 
Define 
w: X X Y -t I 
by y) = u(x)v(y). The function (J ensures smoothness when u(x) ::/= 
1 and v(y) = 1, or when u(x) 1 and v(y) ::/= L We need to take this into 
account to ensure that when w is composed with a structure curve on X x Y 
we have a structure curve on I. 
The map w is clearly smooth elsewhere. We have w- 1(0) = x B) U (A x 
Y), as .. ",,," ... ,,1"1 
Define Q: I x X x Y -t X X Y as follows. 
Q(t, x, y) = 
( H(o(t), x), J(o(t), y)) if u(x) = 0, 
( H (o(t), ,J(o(:i;] )o(t), y)) if v(y) ~ v(y) > 0, 
(H(O(:~~~) ,J(o(t), y)) if u(x) ~ v(y), u(x) > O. 
We must show that Q is a smooth map, with the first coordinate AHUl<OIJ'CHU 
property with respect to the inclusion X x B U A x Y '-t X X Y. 
We first consider each part of the definition of Q The first 
smooth. Let us verify that Q is smooth on the second of its 
the third is similar. 
our attention then to the second line in the definition of Q, we 
observe that the first H is smooth, so we focus our attention 
on the second component, ott) l y). Each function up 
J( o(~f=5)o(t), y) is smooth individually, so we need only pay extra attention to 
those parts that involve flattened unit intervals, that the addition 
and multiplication on the flattened unit interval need not preserve smoothness, 
as is the case for the usual unit interval. 
The so let us consider the ,."\,m",,,,,,,, 
). This is 
or 0 or 1, since it is here that structure 
curves on the flattened need not be smooth in the usual sense. 
If u( x) ° and v(y) does not 0, then the function 
o ensures that :f~? = 0 'near' such If v(y) 0 then u(x) must 
also 0. This situation is dealt with later. 
are IJreSel1ta.tlcm , 









if > . 
U,,>c;~/' 'JlU
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Thus, Q in two of the definition is smooth, and one can show 
that Q in the third part of the definition is smooth. 
Let us now the of the three parts of the definition of Q. Ob-
serve that if u(x) is in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of v(y), with i= ° 
and v(y) i= 0, then we have a(!f:D = a(:I~D 1, and so the second and third 
of the definition of Q coincide here. Thus it remains to show that Q 
is smooth as u(x) and v(y) both 0. 
If Q is smooth in each of its coordinates then it is smooth, so consider the 
coordinate the map J. Let c: lR -4 I x X x Y be a structure curve 
that is by c(s) = (t(s), x(s), . Then the map Cl: lR -4 I x Y, 
Cl(S) 
(a(t(s)) , y(s)) if u(x(s)) = v(y(s)) = 0, 
((a(~~:g?j )a(t(s)) , y(s)) if v(y(s)) ~ u(x(s)), v(y(s)) > 0, 
(a(t(s)) , y(s)) if u(x(s)) ~ v(y(s)), u(x(s)) > 0. 
is a map the conditions of Definition 5. since its second coordi-
nate is but its first coordinate may become singular as v(y(s)) (and 
hence u(x(s))) "nrwn:,rn.,,", zero. Since J has the first coordinate independence 
,...,.,.n,>"rh, the map 
J(a(t(s)), y(s)) if u(x(s)) = v(y(s)) = 0, 
J(a(:~:g;j)a(t(s)),y(S)) ifv(y(s)) ~ , v(y(s)) > 0, 
J(a(t(s)) , y(s)) if u(x(s)) ~ v(y(s)) , u(x(s)) > 0. 
is smooth. Thus Q 0 C is and since C is Q is smooth. In a 
similar way, the coordinate of Q involving H can be shown to be smooth. 
We now verify that Q satisfies the required boundary conditions. When 
t = 0, all three lines Q reduce to (H(O,X),J(O,y)). If x E A and 
y ~ B then Q is given by the second of its definition, which reduces 
to (H(a(t)' , J(O, y)). The case when x ~ A and y E B is similar. If 
t 1 and 0 < w(x, y) < 1 then either 0 < u(x) < 1 or 0 < v(y) < 1. 
Sl1r\nl"\,t!" that ° < u(x) < 1. Then either u(x) :::;; v(y) or v(y) < u(x). If 
u(x) :::;; v(y) then Q is given by the second part of its definition, which reduces 
to (H(l, , J(a ,y)) E itA) x Y. If v(y) < u(x) then the third of the 
definition ofQ and Q reduces to ,X),J(l,y)) E X x 
~V"'''L'-''-'L 
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Finally, we must show that for any f E xy, f 0 Q has the first coordinate 
with to the inclusion (X x B) U x Y) c:...r X x Y. 
To this end consider a map c: 1R -+ I x X x Y, given by c(s) = (t(s), ,y(s)), 
and a structure function f E x y. Let {sn} be a sequence of numbers 
,..",..'\T01"e"""« to s. with E (X x Y) \ ((A x U x B)), and c(s.) E 
(A x Y) U (X x . There are three cases to consider. 
L Suppose that ) E A x B. Then X(8.) E A and y(s.) E B. The fact 
that H has the coordinate with to i 
and J has the first coordinate with to j 
means that 
2. that c(s.) E A x Y and that y(8 .. ) rt. B. Then at each of the 
C(8n), Q 0 c(sn} is the second part of the definition of Q, 
for n Since X(8 .. ) E the of Q i volving H 
is smooth, since H has the first coordinate For 
8 in a neighbourhood of s., Thus the 
component of Q J is <';VIll>",~l," 
and so is smooth there. 
3, The case with c(s .. ) E X x B, and x(s.) rt. A is similar to the second case 
above, 
For the last of the suppose that H) (X, A) as an 
SDR pair, If we u by ul tu, then (u l , H) also represent (X, A) as an 
SDR Making the above constructions now with u' in of u, it follows 
that w(x,y) < 1 for all (x,y) and so Q(l,x,y) E (X x B) U (A x Y). 
This completes the 0 
The of the cOI'resiponctmp; topological result is fairly delicate (see 
[i19]); so it is not that our proof some care to ensure that 
all the conditions are whilst the map Q 
smooth. 
5.2 Cofibrations 
In this section we show that for a subspace A :; X that is closed in the under-
lying topology, the inclusion i: A -+ X is a cofibration any homotopy 
extension can be chosen with the FCIP) if and if A) is an SNDR 
5.2.1. Definition. Let i: A -+ B be a cofibration. We call i a cofibration 
with the FCIP if any homotopy extension can be chosen to have the FCIP 
with to i. 
the formulation of the notion of cofibration given by Lemma 
we may state Definition 5.2.1 as follows. 
Y
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A cofibration i: A -+ X isa cofibration with the FClP if and if the 
map G tbat we may fill in to the commutative 
(0 x X) U x y 
il 
may be chosen to have the 
We have the following 
result. 
to a similar 
5.2.2. Lemma. A smooth map i: A -+ X is a cofibmtion (with the FC/P) if 
and only if 
(0 x X) U x A) 
is a retmct 1- xX, (where the retraction 
r: 1- x X -+ (0 X u (r x A) 
has the 
In the one 
1- x X. We wish to 
(0 x u 
u 
x A) y 
x A) is a retract of 
there exists r: 1- xX -+ (OxX)U(I- xi(A)) such that roj l. 
h 0 r. If r has the FCIP, then so does h 0 r. 
suppose that i: A -+ X is a cofibration (with the . We 
may find a map r such that the 
(0 x X) U x A) (0 x U x i(A)) 
iJ 
_11'" 
commutes. Thus r 0 j = 1. If i is a cofibration with the FCIP with to 
i, then r can be chosen to have the 0 
The next theorem shows the l<::l,""lIJW> 
SNDR 
between retracts and 
5.2.3. Theorem. Let i: A y X be an inclusion. Suppose that A is closed in 










1- x X 
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1. The (X, A) is an SNDR pair. 
2. There is a smooth retraction r' 1- x X -)0 (0 x X) U (1- x A) with the 
3. The map i: A -)0 X is a cofibration with the 
Proof. To show that 1 and 2 are equivalent, notice that the pair 
is an SDR 
Let (w, 
(1- x X, (0 x X) U (1- x A)) 
as a consequence of Lemma 5.1.7 and Theorem 5.1.9. 
be a representation for the pair 
x (0 x 
as an pair, and let Q be constructed as in Theorem 5.1.9. Define 
r: r x X -)0 (0 X X) U x A) 
by r(t, x) :=;: Q(l, t, x), where (t, x) E 1- x X. We observe that r has the 
since Q has this property, and Q has this property since each of its ""VAU",,'JU,,U 
has this nl'l'"lnprt.v 
The of 2 and 3 is Lemma 5.2.2. 
We need now only show 2 1. Let r: 1- x X -)0 (0 x U (1- x i(A)) 
be a retraction with the FCIP with respect to i. Define H: 1 x X -)0 X by 
H(t, :=;: po r(a(t), where p is the onto the second \..U\HUlllO'O"', 
and a: lR -)0 lR is a function with the 
• a(t) 0 for t ::; 0, 
• a(t) 1 for t ?: i, 
• 0 < a(t) < 1 for 0 < t < ~. 
This braking function is necessary to ensure smoothness at the 
of the flattened unit interval I. Smoothness at the left endpoint is taken 
care of the fact that r is defined in terms of the left flattened unit intervaL 
Then H satisfies the following nl'l'",nprT,lf''::' 
1. The map H has the FCIP since r has this pr~perty. 
2. We have x):=;: (por) :=;:p(O,x):=;: x, for x E X. 
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5. SMOOTH NDR's 
We now construct u: X -+ I. Let PI : I x X -+ I denote the 
the first coordinate of I x X. Define a function {3: lR. -+ lR. by 
{3(t) = 
{ 
0 if t < 0, 
e- fr if t > O. 
It is well known that {3 is a smooth real function. 
Now define u: X -+ I by 
u(x) = -"------::---------
It is clear that u is a smooth mapping. 
We now that (u, H) (X, as an SNDR pair. 
62 
onto 
1. IfxE thenpl1'(l, =1 Pl1'(o:(t), =o:(t) and so ,X)pl1'(o:(t), =o:(t). 
1 
Thus f {3(o:(t) Plr(l,x)Plr(o:(t),x)) = O. This implies that u(x) D. 
o 
2. that x E X\A. Since 0 x (X\A) is open in the topology 
on (0 x X) U x A), we may choose a neighbourhood W ~ 0 x (X \ A) 
of (0, x) Since l' is continuous, there is a V ~ 1- x X such 
that 1'V W ~ 0 x (X \ A). 
Now consider the qx: I -+ I x given by = (o:(t),x), 
for each x EX. This is clearly smooth, and hence continuous in the 
underlying Thus there exists a neighbourhood U ~ r such 
that ~ V. In other U x x ~ V. So we have Pl1'(o:(t), x) ::::; 0, 
for all t E U. Thus we have 
u(x) 
{3( o:(t)) dt 
{3(o:(t) X )Pl r(o:(t), x)) dt + f {3( o:(t)) dt 
{3(o:(t)) dt 
> 0, 




1, we have (0) = 












:z: I = 
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3. that x is such that u(x) < 1. since we have 
u(x) = c::........... __ ~ ______ _ 
,B( a(t)) dt 
there must be a HC;H~UUVUL 
for t E U. Thus 
H(l, x) EA. 
U ofI such that plr(l, x)plr(o(t), x) > 0, 
But this that r(l, E I x A and 
This completes the o 
5.3 Mapping cylinder 
In this section we show that the inclusion of X into the flattened mapping 
If of a map f: X -t Y is a cofibration with the FeIP. 
5.3.1. Theorem. Let f: X -t Y be a smooth map. Then the pair is 
an SNDR 
Proof. Let 0 . I -t ~ be a smooth braking function with the 
.. a(t) = 0 if 0 ~ t ~ i, 
.. o(t) = 1 if i ~ t ~ 1, 
.. 0 < < 1 otherwise. 
properties . 
Define two more smooth functions as follows. Let 01: I -t JR satisfy: 
.. al (t) = 0 if t = 0, 
.. 0 < < 1 if 0 < t < i, 
.. al (t) = 1 if ~ ~ t ~ l. 
Let a2: I -t ~ satisfy: . 
.. a2(t)=OifO~t~~, 
.. 02(t) = 1 if i ~ t ~ l. 
Now define u: If -t I by x)) = a1(t) and uHyD = 1, for (t, x) E I x X and 
y E Y. Define H: I x If -t If 
.. H(s, [t,x]) = -a(s))t+ if (t, E I x 










•  if  t 
• a
•  .
al'  ll .
•  
•   i    
• l   if i t 1. 
ta I-tllR.
• = 0 if 0 <  < i! - - 4' 
• ~ 1. 
• H 
•    . 
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To see that u is a smooth map, notice that u is smooth when restricted to each 
component of the coproduct 1 x X U Y, and is thus smooth on the 1 J . 
To see that the map H: I x I J -+ I J is note that since we are 
in a cartesian closed category, products commute with i.e. if 
q is a quotient, then so is 1 x q, where 1 is an map. Thus we may think 
of H as defined on the space 
((I x I x X) U (I x Y))I '" 
where'" is the (t,l, == (t,!(x)) for tEl, and x EX. Since H 
is smooth when restricted to each _~ ....... ~ •.. _ ... of the coproduct 
(I x 1 x U(I x Y), 
H is smooth on the quotient I x IJ . 
Let us verify that (u, H) is a re]:C're~;entatlon for (I J , as an SNDR 
1. u-1(O) == [0, x] == io(X). 
2. H(O, [t, x]) [t, x] and H(O, [y]) [y]. 
3. H(s, [0, == [0, x]. 
4. If u[t, x] < 1 then t < ~ and so == 0. Thus H(l, xn [Q2(t), xl == 
[0, x]. 
This completes the proof. o 
Finally, we have the following corollary. 
5.3.2. Corollary. Given any smooth map f: X -+ the inclusionX '-+ IJ is 
a with the FCIP. 
5.4 The a cofibration 
Our aim in this section is to show how one can use SNDR to prove the 
existence of the right exact Puppe sequence. We state the result in Theorem 
5.4.1, and the of the result up into a number oflemmas. We follow 
the method used by Whitehead for the case. 
this section we FRL. of Frolicher spaces 
and smooth maps. 
5.4.1. Theorem. Let W be an , and suppose that i: A '-+ X 
IS a in FRL. For any Xo E A ~ X there is a sequence 
[EnA, W]-t 
[EA, W] W] 
which is an exact sequence in , where j : X -+ T i is the inclusion discussed 
in Section and k: -+ EA is the map defined below. 
I 
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It is, in possible to prove that the sequence above is an exact sequence 
of groups as far as W] and that to this are group 
but we not do so here. 
The reduced (flattened) of a FraUcher space X is 
defined as 
EX = (I/{O, I}) A 
is defined as for topological spaces with the identified 
set taken as and with 0 the basepoint of I. 
In this chapter, whenever we refer to the of a space, we mean the 
flattened defined above. In the next chapter we shall define 
the reduced of a space in terms of the weakly flattened unit 
and show that they are of the same smooth hOlnotO]:IV 
We break the of Theorem 5.4.1 into a number of an 
indication how the proof of each should proceed. 
5.4.2. Lemma. If (X, 
map, then the sequence 
is an SNDR and p: X -+ is the quotient 
A X X/A 
IS exact. 
Proof. To show that given sequence is right exact we must show that for 
any Frolicher space W the sequence is exact in 
[X/A, W] W] [A, W]. 
It is easy to see that 1m p" ~ ker i". To see the reverse inclusion, let g: X -+ W 
be an element of W], with glA :::: Wo (reI wo). Since A ~ X is an SNDR 
the map i: A -+ X is a and so we may extend Wo to a smooth 
map 9': X -+ W such that 9' :::: g. But 9' is constant on A and so there exists a 
smooth map g1: -+ W such that g1 0 P g'. See Section 2.6. This shows 
that ker i" C im 0 
5.4.3. Lemma. For any smooth map f: X -+ the sequence 
X y 
is where l is the usual inclusion Y into the HI.""'''''' cone; i.e. 
y ~ [y] E T f · 
Proof. One can show that there is a homotopy commutative ,,u,,.!".«,uu 
IJ~""""A'-
oli




smlpenSllon '-H ........ , 
' .... 'n"Aoy SWSP€mSlon 
omc)topv
1""''''''''''', 
cl eE:  
is
i 9 :
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where i, j, and I are the usual inclusions, and p is the quotient map. Since 
(IJ' X) is an SNDR pair, by Lemma 5.4.2 the sequence 
X 
is right exact. It is easy to show that j : Y -+ is a homotopy 
This is explicitly for the flattened in 6.3.2 to 6.3.5. 
This allows us to that the sequence 
X Y 
is right exact. o 
5.4.4. Lemma. For any smooth map i: A -+ X, there is an infinite right exact 
sequence 
A X 
where in, n ?: 1 are inclusion maps. 
Proof. The pair (T" X) is an SND R pair. The for the pair 
(I J j in 5.3.1 can be to show this. One now iterates the 
of Lemma 5.4.2 and Lemma 5.4.3. 0 
can easily see that there is an isomorphism between and EA. Define 
q: Ti -+ EA to be the map which identifies X C Ti to a point, followed by the 
_____ ".. ____ ._ .. T;/ X -+ EA. 
5.4.5. Lemma. The sequence 
X EA 
is right exact. 




We have the commu-
-+ is the identification map, and go : -+ EA is an 
The line of the is exact, by Lemma 5.4.2, and 
so the sequence 
X Ti EA 
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There is a commutative 
where ql is a homotopy Whitehead [130] for more details of 
this map.) Using commutative diagrams of this form, one can now pr()c€~ed 
almost exactly as one does in the situation, as in Whitehead [130] 
for to the following infinite exact sequence: 
A X--;..- --""EA~EX~ 
··· __ EnA EnX 


















he cofi brat ion axioms 
Our aim in this chapter is to show that the FRL satisfies Baues' [7] 
four cofibration axioms, 
In addition we follow Baues [7] construction of the sequence for 
a 'cofibration category', i.e, one that satisfies his four 'cofibration axioms', ob-
this sequence for Frolicher spaces. The construction of the right 
sequence for Frolicher spaces was obtained in [36], but certain assump-
tions needed to be made the Frolicher structure. We show 
that the sequence obtained by the cofibration axioms is the same as the 
sequence discussed in [36], that is the 'usual' sequence that one would 
in FRL. 
Baues' cofibration axioms may be formulated in a dual way, axioms 
for a fibration We show that Baues' fibration axioms are satisfied by 
the category FRL in Appendix A. 
Because FRL is over sets (see Frolicher and Kriegl [47]), one can 
work in FRL as one would work with spaces. 
We now the four axioms for a cofibration with 
to the FRL. So that the exposition is self-contained, we restate each 
axiom (exactly as it appears in Baues' book) before considering it. See Baues 
[7] for a more of the axioms. 
The symbol C denotes a cofibration \..<L,,"1'.''''' 
6.1 Axiom (C1): Composition· axiom 
The in C are weak 
is both a cofibration and weak 
. For two maps 
if any two of f, g, are weak 
of cofibrations is a cofibration. 
A 
val"''',I'g" and cofibrations. (A map which 
is sometimes called a trivial cofi-
c, 
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CHAPTER 6. THE COFIBRATION AXIOMS 69 
Let us now this axiom. It is obvious that isomorphisms in the 
FRL are both and weak equivalences, as 
we have two smooth maps 
A B C. 
If f and 9 are smooth homotopy 
that f and gf above are smooth Then there 
exists an !: B -+ andk: C -+ A such that ff::::: IB, If::::: , gfk ::::: Ie' 
and kgf::::: 
Define 9 fk. Then we have gO gfk::::: Ie and Og fkg::::: fkgff rv 
::::: In. 
Now suppose that 9 and are smooth homotopy equivalences. Then there 
exist g: C -+ Band k: C -+ A such that ::::: IB, gfk ::::: and 
kgf::::: IA. 
D~~I ~f::::: 
The above are 
Of course, one could just use the fact that equiva-
lences are to arrive at the same results. 
Finally, we need to of two is again a 
cofibration. To this end, suppose that we have two cofibrations 
and suppose that we are the following commutative 
lxX 
We need to construct a smooth J: 1 x W -+ Z 
commute, 
where 1<'(t, 
is a smooth 
W-~--;...Z 
(O,lw) 1 i 
lxW lxX 






the following diagram 
and each tEl, x E X. But f 
which commutes 
z 
t   
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where K"(t, K(a;l (t), x)) for some 0 < fl < and each tEl, and x X. 
Also, h is a smooth cofibration, so the commutative 
Y--~ z 
(O,Iy) 1 
I x Y 




where F'(t, y) = F(a€z(t), y) for some 0 < f2 < ~, and each tEl Y E Y. 
Now we define J(t, w) := H(t, w). the triangle of (*) commutes, since 
the left of commutes. The right of (*) commutes: 
J(t, hfx) = H(t, hfx) 
= F'(t, 
= F(aE2 (t), fx) 
= K"(a'2(t), x) 
(a E2 (t)), x), x E and tEl. 
Thus if we set f a;/ , then (*) commutesfor the smooth 
function a c : ~ ....-t ~,with a,(t) = a El (t)). Notice that this smooth 
(6.1) 
function may not be a standard smooth braking function.Thus we have verified 
axiom 
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and a map I: B -+ Y there exists the in C 
and i is a cofibration. Moreover: 
(a) if 1 is a weak equivalence, so is j, 
(b) if i is a weak so is i. 
If C has an initial object, denoted 0, then we call an X in C 0-
cofibrant if 0 -+ X is a cofibration. The empty set, 0, is an initial object in 
and it is obvious that aU are 0-cofibrant. 
that in this situation (C2)(b) 
is redundant. if all in Care cofibrant, then Baues shows 
that (C2)(b), (CI) and (C3) (discussed below) imply (C2)(a). Thus we only 
verify (C2)(b), because all objects are . in FRL. 
We now verify axiom (C2). that we are a cofibration 
B~A 
and a smooth map 
B Y, 
we define the adjunction space as usual, 
AUn Y (AUY)/"" 
where "" is the defined i(b) - 1(6), for b E B, and 
UUt.lt::nLlS are taken in FRL. 
Define the smooth maps 
j: A -+ A Un Y as [a], a E 
and 
i: Y -+AUn Y as i(y) = [y], yE Y, 
where [a] denotes the equivalence class under the above identification. 
We can then verify that we have the following pushout diagram in FRL. 










nh,pr't"  ar ll
  
lUt;U~lll'"'('.lI .. 'H 
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6. THE COFIBRATION AXIOMS 72 
To verify that i is a smooth suppose that we have a commutative 
Y--.;.. z 
(O,ly) 1 
I x Y 
We to construct a commutative diagram as follows, 
AUBY Z 
(O,IAU.eY ) 1 ,," ; -- G't 
IxA Y IxY 
IT 
where G1(t, y) G(a£(t), y) for some 0 < f < ,and each tEl, Y E Y. But i 
is a smooth cofibration, so since we have the commutative diagram 
B--.;.. Z 
(O,l.e) ! 
I x B 
we may construct the commutative 
A Z 





for some 0 < fl < t. We define F: I x (A Y) -+ Z as follows 
J(a)) = H(t, a), a E A 
and 
F(t,i(y) G(a£l(t),y), y E Y. 
(Note that an element of A UB Y is either of the form J(a), for a E A, or i(y) 
for y E Y, and we may distribute the Cartesian product over the adjunction, 
the Cartesian closed ness of FRL). 
We that F is well defined. 
,,,ru''''''e> that i(b) = f(b) for some b E B. Then 
F(t, if(b)) = (t),f(b)) = H(t,i(b)), 
and 
Ji(b)) = H(t, i(b)), 
  
'" '" Gtt 
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definition. 
Next we verify that the (* * *) commutes: 
F(O, for a E 
and 
F,O, = G(O,y) = gz(y). 
Thus the left of ( * * *) commutes. The right 
by definition of F, with f = fl. Finally, note that F is 
closedness allows us to distribute the Cartesian product over the adjunction, 
and F is smooth on each component of the 
Finally, we need to show that if i is a weak then so is i. We 
prove this via the following sequence of lemmas. 
6.2.L Lemma. 
is a trivial cofibration, then B is a smooth nm·nr:m.n 
that B <:::: i(B) in FRL under the map i. 
retract of A. It then 
Proof. Let j: A -+ B be a homotopy inverse to i. Let F: I x B -+ B be the 
homotopy ji ':::::.F lB. We have the commutative diagram 
B 
Since i is a cofibration, there exists the commutative 
where F'(t,b) = F(ae(t),b) some 0 < f < ~. Define k:= G(l,-): A -+ B. 
Notice that ki = and that ik ':::::. ij ':::::. lAo Hence B is a retract of A. It now 
follows that B <:::: i(B) under i. 
Let 1<: I x A -+ A be the smooth ':::::. ik. Then [( is a 
deformation retraction of A onto i(B). To see this we need observe that 
K(O, -) = and K(l, -) ik E i(B). Also I«l,i(b)) = iki(b) = i(b) B 
as a retract of A. 0 
6.2.2. Lemma. 
/-l-".........:.......-A 
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The lemma shows that we can identify B with i(B). 
Let j: A -+ B be a smooth inverse of i. We have homotopies 
F' I x B -+ Band G: 1 x A -+ A 1B ':::!.F j 0 i and ':::!.G i 0 j, 
Since i is a trivial J IS to a by Lemma 
6.2.1, and so we as weB assume from the start that j is a retraction. 
LetP=lxAandQ=({O, xA)U(lx .Since{O,1}YlandB A 
are SNDR Example 5.1.8 and 5.2.3, respectively), so is their 
product Q Y P, Theorem 5.1.9. 
Define : 0 x P U I x Q -+ A by 
• 0, a) = a, 
• (s,1, G(0:£(1 s), 
• t, b) G( o:€ - s))o:€(t), i(b)) ,and 
• (O,t,a) = G(o:£(t),a), 
A routine shows that H. is well defined, and the smooth 
function o:€ ensures smoothness across the overlaps in the definition of 
Since Q Y P is an pair, it is a cofibration with the Thus H. 
admits an extension H: I x P -+ A. The end value of H at s = 1 is the required 
deformation. 0 
6.2.3. 
the UUIJ'lJUi:;t; B ~ Ii 
of I~. 
For a trivial cofibration 
the mapping cmZ1Ult::T 
We know that B Y Ii is an SNDR 
A 





where h is the inclusion into the r is the retraction given by 
Lemma 6.2.1, and p is the weak mentioned in Section 4.5. Since 
p and r are weak equivalences, so is B Y Ii by axiom . Apply Lemma 
6.2.2. 0 
6.2.4. Note. Before we continue it is useful to examine the construction of the 
deformation -, -): I x Ii -+ Ii by Lemma 6.2.2. 
Define j: Ii -+ B by j = rp, where p: Ii -+ A is the map defined by 
, lt rt,
tP::::::lxAandQ::::::({O,l}xA)U(IxB).Since{O,l} I
rn , , [,h
L .. } by 
'" H*(s,l,a):::::: 0( ( ij(a)) , 
'" (s,t,b):::::: 0(0:«((1- ))O:«(t).i( )), a
111 ::::::O(o:(
. a.i, n G braking 
0 ( 
SNDR FClP. 
rn  .. at, :I 
rl.;tracting rn
Coronary. 
B> ...... · .. !. ...... ",.·A 
!./O,;:pa, 'c ; 
i'
ylinder I; is a stmng 
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• p([a]) a 
• p([t, b]) = i(b), 
which is obviously well defined, and r : A -+ B is the retraction 
6.2.1. Then with the definitions of Lemma 6.2.2 we have 
H(l, 1, [1, b]) 0(0, hj[l, bJ) 
= 0(0, hji(b)) 
This observation will be of use later. 
6.2.5. Lemma. Given the pushout 






if B is a deformation retract A, then z is a weak equivalence. 
Let F: I x A -+ A be the strong deformation, with F(O, a) = a 
,a) E Define a map k: A -+ B by k(a) i- 1F(1,a). This 
is smooth since i is an isomorphism of B onto Lemma 6.2.1. Define 
]: A Y -+ Y by 
1. = fk(a) and 
2. ]([y]) y. 
We show firstly that] is well-defined. Notice that for [Yd, [Y2] E AUB we have 
[yIJ [Y2] if and if there exist bI , b2 E B with Yl = f(bt) and Y2 f(b2) 
and i(bd = i(b 2 ). Since i is injective, we deduce that [Yll = [Y2] if and only if 
Yl = Y2· Thus part 2 of the definition of] makes sense. 
For 1, suppose that [ad = Then there exist bI , b2 E B with 
al i(bd and a2 i(b 2 ), and f(bI) = f(b 2). Then we have 
= fki(b I ) 
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= f(bt} 
= f(b2 ) 
fi- 1 F(l, i(b2 )) 
76 
Thus the first part of the definition of J makes sense. To see that] is wen-defined 
on the adjunction, notice that 
]([i(b)]) = fki(b) = f(b) = ]([J(b)]). 
Finally, we need to verify ] is indeed a DOlmO.OIlV inverse to i. We have 
= ] ([y]) = y. 
On the other hand, 
i]([yJ) i(y) = [V]· 
Also, notice that lA ':::;P-l ik = ii- 1 F(l, ,giving us 
Ifk 
That i]([a]) ':::; [a] for [a] E A Y. Notice that this smooth homotopy is 
well-defined on the adjunction because F is a retracting deformation. 
This the 0 
6.2.6. Theorem. Given the pushout "7.tLm ... ·'" 
where i is a ntJ1·n.tzon. if i is a weak equivalence, then so is i. 
This proof deals with three different spaces, the ad-
space A UB the of i, Ii and the double 
of i and f, Ii,I' See Definition 4.5.4. To make the proof easier to follow 
we denote the elements of these spaces as follows. A point in the adjunction 
A UB Y is denoted by [a] or [V], where [i(b)] = [J(b)]. A point in the mapping 
Ii is denoted by (a) or (t, b), where ,b) (i(b). A in the 
double mapping cylinder Ii,! is denoted by or rt,bl or rbl, where we have 
ri(b)l r1,bl and = rO,bl. 
For convenience we sometimes abuse this notation in the following way. 
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we mean that x (t, b) or x = (a) and that 
is an element in We abuse notation with space 
similarly. 
Of course when this notational convenience we are especially careful 
to ensure that the equivalence relations are in such a way that the 
notation still makes sense. 
Consider the inclusion h: B '-+ This is a trivial cofibration with the 
FCIP by 6.2.3, and thus is a deformation retract of I;. 
We then have a homotopy F' I x Ii ---7 I; h(B)), with the properties that 
• (x») = (x), and 
• F(l, (x}) E h(B), where (x) Eli. 
Note 6.2.4 shows that we may choose F so that 
(i(b))) = (I, b») 
= (0, b) (*) 
= h(b). 
We have the following diagram 
1;------ A y 
h '" push 
B------y 
where Ii is the weak Lemma 6.2.5 and k is defined below. 
We shall show that k is a weak and that the triangle is com-
mutative with our definition of k. This will imply axiom (CI) that i is a 
weak equivalence. 
Define P: I x li,j ---7 I;,J by 
• P(s, ) = (a))l, 
• p(s,rt,bl) rF(s,(t,b»)l and 
• ryl) = rvl· 
We need to check that P is well-defined. We have 
ri(b)l) rF(s, (i(b)))l 
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Also, 
P(s,fO,b1)= (O,b))l 
=: fO, b 1 since F is a homotopy rei 
=ff(b)l· 





Notice that k is Wt:LJl-Ut:HUt:U, SInce 
k([i(b)]) r F(l, (i(b)))l 
rh(b)l as seen in (*), 
= r f(b)l 
= k([f(b)]). 
78 
Define k: ----+ A Y by k(.x) =: [P(I, for.x E . We now observe that 
k is a homotopy inverse to k := [P(I, -)l. 
It is clear that P(O, 1Ii.1 Notice that 
P(l, r all f F(I, (a))l 
where F(l, (a)) E 7(/i(B)) C , and hence kk(fal) = k(fal) = P(l, ral). 
we have ,ft,b1) rF(l, (t,b))l, and so kk(rt, bl) =P(l, bl). 
and ,fyl) fyl = ryl)· Thus IIi.f '::::!p kk. 
For the other direction, first define q: Ii,! ----+ A UB Y by 
• g(fal) = [aJ, 
• gUt, bl) [J(b)] = [i(b)], and 
• g(fyl) [y]. 
Observe that g is well '-'''H'''''' for g(P, b 1) = [i( b)] = gU i(b) 1), and q( rO, b 1) = 
[f(b)] = q(f f( b) 1). 
Notice that we have 
[a] = qP(O, fa 1), 
and 
[yJ qP(O, f y 1). 
Thus = r -1)· 
l) = 
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At the other endpoint we have 
,ral) = [P(l, raD] kk([a]) , 
and 
,ryl) [P(l, ryl)] kUyl) = kk([y]). 
Thus lAUBY kk. Clearly, k 0 Ii = 'l. 
We have shown that k is a weak equivalence. Since Ii is a weak 
we deduce by axiom (CI) that i is a weak 0 
6 Axiom (C3): C-Factorization 
For any I: B -+ Y in C, there exists a commutative diagram 
-----Y 
A 
where i is a cofibration and 9 is a weak We follow Doeraene [32] 
and call this the C-fa.ctorization to it from the 
axiom discussed in Appendix A. We 
The definition is 
6.3.1. Definition. Let I: B -+ Y be a smooth map. The smooth 
flattened) mapping cylinder III ollis defined by: 
where '" is the 
rpnrp.,pnr the 
b E B. We use [y] 
above. 
= ((J[ x UY)/"" 
by (l,b) ,..., I(b). We use [t,b] to 
01 (t, b) under the identification above, where t E Hand 
to represent the y E Y under the identification 
We use the notation Be Hf, OxB C HI interchangeably, and the notation y E 
H I or [yJ E HI interchangeably, obtaining i: B y J[ I, and j: Y y ]I /. 
One can quite show that Ii: B Y i(B) and j: Y Y j(Y) are smooth 
6.3.2. Definition. For a smooth map I: B -+ define a map ]I I -+ Y by: 
i([t, b]) = I(b), and i([y]) = y. 
6.3.3. Lemma. For a smooth map I: B -+ Y, the map /: III -+ Y is smooth. 
XIO o 
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Proof Let : (II x B) UY -+ II I be the identification map that identifies (1, b) and 
f{b). 'I'hen oq: (lIx UY -+ Y is by joq(t,b):::: f(b) and joq(y):::: y. 
f 0 q is smooth on each component of the coproduct, it is and this 
.rnn".~" that j is smooth, by of the quotient structure. See Section 
2.6. 0 
6.3.4. Lemma. The map!: H, -+ Y is a retraction of II, onto Y elI,. 
Proof One has, 
j 0 j(y) :::: j((y]) :::: y. 
Thus j is a retraction of onto Y. 
6.3.5. Lemma. For a smooth map f: B -+ Y, 
hi '::::jo lI,-+ 
Let 0 < t < !. Define k: lI, -+ II I by 
• k([t, b]) ,b], for [t, b] E III and 
.. k ([y]) = y for y E Y. 
(rei Y). 
Now k is smooth, since it is the composite of smooth maps, and 
.. O'e(t) 0 for t $ t, and 
.. O'«t) = 1 for t ~ 1 - t, 
o 
so k has the required zero derivative property, since k is independent of t for t 
near 0 and t near 1. 
First we show .k ':::: j 0 
follows: 
Define a smooth homotopy H: I xlI, -+ lI, as 
.. [t, bD = [(1 - s)O'«t) + s, bJ, for s E I and b] E n" and 
.. [y]) [yJ. 
ma!ep~~na.em; of t for t near 0 and t near 1. Thus H has the 
zero derivative ",,.,,no,.,,, of a function on I xlI. 
We now 
I x (lI x B) U I x Y Ix 
where c(>.) is a structure curve 
.. c(>.) :::: (s(>.), t(>.), x(>.)) or, 
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Also 
(1- s(A))ae(t(A)) + s(A)t(A) 
is smooth for t(A) =f 0. 
We have J(O, [t, bD = [ae(t), b], and J(l, [t, b]) [t, b]' and so 
which is the where (s, -) J(l- s, -). 0 




The next result is from the by [114] for the 
topological situation. 
6.3.6. Lemma. Let Y be Frolicher spaces and f : B -+ Y be a smooth map. 
Then the inclusion i: B y ][, is a smooth cofibration. 
the following commutative 
w 
where W is a Frolicher space, and G and g are smooth maps. 
We must show the existence of the dotted arrow in the following commutative 
---w 
(O,In/ >! ",H", '" ~ jG1 
I x ][, I x B 
where G1(t, b) = G(al(t) , b) for some smooth braking function a" and each tEl 
and bE B. 
We construct the nOI1l1ot,)PY H: I x II, -+ W as follows. Let 0 < i < ~. 
Define H by 




s b]) if 0 S s S 2t S 2, b E B 







8  o 
 ~  
J!ibratt
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where etc is a standard smooth braking 
existence is shown in Lemma 2.8.3. 
83 
and is the constant whose 
We now prove that H is a smooth map. Firstly observe that for 0 :s:: t :s:: 1 
and 0 :s:: s :s:: 1, H is smooth on each of the two it, since it is 
the of smooth functions there. We need to verify smoothness of H 
as s -+ 2t, and we need to the zero derivative property of H with l'P"T'\P.~t. 
to the flattened mapping involved. 
We first show smoothness as s -+ 2t. To this end, let 
c: ~ -+ I x ((IT x U Y) 
be a structure curve. We have the 
I x ((I x B) U Y) w 
We need to show that H <> q 0 c: ~ -+ W is a structure curve on W. the 
structure curve c is of the form 
c(A) = (s(A), t(A), b(A)) or, 
= (8(A), y(A)). 
For a structure curve of the second type, smoothness of H 0 q 0 c is so 
suppose we have a structure curve of the first In assume that 
for some a E ~ and 0 < 1], we have 
s(A) ::; 2t(A) if a 1] < A::; a 
s(A) ;::: if a :s:: A < a + 1]. 
(In one must divide (a - 1], a + 1]) into subsets where each of these 
conditions hold. The then similarly). We will also assume that 
1] is small so that s(A) - etc(2t(A)) < kc for a ::; >.. < a + 1]. We can 
do this by Lemma 2.8.3. Then 
H 0 q 0 c(A) = 
Now, observe that the map Cl: ~ -+ I x IT x B given 
{ 
(s(A),t(A),b(A)) if>"::; a 
s~A) , b(A)) if A;::: a. 
is also a structure curve, since t(a) = 
with the only point 
and so Cl is continuous and piecewise 
















if a 1] < A < a 
if a :::; A < a + 1]. 
l :
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Note that for a ::; >. < a + 1], 
G ( Uk. - uc(s(>')), b(>')) 
:::: G(O, b(>.)) 
= 0([0, b(>.)]) , 
and so 
H oc(>.) = H 0 [ct{>.)] 
{ 
2t(>.) - s(>.) . 
g{[ 2 8(>.) ,b(>.)]) If a - 1] < >. ::; a 
b(>.)J) if a ::; >. < a + 1]. 
since Cl is a structure curve, and 9 is a structure function on H is 
smooth across the join where s = since it the of smooth 
functions in a neighbourhood of the join. 
We need to show that H has the zero derivative as t -+ 0 and t -+ 1. 
that H is given 
g([~ ~:, b]) 
as t -+ O. Then, since 0 ::; s ::; we have s -+ 0 also. Thus, -+ 0 as t -+ O. 
Since 0 has the zero derivative nrr,nl>l't.v so does H in this case. If H is given 
by 
G(Uk.(S u€(2t)) , b) 
as t -+ 0, then u e(2t) :::: 0 for t near 0, and so H is independent of t for t near 
0, and so H has the zero derivative property in this case too. 
t -+ 1. Then eventually H is given 
But 2t-s -+ 1 as t -+ 1. Since 0 has the zero derivative nl'r,nl>l'tv here, so does 2-. 
H. 
This __ ... ,...._ the verification that H is smooth. It is easy to verify that 
H is the smooth and we have b) :::: G(Uk. b). 0 
Putting the above results .V~'<:;.jll"'L commutative diagram, 
----...... y 
where i is a cofibration and i is a weak equivalence. Thus axiom is verified. 
'/
o = o  
=
t t l
st t < <
9 Twr''''''I>lI't V
tO  
t ° llH.H:~J"1JlU" 
t L 
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6 (C4): Axiom on fibrant models 
Before this we need the definition from Baues' book 
[7]. 
6.4.1. Definition. An object R in a cofibration C is called a fibrant 
model or fibrant if every trivial cofibration i. R -t Q admits a retraction 
r: Q -t R, ri = 1R. 
The axiom on fibrant models is then the following. For each 
there is a trivial cofibration 
RX 
where RX is fibrant. We call RX a fibrant model of X. 
X in C 
Lemma 6.2.1 shows that every in FRL is fibrant, and every 
object is its own fibrant model. 
Hence axiom (C4) has been since each object in FRL is its own 
fibrant with the map the trivial cofibration. 
6.5 Homotopy FRL via the Cofibration Ax-. loms 
We now follow Baues ,and construct the notion of uV.IUU'.UIJY 
in FRL, via the axioms above. We then show that this notion of hrn'Yl"'·t."',."v 
coincides with the usual notion of smooth homotopy defined in Chapter 4. See 
also Cherenack [22] and [36] . 
6.5.1. .'>U!)vo,se that 
B~A 
is a smooth cofibration. (C2) we have the pushout diagram 
A 
By we may vnuu,~ map) as follows 
A 
4
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in keeping with Baues' notation, and call this object 
on 
B~A. 
In our the relative are the mapping We 
will sometimes write i</l or p¢ to accentuate the particular ¢ on which i or p 
6.5.2. 
A 
is a smooth cofibration, then two maps a, p: A -t X are called homotopic 
relative B and we write a "" p rei B if there is a commutative rl.nnrn.-n 
A 
X 
where II¢ is the relative cylinder lJetm:!tw'n 6.5.1. We call H a homotopy 
from a to p B). 
6.5.3. The notion of homotopy in 6.5.2 coincides with 
the usual notion of relative homotopy in FRL discussed in Chapter 4. 
Let a; lR -t lR be a smooth 
a(t) == 
function with the properties 
{ 
0 if t ::; ~ 
1 ift > 3. 
-4 
oJUIJIJ' .. "'" we have a map H: I x A -t X such that 
1. H(O, a) == f(a), a E A, 
2. H(I, == g(a), a E A and 
3. H(t,j(b)) ::.:: fj(b) == gj(b), bE B, 
where 
is a smooth cofibration. 
Note that 




(IT x A)]/ '"", 
~
Q 
where P denotes the first copy of IT x A and Q denotes the second copy of II x A, 
and", is the following For (1, al) E P and (1, E Q, we have 
(1, at) ,....., (1, (l2) if al == a2. 
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Construct F: IT", -7 X as follows 
F([t,a]) = 
{ 
H(a(~),a) if(t,a) E P 
H (a (~ + ~), a) if (t, E 
One can see that F is wel.l-dehIled 
of to which copy, P or Q, b] ""<O'V£<I"" 
since F([t,j(b)]) f(j(b)) 
The map F is smooth, since it is smooth on each COlnpon,ent 
and the function it the zero derivative property 
flattened unit interval in the definition of IT",. 
suppose that we have a commutative 
A 
We may H:lxA-7X 
a) = 
{ 
,io(a)) if 0 :5 t:5 ~ 
F(a(2 - 2t), il(a)) if ~ ::; t ::; I, 
where the function a defined earlier ensures that H is smooth. 
87 
o 
6.5.4. Note. For an object A, Baues (7] defines the sum of A and 
an denoted by A + Y as the pushout A Y. In the FRL 
all and so we have the 
where A and Yare any two Frolicher spaces. Thus whenever we a result 
of Baues that involves a sum A + Y, we this sum with the l..VIIJH.IUlJll.. 
AU Y (a union) in FRL without further comment. 
6.5.5. The axiomatic m'1PlnD:g of a smooth map 
f: A -7 Y is defined by the factorization of , J]: Y U A -7 Y 
Y. 
Note that in the smooth of a map f is not isomor-
. Thus we the name axiomatic mapping for Z, to 
between these two cylinders. as the next lemma indicates, 
are of the same smooth homotopy type. 
+
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6.5.6. Lemma. Let I: A -+ Y be a smooth map. Then H, and Z, are 01 the 
same smooth homotopy type. 
Proof. Note that 
H, (IT x Y, 
and 
(IT x (A U Y)) ,Il Y. 
Define [: H, -+ Z, by 
1. a)l [(t, all for tEl, a E A, 
2. [([V]) = [y] for y E Y. 
If y I(a), then [[(1, a)l ((1, all (y] = [{[yD, so [ is well defined. 
Next define {: -+ If, by 
1. a)l = [(t, a)] for tEl, a E A, 
2. , V)] for tEl, Y E Y, 
3. {([V]) = [y] for V E Y. 
Note that {[(I, y)] = {([yl) and ,a)] = [(1, a)] = {([V]) if I(a) y, 
so { is well defined. 
In, Consider H: I x Z, -+ Z, defined as follows: 
1. H (s, Ht, a)]) [(t, a)l for tEl, a E A, 
2. H(s, [(t, V)]) + (1 - s)Q£(t), V)] for V E Y, 
3. H(s, [V]) [y] for V E Y. 
Note that H(s, [(I,y)]) [(l,y)] [y]=H [v]) and H(s, , a)]) [(1, a)] 
[y] H [y]), so H is well defined. 
One can that H(O, ~ IZf and H(l, so II, ~ 
because the function Qc(t) Notice that one only has H(O, -) ~ 
part 2 of the definition of H needs to deformed into the identity function. 
This is done. o 
6.6 The Cofibration Axioms in FRL* 
To construct the smooth homotopy groups and to construct 
the sequence, we need to work in a We will work 
c'",.,;.>u(yrv FRL .. of Frolicher spaces with and smooth basepoint 
nrp,.p,",flTHl' maps. We must define cofibrations and weak in this 
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6.6.1. Definition. A pointed smooth map H : IxX -+ Y is called a smooth ho-
motopy relative to *x if H(t,*x) = *y for everyt E I. If f = H(O, : X -+ Y 
andg= ,-):X-+Y then wewritef'::::Hg (rel*). 
6.6.2. Definition. A pointed smooth map 
B 
is called a smooth cofibration if, corresponding to every commutative diagram 
m of the form 
Z 
I x A 
where G is a homotopy relative to *A, there exists a commutative diagram in 
FRL. of the 
where : I x A -+ Z is 
each t E I, a E A. 
Notice that the ,"VLHH'"'' 
motopy relati ve to * B. 
B---Z 
(O,lB) 1 i a' 
IxB IxA 
by some 0 < € < ~, and 
of the last diagram uUjJ11IO'" that F is a ho-
6.6.3. Definition. A smooth map p: A -+ B is called a weak equiv-
alence if there exists a pointed smooth map B -+ A such that 
1. There exists a smooth ",nnULUUU H : I x A -+ A *), such that 
• H(O,a) pop, for a E A, 
• H(l, for a EA. 
2. There exists a smooth map G: I x B -+ B (rel *), such that 
• G(O, b) pop for bE 
• b) = for bE 
One can the useful fact. 
6.6.4. Lemma. If fa, h: A -+ B and go, gl: B -+ C with fa ':::: go (rel *) and 
go,:::: gl (rel *), then go 0 fa,:::: gl 0 it 
ry l
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We now define the version of the smooth mapping cylinder, and 
prove a few results that we will need when verifying the necessary cofibration 
aXlOms. 
6.6.5. Given a pointed smooth map f: B -7 the reduced 
(weakly flattened) cylinder of f is 
(ll x B UY)/"" 
where'" is the relation by setting (l,b)....., feb) and (t, *B) ...... (0, 
every tEl. We denote points in !II by [t, b] or [y], and the point [(0, 
is taken as the basepoint !I I' 
Although we use the same notation for the (weakly flattened) mapping cylin-
der and the reduced (weakly flattened) cylinder, there should be no 
possibility for confusion, since in different and these 
cat;eg,on.es will be treated "",.a.., .... ", 
For ease of discussion, in this section we shall often omit the words 'weakly 
flattened', since all are the weakly flattened cylin-
ders. 
6.6.6. Definition. Given a map f: B -7 Y, we define the following maps. 
• The map i: B y !I I is i(b) b], bE B. 
• The map j: Y Y Hf is by j(y) = [y], for y E Y . 
.. The map i: HI -7 Y is given by j(t, b] feb) b E Band j[y] = y for 
yEY. 
It is easy to show that i and j are smooth -.1"" ... _ .... - onto their HUG!'."" 
in IT I) and that j is a well-defined pointed smooth map. We may prove the 
following properties of the maps i, j and j. 
6.6.7. Lemma. 1. j 0 i = f. 
2. In/ '" j 0 j (rei Y). 
Proof. Part 1 is obvious. For 2, we can use the same smooth 
that we used when the non-pointed version of this lemma 
6.6.8. Lemma. The map i: B y is a smooth cofibration. 
Proof. If one looks through the proof of Lemma 6.3.6, one can verify that all 
the maps involved are maps if they are treated as maps in 
. Thus the proof of this result is identical to the of Lemma 6.3.6. 0 
(Cl) 
that this axiom holds in FRL. is identical to the proof for FRL, 
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(C2) Pushout 
For axiom one can simply observe that all the constructions of Section 
6.2 may be transferred verbatim to the and all the maps used 
become maps. As *x is the initial in FRL .. , we 
need *x y X is a cofibration, which we prove below. 
6.6.9. Lemma. For a 1JOI:ntj~d Frolicher space X the inclusion *x Y X is a 
cofibration. 
Suppose we have a commutative diagram 
z 
I x *x 
where G is a smooth we may construct the commutative 
---..".,.z 
tal 
I x *x 
where G'(t,*x) G(a€(t),*x), some 0 < « !, and F is given by x) 
g(x). 0 
(C3) Axiom 
This axiom follows from Lemma 6.6.7 and Lemma 6.6.8. 
Axiom on Fibrant Models 
As before we need to show that there is a trivial cofibration from every object 
in FRL .. to a fibrant called a fibrant modeL We show that every 
in is itself a fibrant modeL 
.... nnn ..... "., that 
B 
is a trivial cofibration. Then there exists I: B -+ A such that Ii '::::.a 
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where G is a homotopy relative to '" A. But i is a smooth so we may 




where G1(t, G(ae(t), for 0 < f < !. Note that "'A = 
F(t, = F(t, "'B) for every tEl, and so F is a smooth homotopy 
to "'B. r: B -+ A by r(b) = F(l, b) for b E B. Then r is a LlV~".";U 
smooth map, since F is a homotopy relative to '" B, and 
ri(a) = i(a)) = G(l, a) = a. 
Thus A is a fibrant modeL 
6.7 Homotopy Groups 
In this section we define the homotopy groups of an object in axiomati-
Baues [7]. In section 6.8 we verify that these groups are isomor-
,-,,,un"'" by [22] and Dugmore 
6.7.1. Definition. We define the (weakly 
sion Y C X by the pushout "Z(.fi17<,rn1l. 
torus Ey X on an inclu-
where 4> , lx]y is the folding map, and the cofibration 
XUyX~I4> 
is obtained the C-factorization of the folding map, as in Definition 6.5.1. 
6.7.2. Definition. For an object A in the flattened) supen-
sion EA of A is by the pushout diagram 
14> --_l> E .. A ~ EA 
AL 1 1 
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is obtained from the the folding map, as in definition 6.5.1. 
We inductively En A = E(En-l A) n ~ 1, EO A A. 
6.7.3. Definition. For n ~ 1, we define the homotopy groups 
It is shown by Baues 
groups. 
the cofibration ........ v.,,", that the (U) are 
6.7.4. Note. The usual n-th homotopy group in FRL .. is by 
6.8 Puppe Sequence 
We now the sequence that is constructued axiomatically 
Baues [7] the cofibration and show that it is the same as the 
'usual' Puppe sequence in FRL. found in Section 5.4. 
6.8.1. Let A be a pointed smooth space. We define the (weakly 
flattened) cone CA by the pushout 
Here ¢ is the same ¢ as in 
6.8.2. We now 
a map f: B -+ A 
6.7.2. 
the (weakly flattened) (axiomatic) map-
the pushout diagram 
Note that we call this the cone to it from 
the cone defined in Section 4.5. Baues shows in his book [7] that 
one has the following exact sequence in a cofibration category, 
B 
E, 
EB ----;.. ... 
where q: C, -+ EB is the quotient map that identifies all 
to a 
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We then have the induced sequence in the <lV,,, .... ', .... .., of 
···--[EA, [G" U] UJ~ 
We wish to show that this is the same as the sequence discussed in 5.4. 
To do this it suffices to 'show that the and cone defined in 
5.4 are of the same homotopy type as those defined above. 
Let Y be Frolicher spaces, with ;va, Yo, and let 
j: X -t Y be a We denote the flattened suspension of X 
as defined in Section 5.4 by Recall that the flattened cone of j, 
defined in is denoted 
6.S.3. Lemma. For a rOIl!f':flt,r space A, and a smooth map j, we have: 
1. EA c:::: EA, and 
2. G,c::::TJ. 
Proof We prove 1. Part 2 is similar. 
One constructs the EA via two pushouts. If one follows this 
construction by step, one can that 
EA::: (I x A U !'V, 
~
P Q 
where rv a As indicated we denote the first copy of 
II x A by P and the second copy of II x A by Q. any in EX can be 
written as [tl' or [t2' ,where (tl,ad E P or (t2,a2) E Q and [t,a] is the 
class of a) under the 
One can verify that 
::: I x AI ~, 
where ~ the relation that identifies the set ({O, I} x U (I x * A) to a 
We a by [t, where [t, a] the 
class of (t, a) under the ~. It should be clear in the following whether 
a point [t, a] to EA or 
Define a braking function a: II -t IR. with the ..... ,.r.n"'·t,' 
La(t) OforOsts~, 
2. a(t) = 1 for ~ S t S 1, 
3. 0 S a(t) S L 
Define '"1: EA -t by 
'"1[t, a] 
{ 
[a;t) ,a] if a] E P 
[1 a;t),a] if a]EQ. 
the "V'''''''''''''LI 
Zo rp.""'Pf't""P I 
f + 'en~ao  
,","'f't,rm 











1 + "',.. .. ''' .. t.




] if ]   










6. THE AXIOMS 
can verify that this LLL~Jl:'pLLL!,> is well-defined. 
We now define e: EA -t r:A by 
e[t, a] = { ' a] E P if 0 < t < ~ - - 2 2t), aJ E Q if ~ :::; t :::; l. 
We must show :: lEA and . Note that 
and 
It is easy to 
The case 
a] = 
--'---'- a] if 0 < t < ~ 
- - 2 
---!..~-.-:...:.., a] if ~ < t < 1, 
2 - -
e'Y[t, a] = { 
[a (a(t)) , a] E P if[t,a] E P 
[a(a(t)), a] E Q if [t, a] E Q. 
H.I x -t EA as follows: 
aD = { 
+ (1 - s)--'--:'-'-'-, a] if 0:::; t :::; 4 
+ (1 - s){l 
that H is the required nornOLOPY 
e'Y is similar. 





t- E  
 
I :::; :::; 








[1 - (( )) J -  2 ' , 
 (t) .   l , a]   
  , l  
.  t- 15
])
~ : :...:...,a]  :; .~ ~~
at. nrnrn.nnv giving 'Yf ::::::: lEA' 
\V





~a(Q~2t), _I   ; : ; 
II '--'- , ----'-'-.  pi ::; ::; 
7 . ;
 ....... : .~...:..::.., O~ ; ~: ~ 
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This short defines the basic notions needed for the 
in the category FRL. In the two subsequent we restrict 
our attention to the differential of Frolicher spaces that arise from 
on smooth manifolds. 
7.1 tangent cone of a Frolicher space 
The tangent cone of a Frolicher space at a point was defined by See 
[22], [24]. His definition is below as Definition 7.1.1. 
7.1.1. Definition. Let X be a Frolicher space and let x EX. The tangent 
cone of X at the x is defined to be the set 
-+lR:cE c(O}=x}, 
where, for a c E ex with c(O) = x, we define 
vc(f) = 
We call Vc E 
is not, in nF'~IF'r(ll. a vector space. 
X a talJ.gEmt vector even though TC",X 
Notice that two different curves CI and C2 could define the same 
vector, vc 1 = Ve" 
7.1.2. Definition. Let (X, , be a Frolicher space. A map v: -+ lR 
is called a derivation at x E X if it is a linear map that the property 
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The set all derivations at a point x E X is called the ~«J""""''' space at x of 
the Frolicher space X, and is denoted 
The space at x E X is always a vector space. Notice that for 
an n-dimensional smooth manifold M, the space at x E M is an n-
dimensional vector space which coincides with the tangent cone 
The cone at x of a Frolicher space X is contained in the 
vector space TxX. However, the cone need not be a vector space, since 
it is not closed under addition (although it is easy to see that the 
cone is always closed under scalar multiplication). 
If we define 
D= 
we then see that the tangent cone <; D and the tangent space C 
each have a natural Frolicher structure which they inherit from the function 
space D. 
We shall often refer to the cone. For our 
purposes it is sufficient to define this dimension to be the dimension 
of the space. (See Definition 2.4.1 for the definition of 
the of a Frolicher Although we make this 
we shall only talk about the dimension of the cone when the tangent 
cone is a finite dimensional vector space. 
7,1.3. Definition. Let X be a Frolicher space. Let 
TCX {(x, v)lx E X, v E 
We call TCX the cone bundle of X. 
As TCX C X x it has a natural Frolicher structure. 
7.2 Manifolds 
Whenever we refer to a manifold, we mean a Hausdorff cOO-manifold. A sub-
manifold M of a Fralicher space X is a FraUcher of X which is a 
Hausdorff cOO-manifold under the inherited Frolicher structure. Thus for us, the 
statement 'A is a submanifold of B' does not that B is itself a manifold. 
It has been shown that the of smooth manifolds is a subcategory 
of the category of Frolicher spaces. [22]). Briefly, the structure curves of 
a smooth manifold M are exactly curves c: R -+ M that are smooth in 
the usual sense. the structure functions are those functions 
M -+ R that are smooth in the usual sense. 
If M is an m-dimensional and hence a Frolicher space, then at 
every point x E M there as we saw an associated m-dimensional 
vector space, called the tangent space at x. We denoted the space of 
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Our definition of the tangent cone TCxX of a Frolicher space X at a point 
x is modelled on a common method of defining the tangent space TaM of a 
manifold M at a point a. It follows that for manifolds TCaM = TaM. 
The following is a useful result concerning manifolds. 
7.2.1. Theorem. Let V ~ M be an open subset of the manifold M. Suppose 
f: V -t JR is a smooth map defined on V. Let U C V be an open subset of 
V with U C V. Then there exists a smooth function f: M -t JR such that 
1(x) = f(x) for each x E U. 
Proof. If V = M then we are done, so assume that V i- M. Let W be an open 
subset of V with W C V and U C W. Suppose that f: V -t JR is a smooth 
map. It is known (see, for example, Golubitskyand Guillemin [48], Chapter 1, 
Corollary 4.7) that there exists a smooth function g: M -t JR such that 
Define !: M -t JR by 
g(x) = 0 if x tt W 
{
I if x E U 
1(x) = 
0::; f(x) ::; 1 otherwise. 
{ 
f(x)g(x) if x E W 
o if otherwise. 
D 
Let A eM. Any smooth function f: M -t JR can be restricted to define a 
smooth function flA: A -t JR. Conversely, the above result tells us that any 
smooth function f: U -t JR defined on an open neighbourhood of the closed set 
A (in M) can be extended to !: M -t JR so that f and f coincide on A. 
7.3 Some standard definitions 
For completeness we now include some well known definitions. 
7.3.1. Definition. Let E and X be manifolds, and let 11": E -t X be a submer-
sion. Let Eu = 1I"-1(U) for any subset U ~ X. We call E a family of vector 
spaces over X of dimension k if, for every x EX, Ex is equipped with the 
structure of a topological vector space over JR, in the subspace topology that Ex 
inherits from E. 
7.3.2. Definition. Given a submersion E -4 X, a section of E is a smooth 
mapping s: X -t E such that 11" 0 s = Ix. 
7.3.3. Definition. If E ~ X and F ~ X are each families of vector spaces 
over X, then a smooth map <p : E -t F is a homomorphism if 11"2 0 <p = 11"1 and 
<p: Ex -t Fx is a vector space homomorphism for each x EX. 
If <p is a diffeomorphism and a homomorphism, then we call <p an isomor-
phism of these families. 
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7.3.4. Definition. Let V be a vector space, and suppose that X x V X 
is a family vector spaces over X, where PI is the projection onto the 
coordinate. We call X x V X a product family. A of vector spaces 
is called trivial if it is to some family. 
7.3.5. Let E ~ X be a family of vector spaces over X. 
x X has an open neighbourhood so that Eu,. is a trivial 
vector spaces, then we call E ~ X a vector bundle over X. 
In other words, .a vector 
If a vector IS 
trivial. 
7.3.6. Definition. Let M be a 
trivial family of vector spaces. 
we call the vector 
Then we call 
TM = U {x} X 
xEM 
the bundle to M. We denote the projection onto the first coordinate 
bY'll':TM"""""'tM. 
One can show that T M can a manifold structure and then 'II' defines 
T M to be a vector bundle over M. One can show that the Frolicher space 
structure on T M as a Fralicher subspace of M x D is isomorphic in FRL to 
the Frolicher space structure on TM viewed as a manifold. 
We define the concept of a vector bundle over a space 
X in the obvious way. 
Notice that the cone UUJIlU<<::, TCX of a Frolicher space X is not, in 
a vector bundle over X. 
\.xnUlY"n.L 
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Finit Set Quotients on a 
Manifold 
In this chapter we prove some results about the critical of a function 
defined on a Frolicher space which arises as the quotient space M / A of a manifold 
M by a finite subset A 5; M. 
8.1 Some motivating examples 
We two examples. The first is an of a Frolicher space with a 
tangent cone at a point which is not a vector space. The second is of 
a Frolicher space which has a tangent cone which is a vector space, but where 
the Frolicher space is not locally a manifold. 
8.1.1. Let and each be a copy of the real line IR, with the 
usual Frolicher structures. Let IRQ V IRl denote the product of and IRl 
obtained identifying the zeroes of each copy of lR, as described previously. 
Let 
q: IRQ U -+ IRa V 
denote the map. as we have seen f is smooth 
and if, f 0 q is smooth. 
One can easily show that there are Frolicher space isomorphisms 
induced from q. 
Thus f: V -+ IR is 'smooth if, and flq(~o) and flq(~d are each 
smooth real functions. 
For any x E with x # 0, the Frolicher space IRa VIR l has the structure 
of a I-dimensional manifold locally at x, so we are interested in the Frolicher 






















CHAPTER 8. FINITE-SET ON A MANIFOLD 101 
We have characterized the on lI!!o V , so we now rac~erlze the 
curves on lI!!o V 
that c : lI!! -? lI!!o is a structure curve on lI!!o V lI!! 1, with e( to) 0, 
for some to Ell!!. Then we have the diagram 
V 
where foe: lI!! -? lI!! is a smooth real function. 
Either we have c(lI!!) C q(lI!!i), for i = 0, 1, in which case c can be any 
smooth curve, or we have c(lI!!) r:f:. q(lI!!o) c(lI!!) r:f:. If there exists a 
U ~ lI!! of to such that c(U) ~ q(JR.o) or c(U) ~ then we 
in the first situation. 
suppose that there is no neighbourhood of to whose image under c is 
contained entirely in q(lI!!o) or in q(lI!!l)' Then any U ~ lI!! of to 
can be into three subsets 
U UouU" U 
where 
{ 
q(JR.o) - {O}, if t E UO 
c(i) E {O}, if t E U" 
q(lI!!I) if t E U1. 
U* is closed, and UO, U1 are each open. Since the image of U under c 
is not contained in q(lI!!o) or q(R1), each of UO and Ul is UV11-CJ.U 
Now, since f 0 c is a smooth real function, the derivatives exist, 
and 
:::: lim 
(f 0 c)(to) 
t-Ho,t€UD t - to 
lim 
(f 0 c)(t) (f 0 cHto) 
I-Ho,tEU' t - to 
lim 
t-tto,/eUl t - to 
In the last line above, we may replace the function f by a different smooth 
function 11: lI!!o VlI!!l -? lI!!, with 11 (c(t)) = f(e(t)), (t E Ul) since any function 
g: lI!!o V -? lI!! is smooth if and only if it is smooth on each of and q(lI!!l) 
Thus in the last line above, the values of (f 0 c)(t) for t E U1 can be 
taken constant of the values of 0 e)( t) for t E UO• 
It is not difficult to see that 
lim = 0, 



































8. FINITE-SET QUOTIENTS ON A MANIFOLD 102 
and that 
lim ~:........--'-...::..!.. = O. 
t .... HQ,tEU! 
Thus one can take f to be f 1~ V k, firstly, where k = 0, and then, secondly, 
take f ::::.: k V 1~ to 
lim dd c(to) == 0 
t .... Ho,tEUO t 
and 
=0. 
We conclude that ftc(to) = O. It follows from the chain rule for every 
fE, foe: ]I!( -t l'R is a smooth real function with the property that 
0. 
To summarize, a structure curve of V]I!(l at 0 is locally a smooth curve from 
a subset of]I!( to 
or 
q(]I!(l) S!! 
if c is locally contained in either or q(l'R1) , If 
c is not locally in either q(l'Ro) or q(]I!(1), then we have ;;;">"<"'~"-".L 
In it can be shown that all higher order derivatives of foe must be 
zero at to too. We do not use this fact here. 
Now that we know what the structure curves on ]I!(o V look like, we are 
to the structure of the cone at 0, TCo(]I!(oVl'R1). Define 
a subset of the structure curves on V]I!(l, C ~ CliioV~ll by 
C {c E ClRIOVliill there exists to E]I!( with c(to) = 
We C into three subsets, 
={c E C: c maps locally into q(l'Ro) at to}, 
E C : c maps locally into q(]I!(l) at to}, and 
C· =C (CO U C 1). 
For any c E C we have a derivation 
given 
Vc (I) ::::.: lim ..:..c.................:.-'-'-_"'----'-'--'-
t .... Hc t - to 
... .!-: .. ........ . .. .:.!.. 0
- o, e l
I I  
I::: .  
- o,t
0





c I  
:
"
= ~-. :. : -'----' : . ...............:.-'- ­










8. QUOTIENTS ON A MANIFOLD 103 
for each f E F. 
In 2 above we showed that any c E ! we have 
0= lim .o.:......--'~_~_~::..!.. 
t-Ho t to 
Thus all curves contained in C· define the zero derivation. 
Let C E Co, with :f:. 0, for some f E . We have the 
Since q(lR.o) ~ lR., we may treat c as a real function of one variable locally at to! 
and we have already observed that flq(J:i o) is a real function of one so 
we get 
(J 0 c)(t) - (J 0 c)(to) 
to 
Since we are a.<>O.U!J:Ull O that vc(J) :f:. 0 for some f E FlltoVR1! we conclude that 
:f:. 0. 
Let Cl E , with Cl (td O. Then 
= (dCl (td / dC(to)) 
dt dt 
v (I) (dCl (tl) /dC(to)). 
c dt dt 
Thus the vector Vc a I-dimensional vector space. In a similar way, 
any non-zero vector defined a curve in C 1 a different I-dimensional 
vector space. It is easy to verify that this vector space is different from the one 
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can be chosen which a constant value to points in of 
values on q(~o). 
Thus the cone can be expressed as 
where V- and V+ are each distinct I-dimensional vector spaces. 
8.1.2. CLI"'><U.UpLC, Let ~I be the set ~ with the FroHcher structure 






-1, and lim ,;...-'..-'-----'--'-"'- == 1, 
"'..-+0+ 
each c E r F has the that cl(to) = 0 if c(to) = O. Thus TCo~J = O. 
Now let X ~'V~ 1 the product obtained from ~' and ~ identifying 
the zeroes of each space. the method of 8. we can verify 
that is a I-dimensional vector space, but X is not Euclidean near O. 
One can construct higher dimensional in a similar way. 
We have shown that the tangent cone of a Frolicher space need not be a vector 
space, and even if it is a vector space, the Frolicher space need not look like a 
manifold near that point. 
8.2 
8.2.1. Definition. Let X be a Frolicher space, and let x EX. An ~m_ 
invertible pair at x, which we denote (c, f)to, is a (c,!), where 
c: ~m -t X is smooth, with c(to) = x, to E ~m, 
and f: X -t ~m is smooth and such that the C01nf}!.JS 
invertible at to. 
8.2.2. Theorem. Let X be a Frolicher space and let x EX. Suppose that 
TC",X contains an m-dimensional vector subspace of and suppose that 
there exists a smooth map c: ~m -t X, with c(a) = x, (a E ~m), which induces 
an injective map on the tangent cones. Then X admits an ~m-invertible 
at x. 
Proof. The set 
m 
.aUI)<.<::11" XI'lreSse,(J
v = v- V 





. r IRm cor f)l
SUt'Sf)I.]c
 IRm r X
JRm-inverti l
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forms a basis for the cone 
of this set under the injection c.: 
at a E ]Rm, and so the 
-+ TCxX 
is a linearly Ul"<:;I-'<'l1U'<:;"" 
\Ve claim that there exists a set of m structure functions on 
E : i = 1, ... , 
with the that 






(JI c)( a) 
(hc)(a) 
To see this, suppose the converse. Then for any set {Ii E 
of m structure functions on X, we have ,12, ... , 
the determinant by cofactors along the first row, we get 
IJ(ft,h, ... ,lm)1 
a 
-;:;-(JIc)(a)Cll + 
U X 1 
=0, 
·i=l, ... ,m}, 
I O. Expanding 
where {Cll, C12 , ... , are the relevant cofactors in the exp'ane:ion of the 
determinant. 
In for every ft E 
a a 
-;:;-(ftc)(a)Cll + (ftc) 
UXI 
= o. 
Note that each of the cofactors Cll , ... , depends 
functions ,/3, ... , , and so we may think of each of Cll , ... ,Clm 
as constant with to 11. Since the set 
a ,c. a } ~ 
IS and "U"'u"" that Cll O. Let us consider this 
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8. ON A MANIFOLD 106 
As we ~A'J<"'J'Y the HH.na-!lL by cofactors the first row to get 
+ ... + a;m (hc)(a)CJm 0, 
for all , ... ,1m} C ) where 
are the relevant in the vAI""u'.",. ... ,,' of the determinant Cll . note 
that each of the cofactors . .. , only on /3, 14, 
and so we may think of each of Ci2' Cis) ... ,C~m as constant with 
to h. Since the set 
l) 
,c. a } ~ 
is linearly mclep.en,clellt 
=0. 
::ft 0, for some 12 E we must have 
Expanding and continuing in this way, we find that 
=0 
for all 1m-i) 1m E But the set 
is mdepemdlmt, and lc)(a) ::ft 0, for some Im-l E Fx. This 
(a) = 0 for all E This is a contradiction, since 
x ~ IRm I(x) , '" ,Im(x)). We then 
sequence of maps. 
x 
IJ(h, 12, . ,/m)l::ft 0 is the determinant of the transformation 
(f 0 c): IRm ~ m:.m, 
we may the inverse function theorem for m:.m to I 0 c. This that 
there exists an open set V IRm such that 10 c: V ~ I(V) = W is a Frolicher 
space with open in m:.n. Hence (c, f)a is an m:.m-invertible 
pair at x. 0 
B
c
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Notice that if X admits an ~m-invertible pair (c, fho at x E X, and there exists 
an open neighbourhood of x, U <; X, onto which c maps surjectively, then we 
may invert c locally at x. This implies that X is locally Euclidean at x. In 
other words, X looks like an m-dimensional manifold at x. 
Equivalently, if f is injective on an open neighbourhood of x, then we may 
invert f locally at f( x), and again we deduce that X looks like an m-dimensional 
manifold at x. 
8.2.3. Proposition. Let X be a Frolicher space with a non-zero tangent cone 
at x EX. Then X admits an ~-invertible pair at x. 
Proof Since TCxX =I 0, there exists some Vc E TCxX such that Vc =I 0, where 
c E Cx with c(to) = x, for some to E~. This curve c induces an injective map 
c.: Tto~ -t TCxX. Apply Theorem 8.2.2 with m = 1. D 
8.2.4. Definition. A smooth map g: X -t Y is called 
1. locally surjective at y E Y if there exists an open set V <; Y containing 
y, in the underlying topology such that g(g-l(V)) = V, and 
2. locally injective at x E X if there exists an open set U <; X containing 
x, in the underlying topology such that glu is injective. 
3. locally open at x E X if there exists an o en neighbourhood W of x in 
the underlying topology on X such that glw is an open mapping. 
8.2.5. Definition. Let X be a Frolicher space, and let (c, fho be an ~m_ 
invertible pair (m E N) at x EX. 
1. Ifm E N is the largest integer for which an ~m-invertible pair exists at x, 
then we say that the pair (c, fho is maximal at x. 
2. If c is locally an open mapping at to, then we say that the pair (c, fho zs 
open at x. 
8.2.6. Proposition. Let X be a Frolicher space, and let (c, fho be an ~m_ 
invertible pair (m E N) at x EX. The following are equivalent. 
1. The pair (c,fho is open at x. 
2. The mapping c is locally open at to E ~m. 
3. The mapping c is locally surjective at x. 
4. The mapping f is locally injective at x. 
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Proof. The equivalence of 1 and 2 is 
It is clear from the definition if c is locally open at to, then c is locally 
at x, so 2 3. 
Since the composite 10 c is locally an isomorphism (in the category FRL) 
on an open set to, it follows from purely set-theoretic considerations 
that 3 and 4 are equivalent, and that in either case both c and I are, in fact, 
local at to and x ,..,."npr·tlv·pl 
It now follows that 3 implies 5, since if c is 
is a local at by a set-theoretic ""C,UB!"'H .•• 
locally isomorphic to JRm at x. 
Finally, 5 2, since if X is locally Euclidean at x, then the map c, 
which induces a map of cones at x, can be locally inverted by 
the inverse function theorem for JRm. 0 
8.2.7. X admits an JRm-invertible pair at x E then there 
exists a Frolicher subspace A ~ with x E which inherits an m-dimensional 
Euclidean structure lrom x. 
Iho be the JRm-invertible pair at x, with c(to) = x. Then we have 
diagram. 
JR m ---=-,... X JR m .. 
There exists an open set V ~ JRm such that 10 c is invertible on V. Let U = 
(f 0 C)-l(V). This is an open set in JRm wbich contains to. Let c(U) ~ X have 
the inherited Frolicher structure. The map c is locally surjective at x E c(U) 
in this inherited Frolicher so 8.2.6 tells us that c(U) is 
locally m-dimensional Euclidean at x. 0 
8.2.8. Proposition. Let X be a locally m-dimensional Euclidean 
space at some Xo E X. There exists an JRk-invertible pair, ,Ikho at Xo E X, 
lor each 1 :s k :s m. The JRm-invertible pair is maximal. 
X is locally m-dimensional Euclidean at Xo, there exists an isomor-
phism I/J: U -t V, where U is an open neighbourhood of JRm, and V is an open 
of Xo. that I/J(to) Xo, some to E U. Let Bf(io) ~ U 
be an open ball with ~ U. Define a smooth function 0:: JR -t JR 
with the n"'~n",.t! 
.. o:(t) = 1 for t :s ~, 
.. 0 < o:(t) < 1 for ~ < t < f, 
.. o:(i) = 0 for t :2: f. 
We can use this to define a smooth '''--rr'''''' 
c: JRm -t X, 
i
f 0 L.GL'<:::)l,~)! 
.... "" ... ,1'> 
f
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by 
{ 




The map c is an on B~(to). An H"'\Tnr'l'nhl maps tangent 
cones bijectively, so we may apply Theorem 8.2.2, 
If!(m-invertible pair (c, , where f: X -+ If!(m. 
Define 
by 
, tic, 0, 0, ... , 0). 
Define 
by 
Then (c 0 Ck, !k 0 f)to is an pair. 
The (c, f)to is maximal, since if there exists an 
(cm+1 ) Jm+l ho, then the induced map of cones 
IS 
vector space, while 
: T tolf!(m+1 -+ X 
since Ttolf!(m+1 is an(m + 
is an m-dimensional vector space. 
The space X = If!(' V]R in Example 8.1.2 above admits an 
since it has a non-zero cone there. We observed that X was not 
o 
Euclidean at 0, and so thi  shows that the mere existence of the ]Rk-invertible 
in Proposition 8.2.8 is not sufficent to ensure that the space is locally 
Euclidean. Thus the implication of Proposition 8.2.8 cannot be reversed. 
8.2.9. Theorem. Let M be a manifold, and let g: M -+ X be a smooth 
Frolicher map that induces an injective map g. : TaM -+ 
is an open U a, such that g(U) is Euclidean. 
There exists a local 
"I: U -+ M, 
where U is an open subset of]Rm. Then go"l: U -+ g"l(U) is a locally 
mapping which an map of the cones. By Theorem 
8.2.2 there exists J: 9"I(U) -+ If!(m such that (9"1, Jho is an If!(m-invertible 
at a. Since the composite 9 0"1 is surjective, we conclude by PrC)POsltJlOn 
8.2.6 that 9"I(U) is Euclidean at a E M. 0 
tol)t l    
 "GUI'.""" 




lPI. '  lPI.
~
n,rnp" ~,."n'71 
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8.3 function theorem 
The obvious inverse function to hold for Frolicher 
spaces would be 
a smooth map g: X -+ Y induces a bijective map 9 .. : 
a point x E then there exists an open neighbourhood 
map 9 may be inverted. 
Such a theorem does not exist, as the 
at 
the 
8.3.1. Let X == lRl.' V lRl. be the FroHcher space defined in _ .. _ ....... _ 
8.1.2. The map 
g: lRl. -+ vlRl. 
by g(t) == t E mt induces a map of cones at 0, but is not 
locally invertible since the space X is not locally Euclidean at O. 
8.3.2. Let X == lRl.o V lRl.1. g: X -+ X induces a bijec-
tion 9. : -+ TCg(x)X for some x E X. Then 9 is locally a Frolicher 
isomorphism at x EX. 
8.1.1 that TCx X is a I-dimensional vector space 
at x 0 where TCxX V- U , the union of 
two I-dimensional vector spaces. So we may apply the usual inverse function 
theorem for manifolds at each x E except when x == O. We describe this case 
below. 
If x == 0, then g(x) == 0, since otherwise . Let 
io : lRl.o -+ U mt 1 
and 
i 1 : -+ lRl.o U lRl.1 




Each of the inclusions io, it induces a bijective map on the spaces. The 
quotient map q induces an map of cones in this case and 9 
induces a bijective map of tangent cones, by hypothesis. Thus each vV,,,p"""" 
9 0 q 0 io and go q 0 i1 induces an map on the cones. 
. 
1?er.tw
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Theorem there exist open sets Uo ~ and C with 0 E Uo 
and 0 E such that gqio(Uo) and ) are I-dimensional Euclidean spaces. 
We must have gqio(Uo)ngqi l ) {OJ, since otherwise 9 would not induce 
a map of tangent cones. Thus we have either 
gqio(Uo) ~ 
or 
gqio(Uo) ~ and 
The two cases are similar, so we assume the first. We may 
function theorem for real functions of one variable to each of 
to open sets Va ~ gqio(Ua) of and VI ~ gqil (Ut) of 









We may generalise the above theorem, to get the following. 
C 
o 
8.3.3. Proposition. Let X:::: M V N, (M, N smooth manifolds of dimension 
m and n, respectively), be the space defined by identifying a point in M with a 
in N. Suppose g: X -+ X induces a bijection 
-+ 
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8.4 Critical points of a smooth mapping 
8.4.1. Definition. Let g: X -+ Y be a smooth mapping between Frolicher 
spaces. We say that 9 has a point at x E X if the induced map 
is not Me(~tlfle_ For such x, we call a critical value 
8.4.2. Lemma. Let A be a subset of a manifold M. Let 
q: M -+ MIA 
be the uuo'ncl'u map. If, a E A, a smooth map 
g:MIA-+Y 
has a critical 
l([a]). 
at [a] E MIA then 9 0 q has a critical point at each x E 
Proof. The composition of smooth maps 
M MIA Y 
induces a '-VU:IIJU''''1 of maps on the """l1l".<OII" cones, 
TCg([aJ) Y 
for each a E A. Since g. is not surjective, the 
(g 0 q). g. 0 q. 
is not for any a E A. o 
8.4.3. Proposition. Let A be a finite subset of the m-dimensional manifold 
M. Let 
q: M -+ MIA 
be the quotient map. A smooth real-valued function 
g:MIA-+lR 
has a critical point at E MIA if, and if, 
goq:M-+lR 
has a critical at each a E A. 
;  
g .. : 
{ !tlp. _ 
;
aUiJ j~nC




-' ''',",V' '' L,,"UJ ,""'
 . ,  
'  ;
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that f: -+ lR has a critical point at [a], 
we deduce that 
goq:M-+lR 
has a critical point at each a E A. 
113 
suppose that 9 0 q: M -+ lR has a point at each a E A. 
sees that _ .. _ ... "._ 8.1 
where each Vi is an m-dimensional vector space. Hence there exists 1 :::; i :::; k 
such that Vc E Vi. for some a E there exists some v~J E such 
that Vc q* (V~, ), and so 
(Vc) = f .. (q,,(v~J)) 

























ld uotient on 
In this chapter we the structure of Frolicher spaces which arise from 
uv'a""'" of the form MIA, where A ~ M is a submanifold of a manifold M. 
hnmg,hoilit the chapter A denotes a k-dimensional submanifold of an 
m-dimensional manifold and q: M ---+ MIA denotes the set map 
with with the Frolicher structure. Of course, MIA is 
not a manifold, in general. 
9.1 Submanifolds 
In this section we prove a few technical results that will be used in subsequent 
sections of this chapter. 
9.1.1. Let A be a submanifold of a smooth manifold M. 
a E there exists an open U a in M, and a diffeomorphism 
. ~ . ; : U ---+ rn: ffi 
such that <fo( a) == Q., and 
m-k times 
if and if x E UnA. 
Proof Let E -.::r A be a tubular neighbourhood of A in M, and let e: E -+ M 
be the associated diffeomorphism between E and an open submanifold of M. 
A tubular can be shown to be to the normal bundle 
to A in M. See Hirsch [58] for definitions and further references. Choose 
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tubular is a trivial family of vector spaces, there is an 
open neighbourhood W of a contained in e(E) such that e- 1 (W) X \12, 
where VI is an open neighbourhood in A and V2 is an open neighbourhood in 
. Let 1/1: Z --t ]Rm be a coordinate containing a, small enough that 
An Z is to an open of 1/1(a) in , and shifted if 
necessary, so that a is identified with the of ]Rk. Let x: An Z --t Vs, be 
this where is an open set in ]Rk. 
x V2)) and define 
¢: U --t 
by 
¢(x) = (X, ) 0 e-I(x), fOJ: each x E U. 
If ¢ = (¢l, ¢2, ., ¢m), then the fact that e identifies A with the zero section 
of the bundle E .2+ A us the that 
for each a E UnA. 
9.1.2. Proposition. The map 
.. "' (a), 0, ... ,0), 
~
m-k times 
: (M A) --t ([a]}) 
is a diffeomorphism manifolds. 
o 
By definition q is a smooth nIlF'rU(UI on M - A. It remains only to prove 
that 
is smooth. 
Let c: ]R --t MIA ([aJ} be a structure curve on MIA - {[a]}, by 
c(t) = (x(t)]. Then 0 c(t) = q-l [x(t)] = x(t). We must show that x{t) is a 
structure curve on M A. 
To this end, let M A --t ]R be a structure function. Then 
MIA ([a]}--t]R, J([mJ) = f(m) is smooth, since f oq = f. Thus, 
f 0 0 c(t) = f(x(t)) 
J([x(t)]) 
J 0 c(t). 
But f is a structure function and c is a structure curve on M 
composite is a smooth real function. 






n n z)  
u-+
  or ,
cP , . 
nrrlnprtv  
cP( a) = , 
0 
ll.prT"U
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9.2 structure of cone 
In this section we 
identified point [a], a EA. 
the structure of the v~u.""v •.• u cone of M / A at the 
9.2.1. Lemma. Let 
TaM. For each a E A, 
be a basis for contained in a basis Ba M of 
where q. : TaM -t TC[a] M / A is the induced map of LUll"""". cones. 
Proof. Let a E A. It is clear that 
span (q. M). 
\Ve show the reverse inclusion. notation ""lTlP'wh suppose that 
and that 
whereci: ~ -t M are structure curves with the property that Ci(~) ~ A for 
1 i -:; k. These bases can be chosen in this way, because the Frolicher structure 
on the submanifold A is by the structure curves on M that lie entirely 
within A. Here == TCaA and TaM == 
Let Vc EM. Then there exist constants al, a2, ... , am E lR such that 
Let f E . For each basic vector vc., we have 
If ~ A, then q 0 = [a] , and so 
lim = O. 
t-+O 
the of q., 
9.2.2. Lemma. Let Vc E ker (q.). Then vc(f) == 0 for every f E 
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Let 9 E FM / A Then 
0== g.(vc)(g) 
This shows that Vc (f) = 0 if f is of the form gog for some 9 E In section 
2.6 it is shown that every function on M that is constant over A can be fadored 
-.UVU,"U the quotient map in this way. 0 
9.2.3. Lemma. FOT each a E A, 
Let a E A and let Vc E ker (g.). This means that Vc E TaM, and that 
O. We wish to show that Vc E 




for each x E UnA, with <,6(a) = Q. 
{a a:2'" . , a } 
is a basis for the V~"!,>v"H space T 4>(a)lRffl • Define 
Then {Vb V2, ... , vrn} is a basis for the space TaM, and {Vb V2, • ~ • J 
is a basis for the a vector of TaM. 
Let <: > 0 be small that Be(Q) C <,6(U). Define a smooth 




1 ift < 4" 
3<:2 o ift > -
o ::; a(t) ~ 1 otherwise. 
Let D: lRffl -+ lR be 
D(!) = ti + t~ + ... + t~, 
o 
= 9 0 q
ct












, ... ,¢;k 
fJ 
. $', fJ } 
.
,i== 1, ... , m. 
l
l ft<~
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== (O: (D(t))t1 ' o:(D(!))t2' ... ) 0: (D(t))t m ) . 
Notice that TW E ¢(U) for each t E lRm , and for t 
the T is the ,,,,,,,'HL'L 1 
Suppose that 





.. ~ , 
close to the 
It is clear that c is and notice that for t sufficiently close to zero, 
since T is the 
c(t) == 
k times 
HHJ'I-'I-'LUF> on lR m near Q.. 
m {) 
We may deduce that 
m 
Now, let f E FM Define i: em -+ lR by 
1(1) = f 0 o 
k times 
Notice that for < we have 
k times 
that for i = k + 1, .. ,m, we have 
;-1 times 
.-1 times 
• ~. 1 
 . 
where! . ~ . , define T: ~m -+ ~m 
, II 
ch! ~m, r!








o o J • ~. , 
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for DW > ,we have 1 constant, and in addition 1 is constant on 
¢(A n U) n Bf(Q). 
Thus we may extend 1 to the whole of ¢(U) by 
I(x) = { if x E B.{Q.) otherwise. 





Again, it is easy to see that this map is smooth. Now, since 11 is a function on 




= L OiVi{h) (h constant on A), 






 w  j j 
j 
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== vc(f 0 1) 
(rp-l).(Vc)(f). 
1). (f) 0 for each f E FM, and 
m 
l).(vc) L a;v;, 
;=k+1 
definition of C, we must have ak+1 am == O. Thus 
k 
Vc L a;v; E T aA. 
;=1 




where Ci; lR -+ M are structure curves with the property that C A for 
1 ::; i ::; k, and the vectors defined by these curves form a basis for T aA. 
as we observed in the of Lemma 9.2.1, 
q .. (Vc.) = 0, for 1::; i::; k . 
.... 111'"\1'"\'"'''' that there exist constants 13k+1> 13k+2, ... ,13m E lilt such that 
Then we have 
Lemma 
o ==q. (13k+1 
=q.(vc ), say. 
Vc E and so Vc == 0, since none of the vectors 
{VCj Ii = k + 1, ... ,m} 
is a basis element for T aA. This implies that each 
13j =0, (j =k+l, ... ,m), 
since the 
Vei ' (j == 1, ... ,m) 
are elements of the basis for TaM. o 
o ,
Q:;V; , 
Q:"+ Q:  
Q:;V;
::::  
the set UHltlJF.lt1. vectors q. is 
:
: :
 ::  ::; . 
" ........ , " m
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9.2.5. Corollary. For each a E A, 
is an m- -fL'-"""""'U)'''''A vector space. 
The result follows from Lemma 9.2.1 and Lemma 9.2.4. o 
9.2.6. Corollary. 
U span (q.(BaM) - q.(BaA)) ~ TC[a]MjA. 
aEA 
For each a E A, the induced map q. is injective, and 
From Lemma 9.2.1 and Corollary we know that 
q. span (q.(BaM -
span (q.(BaM) - q.(BaA)). 
Thus 





TC[a]MjA ~ U span (q.(Ba M ) - q.(BaA)). 
aEA 
Let Vc E TC[a}M j A. If Vc = 0, then we are 
We have 






E FM / A • Since we are a.o"'LUHU15 that Vc ::j: 0, there must be an open 
c(u {O})=C((-f,O)U(O,f))~MjA {[an. 
map q: M -t M j A is a nre.om,ornIH8m on M A, and so 
each ree,resent of a smooth curve on M. 
q. span 













. oO> HH - : :.
c 
.M~ 111I':OITIOrnllllR
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Let {t n }, (n E tn =1= 0) be a sequence of real numbers to O. 
Notice that since c(O) = [aJ, every open of [aJ contains 
c( -1],1]) some 0 < 1] < £. 
This that every open of A contains 
o c)( -1],0) U (q-l 0 c)(O, 1]) some 0 < 1] < e:. 
Thus every open nelght)OUrh()Qci of A contains the tail of the sequence {( q-l 0 





is an open neighbourhood of A, and thus contains the tail of the sequence 
{(q-l 0 c)(in)}. Since there are a finite number of III 
this union, there is a Wp which infinitely many of the elements of 
the sequence {(q-l 0 cHtn)}. But the closure, Wp, of this Wp is a 
Hausdorff set, and is thus sequentially (See [75]). This means 
that a subsequence of { 10 c)(tn)} converges to a point in Wp. 
Denote this convergent by 
{ 0 c)(in,.)} , j EN. 
We have 
c(tni ) = lim c(in) = c(O) = raj. n-too 
This that 
1 0 c)(tn ;) E A. 
Define 
Use .... ""r.r."1T'r.n 9.1.1 to find a neighbourhood U of ao in M, and a diffeo-
morphism 
¢ = , "', ¢m): U ....-+lRm 
such that ¢(ao) =.0., and 
¢(x) (x), ¢2(X), ... , ¢k(X), 0, ... ,0), 
~
m-k times 
















ao = ) . 
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Let f E FM / A . for t ::f. 0, 
= 
f and c are smooth, the limit 
lim d(f 0 c)(t) = lim ~d(:.:....f_o...,,:.-:..-=.:... 
t-+O dt j-+oo 
exists. is smooth and hence continuous, we deduce that 
exists for each i = 1, ... , m. 
Now define the line I: jR --* jRm by 
Use a suitable braking function (a function like T: jRm --* IIlm of Lemma 9.2.3 
will do) to truncate the ends of the line I so that the curve remains in 
¢(U), but so that l is unchanged near t = O. that this truncated 
l* : III --* IIlm , is by 
l*(t) = (xi(t), x;(t), ... , x~(t)). 






= L .lim --'-----:,......-:.......:....:......-=..'-'-
i:::1 )-+00 
But Vc q .. 
= d(f 0 c)(O) 
dt 
= vc(f). 




+ l  
1 ."",,unAAA!'> 
, UW.HC"'!'l,<OU uUuu'u",,,, 
Z* 1 l + l ffl
 (  , 
l 1 l +
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Combining these results, we have the following theorem .. 
9.2.8. Theorem. 

















• • aXIoms In 
In this chapter we state and verify Baues' (see [7]) axioms for a fibration 
category. Before we investigate the axioms we define a few concepts in the 
next section that we shall need when verifying the fibration axioms. 
A.1 Fibrations and fibre homotopy in FRL 
First, we define the notion of smooth fibration. 
A.I.I. Definition. A smooth map 
is called a smooth fibration if, given commutative diagram of the form 
there exists a commutative diagram of the form 
Z E 
(0,1.) 1 ;: Jp 
IxZ--B 
where F'(t, z) = F(O',(t), z), for some 0 < f < ~ and some smooth braking 







(0,1.) 1 Jp 
F 
I x Z ----1!0- B 
Ct
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A.1.2. Let p: E -+ B be a smooth fibration. A smooth homotopy 
H I x X -+ E is called a fibre homotopy over B if pH(t, for 
alitE/. 
A.1.3. Definition. A fibration is a category C together with a 
class fib, called the and a class morphisms, 
denoted we, called the weak which axioms (FlJ, (F2), 
and (F4J described below. We define trivial fibrations to be morphisms 
which are both fibrations and weak ",,,.,·.,,,.,1,,, 
We will verify that FRL, with the class of smooth fibrations and smooth 
homotopy equivalences defined above, is a fibration ~~ .. ~,..,._. 
A.2 Axiom (Fl): Composition axiom 
...... r •.• _ •.• - are trivial fibrations. For any two maps 
A B c, 
if any two of f, g, gf are weak equivalences, so is the third. The of 
fibrations is a fibration. 
We now this axiom for FRL. Note that when we verified axiom (Cl) 
for a cofibration we verified that if any two of f, 9 and are weak 
then so is the third. 
Smooth isomorphisms are clearly weak They are also smooth 
fibrations, for if p: E -t B is a smooth isomorphism, and we are given a 
commutative of the form 
f 
Z--""';' E 
(O,lz) 1 11" 
IxZ B 
then we may define G: I x Z -+ E by G(t, z) p-l 0 F(a.(t), z), for any 
o < t < !, some smooth braking function a e : lR -+ lR, and each tEl, z E Z. 
Then the following diagram clearly commutes 
where z) := F(ae(t), z). 
Finally, suppose that 
E B and B c 
~"uV'mIV
TU>rnrH,n 
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are smooth fibrations. we are the commutative diagram below. 
Since p is a smooth we have the commutative 
Z E 
(°,,·)1 yj:' 
/ xZ C 
. where z) == (t), z) for some 0 < £1 < t, and some smooth 
function Oe, : JR. -t JR.. Since Po is a smooth fibration, we have the commutative 
diagram 
where G'(t, z) 
function 0£2' 
We have 




(t), z) for some 0 < £2 < t, and some smooth " ........ n.O" 
popooH(t,z) :=poG/(t,z) 
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us the commutative U1"'1'.1., .. 11 
and so p () Po is a smooth fibration. 
A.3 Axiom (F2): Pullback axiom 
For any fibration 
E B 
and map f: B' -7 B there exists the pullback in C 
B' XB E E 
!pl ~P 
B' B 
and pi is a fibration {which we sometimes call the fibration induced from p by 
Moreover: 
(a) if f is a weak 
(b) if p is a weak 
so is f', 
so is p'. 
If C has a final object, denoted e, then we call an object X in C e-fibrant if the 
unique map X -7 e is a fibration. The axioms (FI), (F2)(b), and imply 
axiom (F2)(a) if all objects are e-fibrant in C. (See Baues [7]). We below 
that all in FRL are indeed and so we do not part (a) 
of this axiom. 
We now verify the pullback axiom for FRL. The one space * is a final 
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define G' IxZ -+ E z) = f (z) for z E Z. Then G is a smooth homotopy, 
and the UH"F-."'-'1H 
commutes. 
can easily that pullbacks exist in and that the fJUJlH.1(""''''' 
B' XB E above is a subset of B' x E: 
BI XB E = {W,e)lf(b') p{e)}, 
with the Frolicher subspace structure. The maps p' and f' are the usual pro-
jections onto each component of the product. 
Now suppose we are given a pullback like the one above. We need 
to show that PI: B' x B E -+ B', the projection onto the first of the 
product, is a smooth fibration if p: E -+ B is. To this suppose we have the 
commutative 
Since P is a smooth 
such that the 
Z--il>- xBE E 
(0,1,) j j,,=,. j' 
I x Z --"--- B' --'--- B 
we may fill in the smooth nm-nATAT\V H : I x Z -+ 
--'---B' B 
where z) = G(Q;£(t), z) for some 0 < f < !, and some smooth 
function Q;c: IR: -+ R But the hand square of solid arrows is a 
pullback square, so we may factor the maps H: I x Z -+ E and G' : I x Z -+ B' 



























HI is by HI(t, z) (GI(t, z), z)). Notice that PI oH' GI, 
since PI is the projection onto the first component of the product. we have 
z) = (G'(O, z), z)) = (PI 0 g(Z),P2 0 g(z)) = g(z). 
This shows that PI : B' X B E -+ B' is a ;:)IHVVt!ll fibration. Thus we have verified 
aXIOm 
As shown all in FRL are thus we need now only 
of axiom (F2). We do this via the sequence of lemmas. 
the same as the for VV~'V"J""v<U spaces, with a few 
smooth maps, and of course the modified definition 
James for example. 
A.3.1. Lemma. we are the commutative diagram 
where P is a fibration in FRL and 9 is a smooth map "m! .. u!~uv.l' Then 
there exists a smooth map 0" E -+ E such that go' is 
Let F: I x E -+ E be the smooth nOlrIlotor;IV IE '::::.F g. Then 




I x E. 
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where FI(t, -) F(af(t), -), for some 0 < [ < !. 
Define 9' (e) G(I, e). Then pgl(e) :::::: pG(l, e) pF'(I, e) :::::: pg(e). Also G 
is a homotopy '::::.a 9'. 
Now consider the goG: I X E -t E. We have gG(O, 9 and 
gG(l, . Define H: I x E -t E by 
H(t, e) = 
{
go G(l - a f , (2t), e) if 0:::; t :::; ~ 
FI(2 e)if~:::;t:::;l, 
for some 0 < [1 < ~, and where a l is a smooth braking function with the 
• al(t):::::: 1 for 1:::; t:::;~, 
• al(t) :::::: t for ~ :::; t :::; 2 and 
41 1:::; a ' (t) :::; 2 for 1 :::; t :::; 2. 
It is clear H is smooth. We have H(O, -) and H(l, -) 
Now define a smooth homotopy 1<: I x I x E -t B by 
1«t, 8, e) :::::: 
{
p 0 go G((l a f ; (28))(1 - t), e) if 0 :::; 8 :::; ~ 
P 0 + (1 - al (28) )( 1 - t), e) if ~ :::; 8 :::; 1. 
To see that 1< is smooth we need observe that for 5 near ~ we have 1< 
either p 0 9 0 e) = po 9 or po F' (1, e) = po g. 
Notice that 1«0,5, po H(5, e). We have the 
IxE--.;..- B 
(O,hxE1l 
I x I x E. 
Since p is a lU1O,.1<JH, we have the diagram 
I x ~ E 
(O,iIXE) 1 k 
I x I x E 














=   :; 
= i
< < <- --
( ,-
e




























~ L(O, 1, 
== H(l, 
132 
Notice that from (**), and the definition of K', all the above are 
fibre homotopies over B. For to see that L(O, 0, ~ L(I,O, is a 
fibre homotopy over notice that from (**), pL(t,O, f{'(t,O, But 
from the definition of [(I we see that I('(t, 0, -) does not on t. 0 




where p and q are If 9 is a homotopy Tllu,,,,,;e then 9 is a fibre 
homotopy equivalence over B. 
Let g': E -+ E be a inverse for g. Then ~ IEl and so by 
Lemma A.3.1 there exists a smooth map gil: E -+ E such that gg' gil is fibre 
homotopic to IE. Thus o'g" is fibre homotopy inverse to g. 
The composite g' gil is a homotopy equivalence, since 9 is. Apply the above 
.... "" .... on"'.o to g' gil to a right fibre homotopy inverse to g' g". But also 
has a left fibre homotopy g. Thus is a fibre nOlmOto]:>y 
Hence 9 is itself a fibre homotopy 0 
A.3.3. Lemma. If p: E -+ B is a trivial 
equivalence. 
then p is a fibre homotopy 
Proof Let 
homotopy 
. B -+ E be a homotopy inverse for p. Let F: I x B -+ B be the 
pp ~F . We have the UiG'l'.'CLUl 
B--.;.- B 
(O,lB) ! 
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Since p is a fibration there exists the 
Let s G(1, E. Notice that s is a section of p, since ps(b) :;;:;; 
pG(l, h) F'(l, 
We have the 
Since s is a homotopy it is a fibre Lemma 
A.3.2. To complete the we need only observe that the fibre homotopy 
inverse of s is p. We have ps 
inverse of s. Then we have a fibre sk ::::: 
k ::::: p, both homotopies being fibre homotopies. 






where p is a J1hrnr:u""l if p is a weak eO!J.uJale then pi is a weak 
::::: p, and so 
o 
Proof Let s be the section of p that is Lemma A.3.3. Define S': 
-4 BI XB E by SIW) (b' , sfW)). Notice that s' is well-defined, since 
p( sfW)) :;;:;; fW) as .. ",.",,,,.,,rt 
We have pISI(b l ) p' (b', :;;:;; b'. the other hand 
s' pi (b l , e) :;;:;; S' (hi) 
:;:: (hi, sf(bl )) 
(bl,sp(e)) 
:::::W. 
The homotopy above is defined deforming sp into This 
well-defined because by Lemma A.3.3 we may choose the 
fibre homotopy over B. 
IS 





nOlm tlY V>I.''''''·.'' nOlmotO]:IY 
HUJlHU'LUI.JY 
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A.4 Axiom ): F-Factorization axiom 




where T is a weak equivalence and p is a fibration. 
We verify this using [114] notation, and following his meth-
ods for the topological situation. 
A.4.1. Given a smooth map A -+ B, 
1. =[(Ix U({O}xB)] where"-Jisthereiation(O,a),,-, (O.f(a)). We 
will use [t, a] and [0, b] to denote points of B to a) E I x A 
and (O,b) E {O} x B respectively. 
2. I: B -+ I x B 
a]=(t,f(a)), aE tEl,' 
1[0, b] ::::: b), for b E B. 
3. For ° < € < ~, an ~~'U'''''' function f is a map 
p: I x B -+ with the properties 
p(O, b) = [0, b] bE B 
p(t.f(a)) ::::: [a€(t), a] fort E I, a E A 
Note that if f is an inclusion map, so is I, and an 
for is a weak retraction of I x B to a which is the 
In 
AA.2. Lemma. A map f: A -+ B is a smooth cofibration if and only if there 
exists an retracting for f, some 0 < <: < ~, and some 
braking function Of: JR -+ JR. 
f is a smooth cofibration. 
by g(b) = b] and G(t, a) = (t, 
, we have the following commutative 
I x A. 
and G: I x A -+ B 
a] = [0, 
 -  i
--"'---""B 
 '" is t  relati  (0  
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Thus there exists a commutative diagram as follows 
B--""""'" 
(O,lB) 1 
I X B I X 
where G'(t, a) ::: G(ae(t), a) for some braking function ae. JR -t JR, and some 
0< t < ~. Here p(O, b) g(b) and 
Conversely, 
<..;U1UHJlU"'"" define 
!(a)) ::: G'(t, 
::: G(af(t), a) 
[a,(t), a]. 
maps g: B -t Z and G: I x A -t Z such that 
A--;.-
(O,IA) 1 
-t Z by 
I x A 
a] ::: G(t, 
b]:::g(b). 
z 
If, for some braking function a.: JR -t and some 0 < t < t, p: I x B -t IS 
an retracting function for !, then the map 
makes the 
Fop: I x B -t Z 
B Z 
(O,l S )! ~ll 
1/ xl 
IxB-IxA 
where G'(t, a) G(a,(t), a), since 
F(t, !(a))::: 0 p(t, !(a)) 
::: G[a.(t), a] 







LU'U JlU"' :> -t
=
] = 
£ l -t  /:  -t
I  
---"" 
( ,ls)  
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A.4.3. Theorem. Let I: A -+ B be a smooth and let Y be any 
Frolicher space. The map p: -+ defined by p(g) = 9 0 1 is a smooth 
fibration. 
be an retracting function for 1 (which exists 
p defines a map 
/: -+ ylxB 
by p'(g) = gop for g: B -+ y. But FRL is Cartesian closed, so we have 
~ (yB( 
G)E x Igol= -)}. 
In other words, a map h: B -+ Y can be broken up into a map g: B -+ Y and 
a map G: I x A -+ Y such that go I(a) = G(O, a). 
Note that for G) E yB, 
To show p: 
mutative ~.",,,.,, • .u 
Define s: Z -+ 
Now define 
[/(g, G)] (0, b) = g(b) 
G)] = G)]p(t,l(a)) 
= [(g, G)] ,a] 
= G(a,(t), a). 
-+ yA a smooth fibration, suppose that we have the com-
z--.,... 
(O,lz) 1 lp 
F IxZ_yA 
F(t, z)(a). 
z)(b) = (p/~, ~)) b). 
eyB Eyll(A 
One shows that h(z)(J(a)) = s(z)(O, . The map G is a of 
smooth maps, followed by an so it smooth. Note that from above, 
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and 
(PO z))(a) = (C(t,z))U(a)) 
== (pi (h(z), S(Z))) (t, I(a)) 
== (h(Z), s(z)) (o:e(t), a) 
s(z)( O:e(t), a) 
F(O:e(t), z)(a) 
= (F(o:£(t), z)) (a) 
Thus we have the following commutative """1'.£<>111, 
137 
where F'(t, z) 
mined by the 
F(O:f(i), z) for the smooth function 0:£: IR -+ lR deter-
function p: I x B -+ Thus we have shown 
that p is a smooth fibration. o 
AAA. Corollary. For any space Y, let p: yI -+ Y be the map p(w) == w(O), 
w: I -+ Y. Then p is a smooth fibration. 
Since the inclusion map 0 Y I is a smooth the result follows 
from Lemma A.4.3 with the observation that y{O} ~ Y. 
o 
A.4.5. Let I: X -+ Y. Define the Ul<lUlnu.1;;t fibre 1 by 
Pi == ((x,w) E X x yIlw(O) I(x)}. 
Definition. Let pi: -+ Y be the smooth fibration defined by pi (w) == 
;nrrHUllrf/ A.4.4), and let p: Pi -+ X be the smooth induced 
I. (In other p(x,w) = x. We call p the mapping 
fibration. 
There is a smooth section s: X -+ Pi of p defined by s(x) = Wi(x)), 
where is the constant in Y at I(x). 
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1. there is a homotopy IPf ~ sop over X, 
2. is a smooth fibration. 
The commutes by definition of the maps involved. 
1. We prove this in two steps. Define : I x -+ 
Fl(s, (x,w)) == (x,Wt_s), 
where Wl_.(t) == - s)O'€(t)), for some ° < f < 
Ula,AU1'1'> function 0'£: R -+ R Note that Wl_s(t) is 
and for t E (1 - £,1]. Then Fl is a smooth fibre nOIDOtoJ:>Y from 
: P, -+ P" given by 
FJ(O, (x, w)) (x, w(O'e( -))), 
to sop. 
define : I x P, -+ P, by 
F2 (s, (x,w)) (x,w~), 
where (t) == w((l- s)t + SO'f(t)), 
Note that is a smooth fibre homotopy from to 
Note that as t -+ 0, then (1 - s)t + -+ 0, and as t -+ 1, then 
+ SO'f(t) -+ 1, and so w~ is a "U1UUl,1l1LUlI..l,lUU on the flattened unit 
2. To show that is a smooth suppose there exists a commutative 
W--=--.;.. 
(O,lw) 1 
Ix W Y 
Then g: W -+ P, ~ X X yI may be uo;;~.vUJ'IJV""U into two maps g' : 
W -+ X and g": W -+ yI such that gll(W)(O) (w). In other words 
g(w) == (g'(W),gll(W)) , 




-  0 
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Define H: I x W -7 PI by 
H(t,w) = (g'(w),g(t,w)), 
where ,w) E yI is defined 
g(t, w)(s) 
{ 
2s if 0 < 2s < 2 t < 2, wE W 
a ("., ;2(:,(8) + ~ - 1~), w) : 1 ~ 2 - , ~ 28 ~ 2, wE W, 
and ke is the constant Lemma 2.8.3. Note that s E I. Ob-
serve now that 9 is smooth at s = 0, since gil (w) E Y I, and at 
s = 1 because of the presence of the braking function Q€. One can now 
prove that w) is smooth in much the same way as one proves the map 
H: I x -7 W smooth in Lemma 6.3.6. 
We now have the commutative diagram, 
where G'(t, w) = G(Q£(t), 
by the construction of H 
and Q€ is a smooth braking function defined 
This the proof. 
o 
This _~ ........ _"'.~ the verification of the F-Factorization axiom. 
A.5 
For every 
(F4): Axiom on 
X in C, there exists a cofibrant model F with a trivial fibration 
F~X. 
We show that every in FRL is cofibrant. Let 
E X 
be a trivial fibration. Then there exists a smooth map 15: X -7 E such that 
pop '::::.G , where G: Ix X -7 X is a smooth with G(O, x) = 
,x) lx. 







i     :5 ,    







.  . 
. 
p: ?
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But p is a smooth fibration, so we may construct a smooth homotopy H: I x X ~ E 
such that the 
where G'(t, x) ;::: , x) for some 0 < c < ~, and some smooth 
function a£: R ~ R. Define s: X ~ E by ;::: H(l,x). Then 





Thus every object in FRL is its own cofibrant model. 
This concludes the verification of the axioms for a fibration category. 
.t1Lf",IVl l.:;












The Axioms for a 
J-category 
In this we investigate the cube axiom, as defined by Doeraene [32]. 
A category with an object * that is both initial and final and that satisfies the 
cube axiom and the cofibration and fibration axioms is called a J-category by 
Doeraene [32]. 
A has sufficient structure for a reasonable notion of Lusterick-
Schnirelmann to be defined from the axioms. The paper by Doeraene 
[32] derives many results in this setting that correspond to known topological 
results. if one knows that FRL satisfies the necessary axioms for a J-
one automatically has access to all of Doeraene's results. We provide 
of only a case of the cube axiom. We believe that a full 
but the proof would require the result that the by fibrations of 
a cofibration is a cofibration. This is a subtle point that is beyond the 
scope of this aplpe[l(ll:lc 
First we need to define the notions of pullbacks and 
See also Grandis The following definition is taken from the 
B.D.!. Definition. 1. A commutative rI.!£IGTlClm 
is called a homotopy pullback if, for some 9 pT, the 
141 
UI~ rnal~l ,~ I  
lperI<U:x.:.
O t l UI TI!  
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induced map r' below is a weak eu'UzV(1!e 
-----..-.:...-----C 
g' A XB Pg -- 9 
/- ~ 
A ~B 
2. Dually, a commutative diagram 
is called a homotopy pushout if, fo1' some C-factorization 9 the 
induced map r' below is a weak equivalence. 
D ---------.;0. C 
~ ;/ 
also [49] for on homotopy and related construc-
tions in an axiomatic setting. 
B.l Cube Axiom 
The cube as by Doeraene is as follows. we are 




-.. .... : .----
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where the bottom face is a homotopy pushout, the vertical faces are 
pullbacks. Then the top face is a homotopy 
It is by Doeraene [32], (Theorem A.I), that if a category C is a 
fibration and a cofibration then C satisfies the cube axiom if 
and only if for any commutative cube in C of the 
• )0 • 
~ I~ 
• ~ . 
_i~1 
. :. )0 • 
if the bottom face is the pushout of two the vertical maps are 
and the vertical faces are pullbacks, then the top face is a homotopy 
We prove the following special case of the above result. 
B.l.l. Theorem. 
FRL. 
we are given the following commutative diagram in 
"""''''''-''1'' the bottom face is the pushout of two cofibmtions, the vertical maps are 
fibmtions, and the vertical are pullbacks. D = *, the terminal 
then the top is the pushout two cofibrations. 
Proof We proceed as far as possible without the >l.<:<:nrrlT'\tlnn 
proof relies on Lemma 4.6.2. In other words we assume UUIJU'C,'V.lJ 
91, 92 are all inclusions. 
Since the bottom face is D::= CUA and h: C -+ B is 
h(c) = [c], for c E C, where the square bracket denotes the equivalence class 
under the identification defining the adjunction. g2: B -+ C B is 
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The front face is a pullback, and so C' C XD ,and "I: C XD DI -+ C 
and onto the first and second coordinates 
of the 
The face is a pullback, and so B' :::;;; B XD , and {3: B XD DI -+ B 
and g~ : B x D -+ D' are the onto the first and second coordinates 
of the respectively. 
The left face is a pullback, so AI = A Xc . By the pasting properties of 
A Xc :::;;; A XD 
((a,d' ) E A x DI: !291(a) = 6(d
l
)} 
Ha, d') E A X D' : 9211 (a) 6(d')} 
The map a: -+ A is by a(a, c, = a, for c, d' ) E . The map 
: AI -+ CI is by 9~(a,c,d') = (c,d' ), for (a,c,d' ) E AI. 
The rear face is a pullback, so AI :::;;; A x B RI. Then 
A XB BI = Ha, bl) E A X BI : Ida) :::;;; {3Wn 
= {(a, b, d' ) E A x B x : 11 (a) ::::: (3W) b 192(b) 6(d
l
)} 
The map a: -+ A is by a(a, b, ::::: a, for (a, b, d') E A'. The map 
I~ : AI -+ B' is by If (a, b, dl ) = (b, dl), for b, d') E AI. 
Let us now consider the top face of the cube. We may form the pushout of 
the maps If and 9i, obtaining the following commutative UI0,"'''''111, 
A'--------~------B' 
where T: C' -+ D' is the unique map induced by the pushout. We shall 
show that T is an isomorphism of Frolicher spaces, by a smooth inverse 
to T. 
Before we construct this lllV"""'C. let us consider the 
that 
spaces. Note 
D X D' = UA B) X D' ::::: x D') X D'), 
where we form the identification (c, d' ) (b, d') if and if c 91 and 
b l1(a), in the on the right. The fact that the spaces are 
isomorphic follows from the fact that FRL is a Cartesian dosed and 






=  ( x  
pf(lJe(~tl(lDS 
'-'''''''uw,!'. n nr)p t.l 
=  
c, , 
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We assume from here on that D = {*}. Before we define the map T: D' -t 
UA' B' , define 
p: (C x D') (B X D') -t XD D') UA' XD D') 
by p([c, diD = d' ) for (c, d' ) E C X D' or pUb, diD = j(b, d' ) for (b, d' ) E B x 
One can verify that p is well defined, consistent with the various 
identifications that are made. 
To see that p is let f: (C x D -t JR be a structure 
function on (C XD D') (B XD D'). composite map. 
(C x x (C XD JR. 
To see that fop: (C x D') 
(c, d' ) E C X D', 
(B X D') -t JR is smooth, note that for 
f(p([c, d'])) dl ), . 
and f 0 i is smooth. For (b, dl ) E B X D', 
f(p([b , d'D = fj(b, d' ), 
and f 0 j is smooth. Thus fop is smooth on each of the ,-u~nu,.!u<.. 
(C X DI) xD' (B X D') and is therefore smooth. 
We now define (*)) 
f = po (~x I), where 6 xl: -t D x DI. The map T is smooth, as it is the 
of smooth maps. We need that it III an Illverse 
for r. To this end, let d' E D'. Then 
(ror)(d' ) = r(po (15 x l)(dl)) 
= r(p([J(d' ), d'])) 
Now, J(d' ) E D = C B is of the form either l2(c) or g2(b) for some c E Cor 
b E B. Consider the first possibility (the other case is similar). We then have 
r(p([J( d' ), dl])) = r(p([12 (c), dl])) 
= r(i(c, dl)) 
= d' 
On the other hand, consider an element of (C x D DI) UA' X D DI) of the form 
i(c, dl ). The other case is similar. Then 
o (i(c, dl)) = 
= i(c, d' ), 










J J 0 p '-UII-IH.IUUl< .
r: -+ 
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We have shown that the top face ofthe cube is a pushout square. To ,"V'.ill""."'"'" 
the proof of this we need to show that the top face is a pushout of 
and then that will imply that the top face is a homotopy 
""'""V"-., as required our special case of the cube axiom. We will show that 
gi: A' -7 C' is a cofibration. The that Ii : A' -7 is a cofibration is 
similar. 
Recall that A' 
we always have c 
((a,c,d') E A x C x : gl(a)::: c, b(c) 
gl(a), we can think of AI as 
AI dl ) E A x (a)) o(dl )}. 
If we think of A' in this way, then the map gi : A' -7 IS 
g~ (a, dl ) == (a),d' ) for all (a,dl ) E A'. 
In other words, we are thinking of as the I-'UJ"U<"'-'" given by 
o(dl )}. Since 
by 
(or use the fact that of are pullbacks). Thus A' :::: A x D D'. 
Before we continue, recall that, since FRL is a closed Ca{,eK(JrV 
given two Frolicher spaces Wand Y, the function space W Y has a natural 
smooth and a map {: X -7 W Y , where X is some Frolicher space, 
is smooth if and only if the induced map e: X x Y -7 W is smooth, where 
y) ::: ({(x )](y). We will use this fact in proving that g~ is a cofibration. 
'-'ULlLI'''''''' that we are the commutative diagram, (where the 
such as A XD D' are to the usual products such as A x 
because D *) 
We must first show the existence of a commutative diagram of the form 





I x (C X D') 
1[ 
I x (A X D') 
















AxD' __ - z 
1 
Ix x 
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We know that gl : A -+ C is a cofibration, and by the Cartesian closed ness 
of FRL we have the following diagram, 
A g, C f n' , ~-----;o... z 
(O, lAll ~ 
I x A 
where, for any c E C, /(c): D' -+ Z is given by 
(1(c))(d') = f(c, d'), for d' ED', 
and for any (t, a) E I x A, G(t, a): D' -+ Z is given by 
(G(t, a))(d') = G(t, a, d'), for d' ED'. 
Thus there exists the following commutative diagram in FRL. 
C Zn' 
(O,lell yC11 
Ix C..;f--Ix A 
11 Xg, 
where G'(t, a) = G(a,(t), a), for (t, a) E I x A, and some braking function a" 
° < ( < ~. 
We now define F: I x C X D' -+ Z by 
We have 
F(t,c,d') = (P(t,c))(d'), for (t,c,d') E I x (C Xn D'). 
F(O, c, d') = (P(O, c))(dl ) 
= (1(c)) (d') 
= f(c, d' ), 
for (c, d') E C X D', and 
F(t,g~(a,d')) = (P(t,gl(a))) (d') 
= (G'(t,a))(d') 
= (G(a,(t),a))(d l ) 
= G(a,(t),a,d), 
for tEl, and (a, d') E A X D'. This shows that the required commutativity 
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